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FREE Online & Telephone 
Technical advice!
Call: 01209 821028

Delivery Nationwide 
& International *

 

Text enquiries to
07800 006317

Competitive
Bulk Prices! **

Telephone lines open : 08:30 - 17:00     On-site shop open : 08:00 - 16:45 

Email queries : sales@cfsnet.co.uk

* Service may not be available in some countries     ** Call our sales team for a quote
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Established in Cornwall in 1974, 
we have over 40 years solid 
experience in the fibreglass 
industry, keeping pace with the fast 
changing technical advances and 
developments. In 2001, we became 
industry leaders by creating our 
new website and promoting online 
ordering, now almost 15 years later 
we are still top of our game. We bulk 
purchase and import our materials 
from around the world, direct 
from the manufacturers wherever 
possible, in order to give our 
customers the best quality products 
at the lowest prices.   

Whether you are an individual 
DIY hobbyist or a large scale 
manufacturer, novice or 
professional, require just a kilo or 
several tonnes, we are your one-
stop-shop for everything fibreglass 
and more. If you can’t see what 
you need in our catalogue, we can 
probably source it so please ask! 
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Lloyds approved, general purpose resin. 
Low reactivity – unwaxed.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RGP231-020 20kg £44.00

GENERAL PURPOSE RESIN

GENERAL PURPOSE RESIN (White)

BRAVO 23 LOW COST RE-BLENDED EASYLAM

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

MULTI
BUY
SAVE

CFS Fibreglass provides a selection 
of polyester laminating resins 
suitable for a wide range of projects 
including Lloyds approved boat 
building resins, Nice Price economy 
resins and filled resins.

Our general purpose resin is top quality, pre-
accelerated, thixotropic, orthophthalic resin 
suitable for a wide range of applications. Lloyds 
approved for use in boat building & repair. 
Good for roofing, casting and more. Used by 
professionals worldwide from small industrial to 
super-yachts. Manufactured by one of the worlds 
leading producers of resins, it’s formulated to 
provide high quality mouldings whilst keeping 
styrene emissions low, allowing a better working 
environment. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RGP10-001 1kg £5.66
RGP10-005 5kg £17.35
  10kg £32.86
RGPE30-020  20kg £50.85
  40kg £100.00
RGPE30-025 25kg £63.56
               100kg Pack              £239.12
RGPE30-220 220kg £452.25
RGPE30-T 1000kg £2244.00

Top quality, Lloyds approved general purpose 
resin. Pre-pigment white.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RGPE31-020 20kg £59.80
RGPE31-220 220kg £509.40

Free catalyst with all Resin, 
Gelcoats and Topcoats in 

containers up to 25kg

Budget resin suitable for non-critical 
applications.

Call for price and availability

Filled general purpose resin. Increases 
laminate thickness over standard resins. 
Colour beige, pigmentable. 
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RGPLAM-005  5kg £15.50
multi pack buy discount available

RGPLAM-025 25kg £59.95
multi pack buy discount available

RGPLAM-250 250kg £440.48

NICE
PRICE

STANDARD GELCOATS  

STANDARD TOPCOATS

NON SLIP TOPCOATS

A range of top quality coatings 
for general moulding, roofing and 
GRP finishing. Lloyds approved 
gelcoats and topcoats are suitable 
for boat building and repair. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Pigmentable. Lloyds approved. General 
moulding gelcoat. Excellent durability.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBC910-001 1kg £6.51
GBC910-005 5kg £22.75
  10kg £42.04
GBC910-020   20kg £64.82
  40kg £129.64

Grey pigmented. Lloyds approved. Contains 
large grain for heavy duty non slip floor 
coatings.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GNGTN4-005 5kg £33.24
GNGISO-025 25kg £116.92

Pigmentable. Lloyds approved. Great for GRP 
roofing and boats.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTCTC8-001 1kg £6.64
GTCTC8-005 5kg £23.90
  10kg £41.48
GTC023-020   20kg £66.72
  40kg £128.82

White pigmented. Lloyds approved. General 
moulding gelcoat. Excellent durability.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBWGW7-001 1kg £6.55
GBWGW7-005 5kg £23.19
  10kg £41.48
GBW300-020  20kg £66.72
 40kg £133.44

Lloyds approved. Contains large grain for 
heavy duty non slip floor coatings.  Excellent 
durability. 
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GNCTN4-005 5kg £31.29
GNCISO-025 25kg £97.63

White pigmented. Lloyds approved. Great for 
GRP roofing and boats.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTW90-001 1kg £6.64
GTW90-005 5kg £23.90
  10kg £41.48
GTW123-020  20kg £66.72
 40kg £128.82

Grey pigmented. Lloyds approved. Great for 
GRP roofing and boats.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTG80-001  1kg £7.88
GTG80-005 5kg £24.90
  10kg £46.00
GTG803-020 20kg £74.52
  40kg £149.04

GELCOAT (Clear)

NON SLIP (Grey)

GELCOAT (White)

NON SLIP (Clear)

STANDARD TOPCOAT (White)

STANDARD TOPCOAT (Clear)

STANDARD TOPCOAT (Grey)

METRODECK TOPCOAT

PLASTIC PADDING GELCOAT FILLER

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTG828-005 5kg £31.06
GTG828-020 20kg £96.43

White filler for repairing chips and scratches 
in gelcoat. Can be polished to a gloss. Kit 
contains filler, hardener paste, spreader and 
full instructions.

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

DBFPPG-165 165g £10.22

This topcoat 
when used 
as part of the 
metrodeck 
roofing system 
meets external 
fire exposure 
roof test BS476 
Part 3 FAB. 
Coloured to 
BS18B25 (dark 
admiralty grey) provides excellent coverage. 
Flexible, UV stable, chemical and heat resistant. 
Resists foot traffic and thermal expansion.

LOW COST GREY TOPCOAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Budget resin suitable for non-critical 
applications.
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RLR35-005  5kg £19.66
RLR35-020 20kg £45.36

A re-blended polyester gelcoat 
pigmented to a light grey for use 
as a topcoat. Our Low Cost 
materials are not Lloyds 
approved and are sold 
without manufacturers’ 
warranty. These 
materials may have a 
variable cure time. 
Users are advised to 
carry out a small test 
to determine
pot life. 

LLOYDS
APPROVED

LLOYDS
APPROVED

LLOYDS
APPROVED

LLOYDS
APPROVED

LLOYDS
APPROVED

NICE
PRICE

MULTI
BUY
SAVE

Resin Weight

50g 100g 250g 500g 1kg 5kg

Addition of Catalyst grams/millilitres 

1% 0.5 1 2.5 5 10 50

2% 1 2 5 10 20 100

3% 2 3 7.5 15 30 150

Catalyst Mixing Ratio
1cc=1mg=1cc

 Image is courtesy of Cockwells Boatbuilding
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LIGHT AIRCRAFT GREY

CHESTNUT BROWN FASCOL 

CONCRETE GREY RAL7023

FAWN BROWN RAL8007

SIGNAL GREY RAL7004 

SEPIA BROWN RAL8014

SIGNAL BLUE RAL5005 

FRENCH BLUE FASCOL

ULTRAMARINE BLUE RAL5002 NIGHT BLUE RAL5022 

OFF WHITE BS10B15

GOLDEN YELLOW FASCOL

DARK GREEN BS14C39

LIGHT IVORY RAL1015

TANGERINE FASCOL

RACING GREEN FASCOL VELLUM BEIGE BS08B17 

PURE ORANGE RAL2004PB

YELLOW BS10E55PB TRAFFIC YELLOW RAL1023

MOUSE GREY RAL7005 

SUPER WHITE BS00E55

DARK ADMIRALTY GREY BS18B25

SUPER BLACK BS00E53 

IRON GREY RAL7011 

COBALT BLUE RAL5013 OXFORD BLUE FASCOL 

MALLARD GREEN BS16E53

STONE FASCOL

POPPY RED POST OFFICE RED FASCOL 

GAZELLE BS08B21 

CARMINE RED RAL3002

SEACREST GREY BS00A01

CRIMSON RED 

SKY BLUE BS18E50 TRIDENT BLUE BS18E51 SMOOTH BLUE BS20E51 

LIGHT OLIVE GREEN BS12B25 REED GREEN RAL6013

MAY GREEN RAL6017 EMERALD GREEN FASCOL

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOLIAG-55 5.5kg £36.32
GBOLIAG-22 22kg £90.83

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOCHES-55 5.5kg £35.82
GBOCHES-22 22kg £89.81

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO7023-55 5.5kg £36.61
GBO7023-22 22kg £91.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8007-55 5.5kg £36.68
GBO8007-22 22kg £91.97

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO7004-55 5.5kg £36.94
GBO7004-22 22kg £92.63

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8014-55 5.5kg £35.58
GBO8014-22 22kg £89.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO5005-55 5.5kg £37.45
GBO5005-22 22kg £93.95

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOFRBL-55 5.5kg £35.20
GBOFRBL-22 22kg £98.47

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO5002-55 5.5kg £38.00
GBO5002-22 22kg £95.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO5022-55 5.5kg £41.19
GBO5022-22 22kg £103.25

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO0B15-57 5.75kg £40.53
GBO0B15-23 23kg £100.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOGYEL-57 5.75kg £42.76
GBOGYEL-23 23kg £106.43

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO4C39-55 5.5kg £38.17
GBO4C39-22 22kg £95.69

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO1015-55 5.75kg £41.97
GBO1015-22 23kg £104.54

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOTANG-55 5.5kg £40.04
GBOTANG-22 22kg £100.37

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBORACG-55 5.5kg £38.34
GBORACG-22 22kg £96.11

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8B17-55 5.5kg £36.54
GBO8B17-22 22kg £91.67

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO2004-55 5.5kg £38.82
GBO2004-22 22kg £97.31

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO1E55-57 5.75kg £42.51
GBO1E55-23 23kg £105.80

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO1023-57 5.75kg £42.42
GBO1023-23 23kg £102.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO7005-55 5.5kg £36.68
GBO7005-22 22kg £92.03

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO0E55-57 5.75kg £38.73
GBO0E55-23 23kg £96.35

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8B25-55 5.5kg £35.98
GBO8B25-22 22kg £90.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO0E53-55 5.5kg £34.28
GBO0E53-22 22kg £85.97

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO7011-55 5.5kg £36.39
GBO7011-22 22kg £91.31

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO5013-55 5.5kg £38.12
GBO5013-22 22kg £95.57

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOOXBL-55 5.5kg £37.57
GBOOXBL-22 22kg £94.19

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO6E53-55 5.5kg £37.16
GBO6E53-22 22kg £93.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOSTON-55 5.5kg £36.61
GBOSTON-22 22kg £91.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOPRED-55 5.5kg £38.00
GBOPRED-22 22kg £95.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOPORD-55 5.5kg £39.65
GBOPORD-22 22kg £94.55

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOGAZE-55 5.5kg £35.98
GBOGAZE-22 22kg £90.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM3002-55 5.5kg £41.38
GTM3002-22 22kg £106.73

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOSEAC-55 5.5kg £36.39
GBOSEAC-22 22kg £91.25

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOCRED-55 5.5kg £40.54
GBOCRED-22 22kg £101.63

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8E50-55 5.5kg £37.66
GBO8E50-22 22kg £94.49

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO8E51-55 5.5kg £36.82
GBO8E51-22 22kg £92.39

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO0E51-55 5.5kg £36.70
GBO0E51-22 22kg £92.03

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO2B25-55 5.5kg £36.42
GBO2B25-22 22kg £91.37

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO6013-55 5.5kg £37.35
GBO6013-22 22kg £93.71

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBO6017-55 5.5kg £38.17
GBO6017-22 22kg £95.69

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GBOEMER-55 5.5kg £37.00
GBOEMER-22 22kg £99.43

Gelfast is a high quality, isopthalic, pigmented and Lloyds approved Gelcoat.  These colours are mixed to order by CFS 
from our standard pigment colour range.  The full range of BS, RAL and custom colours are also available.  

This gelcoat has excellent physical properties, water resistance and UV light stability and can be used for a wide variety of parts, making it 
very popular. Gelcoat forms the smooth outer surface of the finished laminate and therefore is applied to the prepared mould first. Supplied 
with free catalyst.  Colour samples are a guide only, an exact colour match cannot be guaranteed due to printing processes.

LLOYDS
APPROVED

We can source Llewellyn Ryland 
Gelcoats and Topcoats on request.  
Please call with your requirements.

Free catalyst with all Resin, 
Gelcoats and Topcoats in 

containers up to 25kg

Image courtesy of Henry Ward – Cockwells Boatbuildingall prices are exclusive of VAT
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LIGHT AIRCRAFT GREY CONCRETE GREY RAL7023 SIGNAL GREY RAL7004 

SIGNAL BLUE RAL5005 ULTRAMARINE BLUE RAL5002 NIGHT BLUE RAL5022 

OFF WHITE BS10B15 LIGHT IVORY RAL1015 VELLUM BEIGE BS08B17 

MOUSE GREY RAL7005 DARK ADMIRALTY GREY BS18B25 IRON GREY RAL7011 

STONE FASCOL GAZELLE BS08B21 SEACREST GREY BS00A01

SKY BLUE BS18E50 TRIDENT BLUE BS18E51 SMOOTH BLUE BS20E51 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMLIAG-55 5.5kg £38.72
GTMLIAG-22 22kg £96.83

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM7023-55 5.5kg £39.01
GTM7023-22 22kg £97.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM7004-55 5.5kg £39.34
GTM7004-22 22kg £98.63

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM5005-55 5.5kg £39.85
GTM5005-22 22kg £99.95

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM5002-55 5.5kg £40.40
GTM5002-22 22kg £101.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM5022-55 5.5kg £43.59
GTM5022-22 22kg £109.25

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM0B15-57 5.75kg £42.93
GTM0B15-23 23kg £106.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM1015-55 5.75kg £44.37
GTM1015-22 23kg £110.54

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8B17-55 5.5kg £38.94
GTM8B17-22 22kg £97.67

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM7005-55 5.5kg £39.08
GTM7005-22 22kg £98.03

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8B25-55 5.5kg £38.38
GTM8B25-22 22kg £96.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM7011-55 5.5kg £38.79
GTM7011-22 22kg £97.31

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMSTON-55 5.5kg £39.01
GTMSTON-22 22kg £97.85

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMGAZE-55 5.5kg £38.38
GTMGAZE-22 22kg £96.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMSEAC-55 5.5kg £38.79
GTMSEAC-22 22kg £97.25

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8E50-55 5.5kg £40.06
GTM8E50-22 22kg £100.49

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8E51-55 5.5kg £39.22
GTM8E51-22 22kg £98.39

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM0E51-55 5.5kg £39.10
GTM0E51-22 22kg £98.03

Topfast is a high quality, isopthalic, pigmented and Lloyds approved Topcoat.  These colours are mixed to order by 
CFS from our standard pigment colour range.  The full range of BS, RAL and custom colours are also available.  
This topcoat has excellent physical properties, water resistance and UV light stability and can be used for a wide variety of parts, making it very popular. It cures tack 
free, unlike standard gelcoat, which allows it to be used like a paint to seal fibreglass surfaces. Topfast is suitable for a wide range of coating applications and for all 
GRP surfaces where a hard wearing waterproof coating is required. Not suitable for spray application. Supplied with free catalyst.  Colour samples are a guide only, 
an exact colour match cannot be guaranteed due to printing processes.

LLOYDS
APPROVED

We can source Llewellyn Ryland Gelcoats and Topcoats on request.  Please call with your requirements.

FRENCH BLUE FASCOL COBALT BLUE RAL5013 OXFORD BLUE FASCOL 

MALLARD GREEN BS16E53 LIGHT OLIVE GREEN BS12B25 REED GREEN RAL6013

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMFRBL-55 5.5kg £36.20
GTMFRBL-22 22kg £99.47

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM5013-55 5.5kg £40.52
GTM5013-22 22kg £101.57

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMOXBL-55 5.5kg £39.97
GTMOXBL-22 22kg £100.19

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM6E53-55 5.5kg £39.56
GTM6E53-22 22kg £99.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM2B25-55 5.5kg £38.82
GTM2B25-22 22kg £97.37

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM6013-55 5.5kg £39.75
GTM6013-22 22kg £99.71

CHESTNUT BROWN FASCOL FAWN BROWN RAL8007

SEPIA BROWN RAL8014

GOLDEN YELLOW FASCOL

DARK GREEN BS14C39

TANGERINE FASCOL

RACING GREEN FASCOL 

PURE ORANGE RAL2004PB

YELLOW BS10E55PB TRAFFIC YELLOW RAL1023

SUPER WHITE BS00E55 SUPER BLACK BS00E53 

POPPY RED POST OFFICE RED FASCOL CARMINE RED RAL3002

CRIMSON RED 

MAY GREEN RAL6017 EMERALD GREEN FASCOL

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMCHES-55 5.5kg £38.22
GTMCHES-22 22kg £95.81

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8007-55 5.5kg £39.08
GTM8007-22 22kg £97.97

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM8014-55 5.5kg £37.98
GTM8014-22 22kg £95.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMGYEL-57 5.75kg £45.16
GTMGYEL-23 23kg £112.43

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM4C39-55 5.5kg £40.57
GTM4C39-22 22kg £101.69

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMTANG-55 5.5kg £42.44
GTMTANG-22 22kg £106.37

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMRACG-55 5.5kg £36.68
GTMRACG-22 22kg £100.48

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM2004-55 5.5kg £41.22
GTM2004-22 22kg £103.31

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM1E55-57 5.75kg £44.91
GTM1E55-23 23kg £111.80

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM1023-57 5.75kg £44.53
GTM1023-23 23kg £105.12

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM0E55-57 5.75kg £41.13
GTM0E55-23 23kg £102.35

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM0E53-55 5.5kg £36.68
GTM0E53-22 22kg £100.48

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMPRED-55 5.5kg £40.40
GTMPRED-22 22kg £101.27

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMPORD-55 5.5kg £41.66
GTMPORD-22 22kg £97.55

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM3002-55 5.5kg £43.78
GTM3002-22 22kg £112.73

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMCRED-55 5.5kg £42.94
GTMCRED-22 22kg £107.63

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTM6017-55 5.5kg £40.57
GTM6017-22 22kg £101.69

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTMEMER-55 5.5kg £38.03
GTMEMER-22 22kg £98.46

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Image courtesy of Gee GRP Fibreglassing Ltd
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LIGHT AIRCRAFT GREY CONCRETE GREY RAL7023 SIGNAL GREY RAL7004 

SIGNAL BLUE RAL5005 ULTRAMARINE BLUE RAL5002 NIGHT BLUE RAL5022 

OFF WHITE BS10B15 LIGHT IVORY RAL1015 VELLUM BEIGE BS08B17 

MOUSE GREY RAL7005 DARK ADMIRALTY GREY BS18B25 IRON GREY RAL7011 

STONE FASCOL GAZELLE BS08B21 SEACREST GREY BS00A01

SKY BLUE BS18E50 TRIDENT BLUE BS18E51 SMOOTH BLUE BS20E51 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRYLIAG-05 500g £6.86
SRYLIAG-50 5kg £39.89

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA7023-05 500g £7.13
SRA7023-50 5kg £41.56

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA7004-05 500g £7.44
SRA7004-50 5kg £43.42

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA5005-05 500g £7.90
SRA5005-50 5kg £46.42

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA5002-05 500g £8.40
SRA5002-50 5kg £48.88

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA5022-05 500g £11.33
SRA5022-50 5kg £67.97

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS0B15-05 500g £7.15
SBS0B15-50 5kg £41.65

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA1015-05 500g £8.05
SRA1015-50 5kg £47.28

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS8B17-05 500g £7.08
SBS8B17-50 5kg £41.18

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA7005-05 500g £7.19
SRA7005-50 5kg £41.99

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS8B25-05 500g £6.56
SBS8B25-50 5kg £37.92

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA7011-05 500g £6.93
SRA7011-50 5kg £40.32

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFASTON-05 500g £7.13
SFASTON-50 5kg £41.56

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBSGAZE-05 500g £6.56
SBSGAZE-50 5kg £37.92

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBSSEAC-05 500g £6.93
SBSSEAC-50 5kg £40.21

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS8E50-05 500g £8.12
SBS8E50-50 5kg £47.69

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS8E51-05 500g £7.35
SBS8E51-50 5kg £42.83

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS0E51-05 500g £7.22
SBS0E51-50 5kg £42.08

Pigments are used to colour resins, gelcoats and topcoats.  Because pigments tend to detract from the mechanical 
properties of the resin no more pigments should be added than necessary.  

Gelcoats and Topcoats: Most colours will require up to 10% addition by weight.  Some pale colours may require up to 15% addition by weight for full coverage.  
Resins: Mix up to 5% addition by weight.  The full range of BS, RAL and custom colours can be ordered subject to supplier availability.
Colour samples are a guide only, an exact colour match cannot be guaranteed due to printing processes.

COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
Amber PTRAMBE-05 500g £10.60
Blue PTRBLUE-05 500g £9.15
Blue Green PTRBGRE-05 500g £9.39
Magenta PTRMAGE-05 500g £12.14
Orange PTRORAN-05 500g £12.52
Yellow Green PTRYELG-05 500g £11.48
Yellow PTRMAGE-05 500g £11.53
Red PTRORAN-05 500g £14.61
Turquoise PTRYELG-05 500g £9.15

These amazing pigments are available in a fine 
crystal form for easy mixing into our Polyester Clear 
Cast Resin, Polyurethane Clear Cast Resin, Clear 
Gelcoats and Topcoats and Varnishes.  

They can be added to the resin or sprinkled over 
the surface and sealed in place. By day the crystals 
absorb UV light and after dark they release energy 
in the form of a long-lasting glow.
Unlike conventional pigments, photo-luminescent 
fillers are not primary light reflectors, but are actual 
sources of light.

They absorb radiant energy from sunlight ( or 
artificial lighting ) and convert it into longer 
wavelengths in the visible spectrum, thereby 
emitting it as light with the sensation of colours.
Add to resins at approx 10-20% 

Translucent pigment pastes

COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
Aqua PELLMB-100 100gm £14.99
Cobalt PELLCB-100 100gm £14.99
Green PELLGR-100 100gm £14.99
Aqua PELLMB-001 1kg £120.00
Cobalt PELCB-001 1kg £120.00
Green PELLGR-001 1kg £120.00

Translucent 
pigments become 
more opaque the 
more you add, for 
best results expect 
to use only a 1% 
addition and always 
stir thoroughly 

FRENCH BLUE FASCOL COBALT BLUE RAL5013 OXFORD BLUE FASCOL 

MALLARD GREEN BS16E53 LIGHT OLIVE GREEN BS12B25 REED GREEN RAL6013

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

PFAFREN-05 500g £7.68
PFAREN-50 5kg £48.35

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA5013-05 500g £8.51
SRA5013-50 5kg £50.21

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFAOXBL-05 500g £8.01
SFAOXBL-50 5kg £47.06

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS6E53-05 500g £7.63
SBS6E53-50 5kg £44.76

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS2B25-05 500g £6.97
SBS2B25-50 5kg £40.49

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA6013-05 500g £7.81
SRA6013-50 5kg £45.89

CHESTNUT BROWN FASCOL FAWN BROWN RAL8007

SEPIA BROWN RAL8014

GOLDEN YELLOW FASCOL

DARK GREEN BS14C39

TANGERINE FASCOL

RACING GREEN FASCOL 

PURE ORANGE RAL2004PB

YELLOW BS10E55PB TRAFFIC YELLOW RAL1023

SUPER WHITE BS00E55 SUPER BLACK BS00E53 

POPPY RED POST OFFICE RED FASCOL CARMINE RED RAL3002

CRIMSON RED 

MAY GREEN RAL6017 EMERALD GREEN FASCOL

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFACHES-05 500g £6.40
SFACHES-50 5kg £36.90

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA8007-05 500g £7.19
SRA8007-50 5kg £41.93

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA8014-05 500g £6.18
SRA8014-50 5kg £35.57

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFAGYEL-05 500g £8.51
SFAGYEL-50 5kg £50.26

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS4C39-05 500g £8.56
SBS4C39-50 5kg £50.49

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFATANG-05 500g £10.27
SFATANG-50 5kg £61.33

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SFARACG-05 500g £8.71
SFARACG-50 5kg £51.50

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA2004-05 500g £9.15
SRA2004-50 5kg £54.28

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS1E55-05 500g £8.36
SBS1E55-50 5kg £49.31

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

PRA1023-05 500g £8.38
PRA1023-50 5kg £53.21

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SBS0E55-05 500g £6.95
SBS0E55-50 5kg £36.23

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA0E53-05 500g £6.55
SRA0E53-50 5kg £33.14

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SSBPRED-05 500g £8.40
SSBPRED-50 5kg £49.57

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

PFAPOST-05 500g £9.55
PFAPOST-50 5kg £61.22

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA3002-05 500g £12.06
SRA3002-50 5kg £72.57

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRYCRED-05 500g £10.74
SRYCRED-50 5kg £64.28

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

SRA6017-05 500g £8.56
SRA6017-50 5kg £50.54

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

PFAEMER-05 500g £9.20
PFAEMER-50 5kg £53.98

Luminescent pigments

all prices are exclusive of VAT
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METRODECK BASE RESIN

WATER CLEAR CASTING RESIN

XTREME SURFBOARD RESIN

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT
all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RC0E92-025 25kg £81.72

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RCC25-001 1kg £8.16
RCC25-005 5kg £27.42
RCC25-020 20kg £96.48
RCC25-230 230kg £622.12

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RSLCSR-001 1kg £8.07
RSLCSR-005 5kg £27.45
RSLCSR-020 20kg £78.54
RSLCSR-220 220kg £768.20

A specially blended roofing resin with 
increased flexibility. When used as part of the 
metrodeck roofing system meets external fire 
exposure roof test BS476 part 3 FAB.

A water clear casting resin for embedding and 
casting paperweights, specimens etc. Pot life at  
20 ºC using 0.5-1% catalyst is approx.20 minutes.

High performance polyester resin recently 
made available to the UK. Xtreme is specifically 
designed for surfboard manufacture. It is UV 
stable with excellent clarity. 

FASTCAST POLYURETHANE RESIN

This two component hand casting polyurethane 
system, optically clear and UV stable is easy to 
use, low odour and ideal for rapid prototyping, 
embedding or any type of clear casting, with or 
without vacuum.

• Pot Life (200g @ 20oc) : 8-11 mins
• Demould (200g @ 20c) : 60 mins
• Minimum casting Thickness : 2 - 15mm

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
RCR366-001 1kg £33.96
RCR366-002 2kg £65.48
RCR366-008 10kg £251.91

A low odour two component polyurethane 
system which is designed for thin sections, or 
castings up to 20mm thick that require very 
quick demould times and can be used unfilled. 
Good thermal resistance. With low viscosity 
it produces excellent surface detail and 
finish. Does not shatter like polyester casts. 
Simulates polypropylene when fully cured.

• Pot Life (200g @ 20oc) : 2 mins
• Demould (200g @ 20oc) : 20 mins
• Minimum casting Thickness : 2mm

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
RFC364-002 2kg £17.36
RFC364-005 5kg £40.68
RFC364-010 10kg £75.97

A low odour two component polyurethane 
system which is designed for thin sections, or 
castings up to 20mm thick that require very 
quick demould times and can be used unfilled. 
Good thermal resistance. With low viscosity 
it produces excellent surface detail and 
finish. Does not shatter like polyester casts. 
Simulates polypropylene when fully cured.

White Fastcast is not suitable for pigmenting

• Pot Life: 4-5 Mins
• Demould: 20-25 Mins
• Recommended Casting Thickness: 2-15mm

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
RFC365-002 2kg £22.24
RFC365-005 5kg £51.88
RFC365-010 10kg £98.16

WATER CLEAR FASTCAST STANDARD FASTCAST

WHITE FASTCAST 

 

OPTIMOLD TOOLING RESIN

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RTLOPT-005 5kg £37.83
RTLOPT-025 25kg £133.54

This is a specially formulated polyester resin for 
mouldmaking.This product has nil shrinkage 
which enables moulds 20mm thick to be made in 
just one day without any distortion.Pack includes 
catalyst.

CHEMICAL & HEAT RESISTANT RESIN

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RIS30-001 1kg £5.97
RIS30-005 5kg £24.01
RIS30-020 20kg £81.49
RIS30-210 210kg £558.30

An isophthallic resin use 
where better resistance 
against heat and 
chemicals is required. 
To obtain full properties 
the finished laminate 
should be “post cured” 
for at least 3hrs at 80oC. 
When using in chemical 
tanks, check resin 
suitability first.A resin/
tissue coating will also improve resistance. Pot 
life at 20oC. using 2% catalyst is approximately 
35 minutes. 

VINYLESTER GELCOAT VINYLESTER RESIN SPRAY GEL

FIRE RETARDANT RESIN 

A top quality general purpose 
resin. For laminates requiring fire 
retardancy to BS476 part 7 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

This product contains a high level of fire 
retardant additives. It cures with an opaque 
off-white finish. 
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RC1641-005 5kg £22.10
RC1641-020 25kg £101.05
RC1641-220   220kg £720.40

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RC2-005 5kg £20.72
RC2-020 25kg £72.49
RC2882-220   220kg £627.44

FIRE RETARDANT RESIN – CLASS 1

FIRE RETARDANT RESIN – CLASS 2

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTOGM1-005 5kg £50.07
GTOGM1-020 20kg £192.60

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RVE580-005 5kg £38.78
RVE580-020 25kg £114.00
RVE580-210 210kg £1044.75

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GSC021-020 20kg £72.79

Tooling gelcoat 
based on vinylester 
resin which provides 
maximum resistance 
to chemicals and 
solvents. This high 
performance gelcoat 
lends the mould a 
lasting high gloss finish 
which will stand up to 
a relatively large number of lifts between each 
waxing and polishing operation. Owing to its 
high deformation temperature (over 100c) and 
flexibility this gelcoat is a robust quality and 
consequently less susceptable to crack formation 
and dull patches

This resin is a bisphenol A epoxy based vinylester 
which offers chemical resistance towards acids, 
alkalines and oxidizing agents. High heat distortion 
temperature (100c) and excellent bonding makes 
this resin far superior to polyester resins.

A high quality 
isophthalic, Lloyds 
approved gelcoat. This 
gelcoat has excellent 
physical properties, water resistance and UV light 
stability. It can be used for a wide variety of parts, 
making it very popular. Clear and pre-pigmented 
white versions available. Pigments can be added 
to clear gelcoat at a rate of 10% by weight.  
Specially designed for use with spray guns. 

GRAVICOL 2039 GRAVICOL 2039 IHB (White)

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RBPGR5-005 5kg £23.74
RBP203-025 25kg £90.79

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RBP20W-025 25kg £90.79

A flexible and smooth polyester bonding paste 
with a low level of shrinkage. It can be used for 
bonding GRP, fixing inserts and also as an aid 
to laminating. Pot life 14-22 mins @ 23oC using 
1% MEKP catalyst. Contains colour change 
catalyst indicator. Catalyst included. 

Slow cure, white variant of Gravicol 2039. Pot 
life 40-50 mins @ 23oC using 1% MEKP catalyst. 
A long pot life flexible and smooth polyester 
bonding paste with a low level of shrinkage. It 
can be used for bonding GRP, fixing inserts and 
also as an aid to laminating. Contains colour 
change catalyst indicator. Catalyst included.

Image courtesy of Gateguards UK Ltd
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STANDARD CATALYST

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Catalyst is supplied free with most resin packs. 
Liquid MEKP. All resins must have catalyst to 
start the hardening process, added at 1% - 3% 
by weight. Ideal addition is 2% or 20ml per kg of 
resin. Catalyst is a corrosive material and must be 
handled with special care. Never allow catalyst 
to come into contact with accelerator as this can 
cause a fire or explosion. See section on hazards. 
Dispensers are strongly recommended for safe 
and accurate use. 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CMESTD-025  25g £1.21
CMESTD-100 100g £1.85
CMESTD-500 500g £4.40
CME312-005 5kg £27.60
CME312-025 25kg £144.38

SLOW CATALYST (Summer)

FAST CATALYST (Winter) WAX SOLUTION

FLEXIBLE RESIN ADDITIVE

STYRENE

ACCELERATOR

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CMESLO-100 100g £1.85
CMESLO-500 500g £4.37
CME102-005 5kg £37.80
CME102-025 25kg £144.38

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CMEUFA-500 500g £4.37
CME402-005 5kg £35.79
CME402-025 25kg £144.38

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CWSWAX-250 250g £2.93
CWSWAX-250 500g £4.39
CWSWAX-250 1kg £6.57
CWSWAX-250 4kg £22.78

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RFL631-001 1kg £8.50
RFL631-001 5kg £30.99
RFL732-020 20kg £74.45

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CSTSTY-500 500g £4.50
CSTSTY-001 1kg £6.50
CSTSTY-004 4kg £19.95

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

CACCOB-001 1kg £12.50
CACCOB-001 4kg £49.98

This is used to 
eliminate the surface 
tackiness caused by 
gelcoats and some 
resins when used as 
a final coating as in 
sheathing. Flowcoats 
and topcoats already 
contain wax solution 
so no need to add 
more. Resins or gelcoats applied with wax 
solution added will always need to be abraded 
if further coats are necessary.  

Flexible Resin Additive for polyester resin. Mix 
up to 10% to improve tenacity, elongation, 
flexibility and impact resistance. 

This is used to thin resin 
which may be used as 
a primer to improve 
adhesion as in timber 
sheathing. Resin already 
contains approx. 35% 
styrene. For thinning 
do not use more than 
10% addition as this will 
degrade the resin. 

Added in small quantites 
to polyester resins to 
speed up cure times. 
Can also be applied 
directly to wood prior 
to applying resin to 
improve bonding. This 
is a 1.0% solution of 
cobalt soap dissolved in 
styrene. Recommended 
addition levels are 
between 0.5% and 
2.0%. Never allow catalyst to come into contact 
with accelerator as this can cause a fire or 
explosion.

EPOXY RESIN
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WEST 105 MULTI-PURPOSE RESIN

These resins are much stronger than polyesters. 
High performance fabrics such as carbon fibre 
and KevlarTM are used to give excellent strength 
to weight structures. Epoxy resin is much harder, 
more chemical resistant and adheres better than 
polyester resins. West Multi Purpose Resin is a 
clear, light-amber, low viscosity epoxy, which, 
when mixed with the hardener, is formulated to 
wet out wood, fibreglass and a variety of metals. 
It can be cured in a wide temperature range to 
form a high strength solid with excellent moisture 
resistance. A superb adhesive, 105 resin will fill 
gaps and bridge voids when modified with fillers 
and can be sanded and shaped afterwards. With 
roller applications, it possesses excellent wet film 
characteristics by flowing out and self levelling. 
The epoxy mix cures to a clear finish. Supplied in 
packs containing a choice of hardener. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE HARDENER PACK SIZE PRICE

WREAST-012 205 Fast 1.2kg £30.31
WREASl-012 206 Slow 1.2kg £30.31

CODE HARDENER PACK SIZE PRICE

WREBST-006 205 Fast 6kg £101.00
WREBSL-006 206 Slow 6kg £101.00

CODE HARDENER PACK SIZE PRICE

WRECST-030 205 Fast 30kg £312.66
WRECSL-030 206 Slow 30kg £312.66

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

WREJUN-600 600g £16.42

105 WEST EPOXY A PACK  - 1.2kg Kit

105 WEST EPOXY B PACK  - 6kg Kit

105 WEST EPOXY C PACK  - 30kg KitWEST EPOXY JUNIOR PACK 600g

This new kit compliments the current west 
system product range and has been developed 
to assist those who wish to carry out small 
basic repairs to glassfibre boats. The kit 
includes everything required to successfully 
complete a range of repairs.
The instructions included with the kit provide 
detailed step by step explanations for 4 
common repair to glass fibre boats, these are:

• Repairing minor cracks and scratches.
•  Repairing cored deck, hull and bulkhead 

delamination.
• Repairing holes and punctures.
• Refitting and replacing hardware.

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WREGBR-001 1kg £25.70

WEST SYSTEM BOAT REPAIR KIT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Kit Contents: 
250g 105 Resin;  50g 205 Hardener;  1m 450g 
125mm biaxial glass tape;  1m 175g 75mm woven 
glass tape;  1m 100mm peel ply tape;  402 milled 
fibre filler: 409 microsphere filler;  2 prs gloves;  1 
Reusable mixing stick;  3 mixing pots;  2 brushes;  
2 syringes; instructions. 

Each resealable 
pack contains epoxy 
resin,hardener,406 
& 407 fillers, tools, 
gloves, cleaning pads 
and instructions. 
Ideal for repair work.  
A comprehensive kit 
for small repairs. 

Contains 250g 105 Resin, 50g 205 Hardener, 
403 Microfibres, 407 Low Density Filler, 3 
Graduated Cups, 2 Pairs Gloves, 2 Mixing 
Sticks, 2 Syringes & Instruction Leaflet. 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WRE101-MIN - £15.29

WEST SYSTEM MINI PACK

all prices are exclusive of VAT

For catalyst dispensers and 
mixing equipment, turn to 

page 37.  
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207 Special Coating Hardener 
is formulated for use with 
West System 105 resin for 
coating applications where an 
extremely clear finish is desired. 
This hardener also provides 
excellent adhesion for bonding 
applications. 207 contains an ultraviolet inhibitor 
to protect the resin against sunlight. However, the 
cured epoxy still requires long term protection with a 
filtered 2 part varnish.
Note: 3:1 Resin:Hardener
207 hardener can be used in conditions from 15oC 
(Pot life @25oC 20-30 mins)

CODE PRODUCT PACK SIZE PRICE

WHA207-335 207A 290g £17.57
WHA207-165 207B 1.45kg £63.69

A high Density blended filler con-
sisting of loose chopped glassfibres 
and other fillers, intended for small 
semi structural repairs, filling voids, 
or small scale impact damage to 
glass fibre laminates. The finished 
repairs are incredibly strong, tough 
and resilient. When mixed with 
West System epoxy at a ratio of 
approximately 25% by weight, the result is a thick 
paste that can be carefully stippled into place with 
PVC tape or peel ply to give a smooth finish to the 
repair. Typical uses include deep void repair due to 
osmotic blistering; damage to rudder, centreboards 
and hard edge impacts. 

A blend of cellulose fibres used as a thickening agent 
for bonding applications. Epoxy thickened with mi-
crofibres provides good wetting out of the substrate 
and excellent gap filling properties. Add to epoxy mix 
at 4%-16% by weight. Colour: off white. 

404 High-Density filler is a thickening additive devel-
oped for maximum physical properties in hardware 
bonding where high-cyclic loads are anticipated. It 
can also be used for filleting and gap filling where 
maximum strength is necessary. Add to resin at a 
rate of 35% to 60%. Colour: off white.

This strong, wood-toned filler 
is good for use in glue joints 
and fillets on naturally finished 
wood. It mixes easily with 
epoxy and lets you create fillets 
that are smooth and require 
little sanding. Its color is a 
consistent brown, so 405 can 
be used to modify the shade 
of other WEST SYSTEM fillers. Add to epoxy mix at 
15%-25% by weight. Colour: tan. 

A pure white, hollow glass bubble 
based, low density filler designed 
for filling and fairing of fibreglass. 
When the filler is mixed with 
West System epoxy at a ratio of 
10% to 25% by weight, it creates 
a smooth creamy paste for filling 
and fairing over glassfibre repairs. 
The cured epoxy/filler is very easy 
to sand. Being white in colour the cured mix will be 
easily hidden behind paint or polyester gelcoat but 
must be protected by further coats of epoxy if used 
below the waterline.

A low density filler for creating an easily worked 
fairing compound for large areas. Easiest filler to rub 
down and holds a feathered edge. Add to epoxy mix 
at 7%-16% by weight. Colour: tan.

A blend designed to improve the moisture exclusion 
effectiveness of West Epoxy and to combat osmosis. 
Also provides a barrier coating to overcome gelcoat 
blistering and increase abrasion resistance. Add 20% 
to 25% by weight.

General Purpose 
thickening additive 
suitable for bonding, 
gap filling and 
filleting. It can be 
used to prevent resin 
flow on vertical and 
overhead surfaces 
and to control the 
viscosity of the epoxy. 
It is often used in combination with other fillers to 
control the working characteristics of an epoxy mix, 
e.g. improve the consistency of fairing compounds. 
Add 3% to 8% by weight to the resin / hardener mix. 
Colour off-white.

A blended micro-balloon based filler used to make 
fairing putties which are easy to sand down but 
remain strong. Add to epoxy mix at 20%-40%by 
weight. Colour: reddish brown.

Fast hardener can be used in conditions from 5oC 
(Pot life @25oC 10-15 mins)

CODE PRODUCT PACK SIZE PRICE

WHA205-200 205A 200g £11.30
WHA205-001 205B 1kg £35.06
WHA205-005 205C 5kg £120.80

Slow hardener can be used in conditions from 15oC 
(Pot life @25oC 20-25 mins)

CODE PRODUCT PACK SIZE PRICE

WHA206-200 206A 200g £11.30
WHA206-001 206B 1kg £34.74
WHA206-005 206C 5kg £120.80

SPECIAL COATING HARDENER 402 MILLED GLASS FIBRE BLEND 

WEST SYSTEM HARDENERS WEST SYSTEM FILLERS

FAST HARDENER

403 MICROFIBRE FILLER

404 HIGH DENSITY FILLER

405 FILLETING BLEND 409 MICROSPHERE BLEND

410 MICROLIGHT FILLER

422 BARRIER ADDITIVE

406 COLLOIDAL SILICA

407 LOW DENSITY FILLER

SLOW HARDENER

all prices are exclusive of VAT

G/flex is a toughened, resilient two-part epoxy 
engineered for a superior grip to metals, plastics, 
glass, masonry, fibreglass, and wet and difficult to 
bond woods.  Make structural bonds that absorb 
the stresses of expansion, contraction, shock and 
vibration. Easy-to-use 1:1 mix ratio provides a 45 
minute pot life and a long open time of 75 minutes 
at room temperature. Reaches an initial cure in 3-4 
hours and a workable cure in 7-10 hours. 

WEST SYSTEM G/FLEX EPOXY

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PRODUCT PRICE
WEA655-500 G/Flex 655-K £22.85
WEA650-500 G/Flex 650-K £25.78
WEA650-300              G/Flex 650-8 Kit 236ml           £19.68

655-K
Kit Contents: 250ml G/flex 655 resin & hardener, 
2x stick/applicators, 2x 12cc syringes, 4g adhesive 
filler, 10x mixing palettes, 1x pair neoprene 
gloves, 4x alcohol cleaning pads and complete 
instructions

650-K
Kit Contents: 236ml G/flex resin & hardener, 2x 
stick/applicators. 2x 12cc syringes, 4g adhesive 
filler, 4x mixing cups, 1x pair neoprene gloves, 4x 
alcohol cleaning pads and complete instructions. 

650-8
Kit Contents: 118ml G/Flex resin and 118ml G/
Flex Hardener 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD402-150 150g £8.22
WAD402-001 1kg £42.60

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD403-150 150g £6.30
WAD403-750 750gm £13.43
WAD403-032 3.2kg £39.56

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD404-250 250g £7.25
WAD404-175 1.75kg £44.21

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD407-150 150g £13.57
WAD407-700 700g £48.59
WAD407-035 3.5kg £173.55

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD422-500 500g £13.78
WAD422-003 3kg £63.21

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
DFICOL-250 250g £4.92
DFICOL-500 500g £7.79
DFICOL-100 10kg £107.79

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD410-050 50g £7.90
WAD410-200 200g £25.11
WAD410-015 1.5kg £122.78

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD405-150 150g £9.67
WAD405-700 700g £18.65

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD409-100 100g £6.98

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A fine black powder added to the mixed epoxy (10% 
by volume) to provide a low friction exterior coating 
with increased scuff resistance. Commonly used on 
rudders, centreboards or the bottoms of racing craft
  
CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WAD423-200 200g £10.17
WAD423-003 3kg £46.23

423 GRAPHITE POWDER

Add to epoxy mix at 3%-5% by weight to provide a 
base colour.

COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
White501 WPI501-125 125gm £7.75
Black 502 WPI502-125 125gm £7.75
Blue 505 WPI505-001 125gm £7.75
Grey 506 WPI506-125 125gm £7.75
White 501 WPI501-001 1kg £47.95
Black 502 WPI502-001 1kg £47.95
Blue 505 WPI505-001 1kg £47.95
Grey 506 WPI506-001 1kg £47.95

EPOXY PIGMENTS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE PRICE
WFAPP-050 100m Roll                        £21.88

CODE PRICE PER METRE
WFAPP-100   £3.50 – Price break 

on orders over 10m

A finely woven fabric 
treated with a release 
agent to which epoxy 
will not adhere. 
Excellent for providing 
a release and reducing 
subsequent sanding 
prior to applying more 
epoxy.

PEEL PLY TAPE – 50MM WIDE

PEEL PLY FABRIC – 100CM WIDE

PEEL PLY 

all prices are exclusive of VAT
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A specially blended cleaning solvent for removing 
uncured epoxy from tools, workbenches etc. Also 
excellent for cleaning contaminants from cured 
epoxy surfaces. 

The calibrated pumps which mount directly onto 
the resin & hardener containers to ensure accurate 
dispensing to the correct ratios. 301A for A pack. 
301B for B pack. 301C for C pack. 303A pump for 
special coating hardener.

Roller frames to fit West System Covers Disposable, thin urethane foam roller, allows greater 
control over film thickness, is less likely to cause 
the epoxy to exotherm, and leaves less stipple than 
thicker roller covers.  

A safe and easy to use cleaning solution developed 
to remove uncured epoxy from tools workbenches, 
minipumps etc. Can also be used to wash off the wax 
like amine blush which can occasionally appear after 
applying the epoxy in damp conditions.

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WCL855-001 1Litre £7.52
WCL855-005 5Litre £19.69

CODE SIZE PRICE
WTOSQU-150 90mm x 150mm £3.74

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WCL850-001 1Litre £12.32
WCL850-025 2.5Litre £23.17

CODE PACK PRICE
WDDI301-A 301A £12.84
WDDI301-B 301B £15.93
WDDI301-C 301C £18.56
WDDI303-A 303A £12.84

CODE SIZE PRICE
WTO791-180 180mm x 45mm £3.03
WTO801-075 75mm x 45mm £2.75

CODE SIZE PRICE
WTO790-180 180mm x 45mm £3.00
WTO800-075 75mm x 45mm £1.18

CODE SIZE PRICE
TEQTRA-100 100mm £0.80
TEQTRA-200 200mm £1.20

CLEANING SOLVENT 850WEST SYSTEM DISPENSERS

WEST SYSTEM FRAMES WEST SYSTEM COVERS WEST SYSTEM ROLLER TRAYS

CLEANING SOLUTION 855

WEST SYSTEM SQUEEGEES

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CHOPPED STRAND MAT 300g

CHOPPED STRAND MAT 450g

CHOPPED STRAND MAT 600g

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Chopped Strand Mats

The most common form of reinforcement used with 
polyester resin for hand lay up. Strands of glass fibre 
are held together by an emulsion binder to form a 
mat. Supplied on a roll usually 96 cm wide in grades 
of various thickness expressed in weight per m².

 •  Fast Wet-out
 •  Even thickness
 •  High mechanical strength
 •  Excellent wet strength retention

Emulsion bound mat is not suitable for use with 
epoxy based resins.  Please order powder bound 
chopped strand mat.

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCS300-001 1kg Roll – 3.3sqm £3.99
FCS300-002 2kg Roll – 6.6sqm £6.98
FCS300-003 3kg Roll – 10sqm £10.40
FCS300-005 5kg Roll – 16sqm £14.20
FCS300-010 10kg Roll – 33sqm £23.70
FCS300-015 15kg Roll - 50sqm £37.76
FCS300-020 20kg Roll – 66sqm £42.75
FCS300-052 25kg Roll – 83sqm £48.50

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCS600-001 1kg Roll – 2.2sqm £3.99
FCS600-002 2kg Roll – 4.4sqm £6.98
FCS600-003 3kg Roll – 6.6sqm £10.40
FCS600-005 5kg Roll – 11sqm £14.20
FCS600-010 10kg Roll – 22sqm £23.70
FCS600-015 15kg Roll - 33sqm £37.76
FCS600-020 20kg Roll – 44sqm £42.75
FCS600-052 25kg Roll – 55sqm £48.50

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCS600-001 1kg Roll – 1.6sqm £3.99
FCS600-002 2kg Roll – 3.3sqm £6.98
FCS600-003 3kg Roll – 5sqm £10.40
FCS600-005 5kg Roll – 8.3sqm £14.20
FCS600-010 10kg Roll – 16sqm £23.70
FCS600-015 15kg Roll - 25sqm £37.76
FCS600-020 20kg Roll – 33sqm £42.75
FCS600-052 25kg Roll – 41sqm £48.50

G-MAT 300g - 32kg ROLL

G-MAT 450g - 32kg ROLL

G-MAT 600g - 32kg ROLL

G-MAT 900g - 32kg ROLL

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM4-032 106sqm £57.78

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM4-032 71sqm £57.78

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM4-032 53.3sqm £57.78

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM9-032 35.5sqm £63.56

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building.

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building.

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building.

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat buildin.

LLOYDS
APPROVED

Mixing Ratio by weight 100:30

• Pot Life @25ºc - 12-17 min
• Demoulding time @25ºc - 4-6 hrs 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
REPPET-001 1.3kg £19.98
REPPET-003 3.25kg £42.00
REPPET-006 6.5kg £75.00
REPPET-260 26kg £243.88

PETRAM EPOXY

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Petram is a high performance multi-purpose 
resin suitable for hand moulding of composite 
parts, glass and carbon fibre, coating and 
sealing a wide range of substrates and small 
casting applications.

TAISHAN 300g - 33kg ROLL

TAISHAN 450g - 33kg ROLL

TAISHAN 600g - 33kg ROLL

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSEM4-033 110sqm £80.12

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSEM4-033 73.3sqm £80.12

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSEM4-033 55sqm £80.12

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building. 

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building. 

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building. 

Flexible plastic roller pan allows cured epoxy to ‘pop 
out ’ so the tray can be re-used.

LLOYDS
APPROVED
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450g 75mm wide, used to bandage or seal the edges 
of roof trim fascias and decking in fibreglass roofing.

This is simple woven cloth in tape form supplied in 
roll widths of 25mm to 150mm weighing 175g m². 

Strands of glassfibre are held together by a weak 
powder binder to form a mat which is much easier 
for resins to dissolve, particularly suitable for use 
with epoxy resins.  Available in 300g and 450g 
weights, roll width approx. 1m. 

POWDER BOUND 300g

POWDER BOUND CHOPPED STRAND MAT

POWDER BOUND 450g

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FPBEMC-300 1kg Roll – 3.3sqm £4.60
  2kg Roll – 6.6sqm £9.20
  3kg Roll – 9.9sqm £13.80
  5kg Roll – 16.6sqm £20.15
  10kg Roll – 33sqm £40.30
  20kg Roll – 66sqm £67.40
  34.5kg Roll – 115sqm £110.40

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FPBEMC-450 1kg Roll – 2.2sqm £4.60
  2kg Roll – 4.4sqm £9.20
  3kg Roll – 6.6sqm £13.80
  5kg Roll – 11sqm £20.15
  10kg Roll – 22sqm £40.30
  20kg Roll – 44sqm £67.40
  34.5kg Roll – 76sqm £110.40

CHOPPED STRAND MAT BANDAGE

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE PRICE
FST450-075 50m Roll £17.45

SURFACE TISSUE 30g

FIBREGLASS TAPE

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A thin glass fibre mat in a form similar to tissue paper. 
Supplied on a roll 1m wide and only 25-30 grams per 
m². During moulding it is used to cover up the coarse 
glass pattern produced by CSM. When sheathing it 
can be applied onto the CSM while the resin is still 
wet, again to cover the glass pattern and form a 
smooth surface for the flowcoat to be applied. Uses 
100g of resin per m².

CODE SIZE PRICE
FTI30-001 1m £1.57
FTI30-005 5m £6.95
FTI30-010 10m £12.44
FTI30-020 20m £24.89
FTI30-100 100m £111.89
FTI30S-250 250m £241.56

TWILL WEAVE FABRIC

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE PRICE PER KG
FROWRE-300 1kg = 3.3m  
  1kg £6.67
  2kg £4.34
  3-5kg £3.85
  6-39kg £3.25
 40kg+ £2.11

CODE SIZE PRICE PER KG
FROWRE-600 1kg = 1.65m  
  1kg £6.93
  2kg £4.50
  3-5kg £3.98
  6-39kg £3.38
 40kg+ £2.19

WOVEN ROVING FABRIC

Supplied on roll usually 1m wide in grades of 
various thickness. It is not twisted, is easier to 
wet out and drapes fairly well. As it costs less 
than fabric, it is often used for boat building 
in conjunction with CSM to increase flexural 
strength. Fabric laminates use approx. 1kg resin 
to 1kg fabric.

all prices are exclusive of VAT

300g – 100cm WIDE

600g – 100cm WIDE

Twills have one or more warp 
fibres alternatively woven over 
and under two or more weft 
fibres giving a diagonal rib or 
zig zag style pattern. Superior 
wet out and drape to equivalent 
weight plain weave with only a 
small reduction in stability.

2x2 Twill Fabric 280gm 100cm wide
CODE SIZE PRICE
FTW2X2-280 1m -19m £3.87
  20m - 99m £3.30
  100m+ £2.77

CODE WIDTH PER m PER 50m Roll

FFT175-025 25mm £0.51 £6.50
FFT175-040 40mm £0.64 £8.00
FFT175-050 50mm £0.77 £9.50
FFT175-075 75mm £0.67 £8.50
FFT175-100 100mm £1.01 £12.50
FFT175-150 150mm £1.14 £18.50

PLAIN WEAVE FABRIC

Cloth is made from “Yarn” 

(twisted glass filaments) 

generally to produce a 

lightweight laminate with 

uniform thickness from approx. 

100g per m². Fabrics will flex 

more than CSM before breaking 

but are not as rigid. The best 

strength comes from the 

thinnest cloth with the tightest 

weave which tends to make 

them difficult to wet out and so 

for fabrics above 275g per m² 

woven roving is used. Adhesion 

between 2 layers of fabric is 

poor and should be avoided. 

Bonding is improved with 

thicker cloth and fewer layers or 

combining with CSM.

48g FABRIC - 103cm WIDE

163g FABRIC - 100cm WIDE

123g FABRIC - 107cm WIDE

200g FABRIC - 100cm WIDE

CODE SIZE PRICE PER METRE
FPW048-103 1m+ £3.83
  10m+ £3.56
  20m+ £3.30
  100m+ £2.95

CODE SIZE PRICE PER METRE
FPW163-100 1m+ £5.00
  20m+ £4.24
  100m+ £3.57

CODE SIZE PRICE PER METRE
FPW123-107 1m+ £5.31
  20m+ £5.00
  100m+ £3.99

CODE SIZE PRICE PER METRE
FPW200-100 1m+ £4.49
  20m+ £3.82
  100m+ £3.21

Have you ordered enough resin?

Calculating Resin Required:
Chopped Strand Mat 
(Emulsion and Powder Bound)
2.5kg of resin to each 1kg of mat.  

Tissue
100g of resin to 1m2 of surface tissue. 

For polyester resins turn to page 3

For epoxy resins turn to pages 14-17

LLOYDS
APPROVED
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COMBINATION MAT

SPHERECORE

CARBON FIBRE FABRIC

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

A glass fibre reinforcement combination fabric 
consisting of bi-directional woven rovings one 
side with a chopped strand mat stitched to other 
side with a fine polyester yarn 

Spherecore is a microsphere filled, random 
laid, polyester core fabric with excellent 
conformability, which is used as a laminate 
bulking and print-control mat. Should always be 
sandwiched between CSM. Each square metre x 
1mm thickness will absorb approx. 600g of resin. 
Supplied in rolls 1 metre wide

CODE SIZE PRICE
FCOEMC-63 1kg =1.11m2  
  1kg+ £4.10
  5kg+ £2.71
  43kg+ £2.50

CODE SIZE PRICE PER M
FSP100-003 1m+ £4.81
  10m+ £3.78
  50m+ £3.45

CODE SIZE PRICE
FCOEMC-83 43kg – 36m £157.38

CODE SIZE PRICE PER M
FSPF01-005 1m+ £6.96
  10m+ £6.34
  50m+ £5.06

CODE SIZE PRICE
FCOEMC-84 43kg – 32m £162.11

Combination Mat 800/300 – 100cm wide

Spherecore 5mm Thick 100cm wide

Plain weave

Combination Mat 600/300 – 100cm wide

Spherecore 3mm Thick 100cm wide

Combination Mat 800/450 – 100cm wide

CARBON FIBRE TAPE
The best and most costly 
reinforcement available 
for strong light weight 
structures with good fatigue 
and vibration resistance, low 
friction and good resistance 
to wear.  Note: These tapes 
are not self adhesive. 

Porcher E-glass surfboard fabric is specifically 
designed for surfboard manufacturing and repair. 
Porcher cloths are known for their superior wetting out 
characteristics, strength, clarity and excellent drape.

Woven Carbon Tape 5mm Thick 100cm wide

Uni-directional Carbon Fibre Tape 330gm

CODE SIZE PRICE PER M
FCF100-200 1m+ £23.75
  10m+ £22.80
 50m+ £20.00
  100m+ £18.50

CODE SIZE PER m PER 50m Roll

FCT200-050 50mm £2.31 £75.00
FCT200-075 75mm £3.47 £112.50
FCT200-100 100mm £4.52 £146.50

CODE SIZE PER m PER 50m Roll

FCT330-050 50mm £2.18 £65.00
FCT330-075 75mm £3.68 £119.50

all prices are exclusive of VAT

KEVLAR TM FABRIC 

A high performance nylon type reinforcement 
with incredible tensile strength over glassfibre. 
Kevlar is difficult to cut, so requires a very sharp 
knife or composite shears. Kevlar does not become 
translucent like glass. Polyester resins can be used 
but for maximum performance epoxy resin gives the 
best results.

Kevlar Fabric – 175gm – 100cm wide

188g Carbon Kevlar Mix Fabric – 100cm wide

CODE 1-49M RATE 50m+ Rate
FKE170-100 £17.50 £12.95

KEVLAR TM TAPE 

CARBON KEVLAR TM MIX FABRIC 

A high performance nylon type reinforcement with 
incredible tensile strength over glassfibre. Kevlar 
is difficult to cut so requires a very sharp knife or 
composite shears. Kevlar does not become translucent 
like glass. Polyester resins can be used but for maximum 
performance epoxy resin gives the best results.

100cm wide fabric made from Carbon and Kevlar 
strands interwoven as a plain weave fabric.

CODE 1-49M RATE 50m+ Rate
FKT200-050 £1.76 £62.50

CODE SIZE PRICE PER M
FFM188-100 1m+ £20.00
  10m+ £18.00
 50m+ £16.00
  100m+ £14.00

 

 

A superior fibre that has increased stiffness and 
flexural strength over ordinary 
glass fibre. Used with resin to form a high 
performance composite. For best results use with 
epoxy resin.Twill weave carbon has excellent 
drapeability and will conform well in compound 
curves.  Choose plain weave carbon for higher 
stiffness panels.

CODE SIZE PRICE PER M
FCF100-2X2 1m+ £23.75
  10m+ £22.80
 50m+ £20.00
  100m £18.50

Twill weave

PORCHER SURFBOARD CLOTH

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE(WIDTH) IN ROLLS PRICE
FPWPSC-004 4oz – 27”(686mm)wide £195.00
FPWPSC-006 6oz – 27” (686mm) wide £210.00
FPWPSW-004           4oz- 30” (762mm) wide         £220.00
FPWPSW-006           6oz- 30” (762mm) wide         £262.00

BIAXIAL FABRIC

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Biaxial fabric consists of 2 layers which are unwoven, 
lightly stitched and orientated +/- 45o.  Available in 
450g/m2 and 600g/m2.  Roll width 1270mm.

600g Biaxial Fabric - 1kg = 1.6m2

450g Biaxial Fabric - 1kg=2.22m2

CODE SIZE PRICE PER KG
FBI45-430 1kg+ £8.53
  5kg+ £7.46
  10kg+ £6.69
  56kg+ £6.06

CODE SIZE PRICE PER KG
FBI45-600 1kg+ £7.37
  5kg+ £6.42
  10kg+ £5.74
  39kg+ £5.23

surfboard 
image

Image courtesy of Jackson Higgs - Bluff Longboards Image courtesy of Phil Annear - Kernow Kayaks
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all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
Apple Red DJERED-250 250g £12.25
Chrome Silver DJESIL-250 250g £12.25
Canadian Blue DJEBLU-250 250g £12.25
Stratosphere DJESTR-250 250g £12.25
Emerald Green DJEGRE-250 250g £12.25
Brillant Rose DJEROS-250 250g £12.25
Apple Red DJERED-007 1kg £39.96
Chrome Silver DJESIL-003 1kg £39.96
Canadian Blue DJEBLU-002 1kg £39.96
Stratosphere DJESTR-006 1kg £39.96

METALLIC JEWELS TALCMILLED GLASS

FILLITE 

CARBORUNDUM GRIT

METAL POWDERS

GLASS BUBBLES 

Q-CELL LIGHTWEIGHT

MICRODOL H600SLATE POWDERCHOPPED STRANDS

COLLOIDAL SILICA

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIFM2-005 5kg £5.35
DFIFM2-025 25kg £13.95

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLMIL-005 5kg £50.83
DGLMIL-250 25kg £169.75

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIFIL-001 1kg £4.57
DFIFIL-005 5kg £12.31
DFIFIL-200 20kg £34.00

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFICAR-005 5kg £14.20
DFICAR-250 25kg £37.81

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLGBU-500 500g £5.21
DGLGBU-001 1kg £7.81
DGLGB3-115 12.7kg £54.40

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLQCE-001 1kg £9.37
DGLQCE-010 10kg £89.00

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIH60-005 5kg £5.30
DFIH60-250 25kg £9.95

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIWSP-025 25kg £17.50

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLCHO-001 5kg £4.96
DGLCHO-005 5kg £21.13
DGLCHF-200 20kg £78.61

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFICOL-250 250g £4.92
DFICOL-500 500g £7.79
DFICOL-100 10kg £107.79

Used in resin casting to reduce cost, shrinkage & 
heat generated by resin curing. The more filler 
added to resin, the stiffer the mix. Catalyst should 
be added before filler powder. Dark grey in colour. 

Finely milled fibreglass strands which when mixed 
with resin will improve the mechanical properties, 
heat resistance and reduce shrinkage. Silane coated 
for good compatibility with polyesters, epoxides, 
phenolics and urethanes. 

Sprinkled on the back of clear gel for glitter mouldings or use just like normal glitter. 
Great value : 250g of loose jewels is over 500ml in volume! Large 0.15” Hex flakes.

An excellent lightweight filler consisting of tiny 
hollow mircospheres. Good for initial filling of large 
areas and easier than talc to sand down. Resin 
dramatically increases in volume when mixed with 
fillite. Also used for bedding down timber and steel 
ribs to laminate. Also used in resin casting to reduce 
weight and heat generated in large castings. 

Carborundum grit is used to produce an extremely 
hardwearing non slip surface when sprinkled 
onto a final gelcoat or topcoat surface while still 
wet. Especially useful on workboats where severe 
abrasion to the GRP laminate is caused by ropes 
and chains. A laminate with Carborundum grit 
cannot be drilled or cut. Supplied as Grade 20 
(coarse grade).

Metal powders are added to resin to produce realistic metallic finishes in cold casting. The higher the addition 
of metal, the better the finish, but generally mix at the rate of 50 parts filler to 50 parts resin. For economy, 
the powder can be added to the resin used for the outer surface only. When cured the main body can be filled 
with resin and a more economical filler such as talc. When removed from the mould it can burnished with wire 
wool and metal polishes. Different metal powders can be mixed before adding to the resin for creative effects. 

Micro cellular hollow fibreglass particles for adding 
to resin as a filler reinforcement for easy to sand 
lightweight filling. White in colour. 

Q-Cell consists of hollow inorganic microspheres 
with exceptional whiteness and low bulk density. It 
can be used as a volume extender or easy sanding 
filler when mixed with resin. Add from 0.5% - 10% 
by weight as a resin extender and up to 20% for 
paste consistency. 

A fine white filler powder used in resin casting. 
Being white, it maintains the colour when pigments 
are used. 

Very fine ground welsh slate powder. Add to clear 
resin when casting for decorative finish.

Chopped Strands are glass fibre strands 
approximately 6mm long that can be mixed to resin 
to make a dough like mixture which is extremely 
strong. For a dough mix, add strands to a very 
small amount of resin and squeeze out the air, 
then add to the main body of resin. Also used as a 
fillet “sprinkled” into sharp internal corners during 
laminating. 

A feather weight thixotropic powder, which is 
used to thicken resin & gelcoat and for bonding & 
filleting applications. Laminating resins contains 
approx. 1% by weight, gelcoats approx. 3% by 
weight to avoid draining before it has hardened . As 
gelcoat cannot be used with flexible rubber moulds 
because of air inhibition, resin can be thickened 
with colloidal silica to produce a non-air-inhibited 
gelcoat. 

FILLERS
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COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
Copper DMPCOP-500 500g £9.50
Aluminium DMPALI-500 500g £6.50
Bronze DMPBRZ-500 500g £8.93
Brass DMPBRA-500 500g £7.95

Copper DMPCOP-005 5kg £85.00
Aluminium DMPALI-005 5kg £42.00
Bronze DMPBRZ-005 5kg £78.75
Brass DMPBRA-005 5kg £68.95
Iron DMPIRO-005 5kg £45.00

COLOUR CODE SIZE PRICE
Copper DMPCOP-025 25kg £410.00
Aluminium DMPALI-025 25kg £185.00
Bronze DMPBRZ-025 25kg £393.75
Brass DMPBRA-025 25kg £345.00
Iron DMPIRO-025 25kg £195.00

Aluminium Bronze

IronCopper

Brass
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REINFORCED FILLERS

INDASA AUTO FILL GPS FINE FILLER

INDASA AUTOFILL FLEX

INDASA AUTOFILL K-TECH

BPO FILLER HARDENER 35g

BODY LIGHT FILLER NO. 7 

EASY SAND BODY FILLER

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLV11-400 400gm £8.18
DGLV11-001 1kg £15.43
DGLV11-025 2.5kg £28.87

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIIAF-002 2kg £18.95

CODE SIZE PRICE
DBFAFF-650 650ml £16.50

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIAFK-814 814g £15.23

CODE SIZE PRICE
DFIHRD-035 35g £1.58

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLBL7-051 5.1kg £18.17

CODE SIZE PRICE
DGLBOF-500 500g £5.99
DGLBOF-004 1.5kg £12.83
GLBOF-015 4kg £15.17

Fibreglass reinforced filler for added strength. 
Available in various size packs. All kits include BPO 
catalyst. 

Autofill GPS polyester stopper filler is a paste used 
for the filling of small holes and imperfections in 
surfaces prior to painting. It is a very soft, smooth 
paste and can be easily spread in thin layers to 
provide the perfect surface for painting. Fine Fill can 
be easily sanded after only a few minutes.

Flexible self levelling finishing stopper - Extremely 
flexible, smooth flowing stopper for the filling of 
scratches and minor surface imperfections.
Excellent adhesion to a wide range of metal 
substrates but specially formulated for rigid and 
flexible plastics.
Rapid curing - ready to sand after 20-25 mins @ 
20c. Excellent clog resistance for faster sanding to 
a feather edge.

High strength fibre technology.  Short and long 
multi-strand fibres are combined with Kevlar to 
produce a repair paste with exceptional strength.  
Superb adhesion to a wide range of substrates; bare 
and galvanised steel, aluminium, fibreglass and 
rigid plastics.
Reduces the need for high density filling by 
offering extremely stable bridging characteristics.  
Waterproof - provides excellent corrosion 
protection for the repair area.  

Red coloured hardener for all body fillers that use 
BPO catalysts.

A medium viscosity filler specially treated synthetic 
materials for vehicle bodywork and GRP repairs. 
30% lighter than conventional fillers makes mixing 
of the hardener easier and quicker. Easily and 
quickly sanded to closer tolerances. All kits include 
BPO catalyst.

A general purpose filler for deeper filling and higher 
build. Smooth to apply and easy sanding. All kits 
include BPO catalyst.

FOAM AND CORE MATERIALS
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all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

2 PART POLYURETHANE FOAM LIQUID

NIDAPLAST

CODE SIZE PRICE
N2PSTD-002 2kg £13.95
N2PSTD-005 5kg £28.95
N2PSTD-010 10kg £49.95
N2PSTD-050 50kg £179.00

CODE SIZE THICKNESS PRICE
NPPNID-005 1220x1220 5mm £16.49
NPPNID-010 1220x1220 10mm £19.50
NPPNID-015 1220x1220 15mm £26.50
NPPNID-020 1220x1220 20mm £30.50
NPPNID-025 1220x1220 25mm £38.50

A 2 part liquid foam 
when mixed together 
in equal parts can 
expand up to 25 times 
its original volume 
and set rigid. It is 
extremely buoyant. 1 
cubic foot  will support 
27kg in water and will 
bond  well to most materials.  It should always be 
protected by a GRP skin because, although closed 
cell and water-proof when set. It will absorb water 
when crushed. 1kg of liquid foam = 1 cubic foot 
when expanded under conditions of 18°c. Lower 
temperatures produce less foam.

This core material is used to 
produce sandwich fibreglass 
panels in boatbuilding and 
industrial moulding. It has 
excellent chemical resistant, 
sound insulation properties and 
is resistant to delaminating.

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

AEROSOL POLYURETHANE FOAM ETHAFOAM SHEET

POLYURETHANE FOAM SHEET

CODE SIZE PRICE
NAEWRF-500 500ml £5.50

CODE SIZE PACK PRICE
NET275-080 1375x600x80mm 1  £29.10
  2750x600x80mm 1  £53.61

An assembly and filler foam. Each 500ml tin gives a 
yield of about 22 litres.

A flexible polyethylene foam sheet which does not 
crush is easy to cut and does not react with resin. 
The foam bends which makes it ideal for creating 
ribs in hulls.

Rigid sheets of expanded closed cell foam available 
from 1” to 4” thick (25-100mm), which can easily 
be cut and shaped to make ribs or formers over 
which glassfibre can be laminated. Resistant to all 
resin types.  

12mm PU Foam Sheet
CODE SIZE PACK NO PRICE
NPUT21-125 915x305x12mm 5 sheet £13.06
  1220x1220x12mm 4 sheet £28.16

25mm PU Foam Sheet
CODE SIZE PACK NO PRICE
NPUT21-125 920x310x25mm 5 sheet £26.79
  1220x1220x25mm 2 sheet £29.08

50mm PU Foam Sheet
CODE SIZE PACK NO PRICE
NPUT21-050 1220x610x50mm 2 sheet £22.78
  1220x1220x50mm 2 sheet £42.86

75mm PU Foam Sheet
CODE SIZE PACK NO PRICE
NPUT21-075 1220x610x75mm 1 sheet £17.08
  1220x1220x75mm 1 sheet £31.90

100mm PU Foam Sheet
CODE SIZE PACK NO PRICE
NPUT21-100 1220x610x100mm 1 sheet £27.94
  1220x1220x100mm 1 sheet £52.18

Before

After

Image courtesy of Audiosport
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RESIN BRUSHES - SINGLES RESIN BRUSHES - BOXES OF 12

BLUE STRIPE ROLLERS

ECONOMY ROLLERS ROLLER TRAYS TELESCOPIC EXTENSION HANDLE

VELOUR ROLLERS ROLLER FRAMES

LOW COST ECONOMY BRUSHES

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TBRODP-012 12mm   £0.45
TBRODP-025 25mm   £0.52
TBRODP-038 38mm   £0.76
TBRODP-050 50mm   £0.78
TBRODP-075 75mm   £1.08
TBRODP-100 100mm  £1.25

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TBRODP-012 12mm  £5.04
TBRODP-025 25mm  £5.76
TBRODP-038 38mm  £8.64
TBRODP-050 50mm  £9.00
TBRODP-075 75mm  £12.24
TBRODP-100 100mm  £13.56

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TBRODW-012 12mm  £2.94
TBRODW-025 25mm  £3.10
TBRODW-038 38mm  £4.85
TBRODW-050 50mm  £5.37
TBRODW-075 75mm  £8.24
TBRODW-100 100mm  £10.34

These inexpensive but 
quality brushes are 
designed for use in 
GRP. They have natural 
coloured bristles, 
plastic handles and are 
completely resistant to 
resins and acetone.

These low cost brushes 
are designed for use in 
fibreglass. Completely 
resistant to resins 
and acetone. Natural 
coloured bristles and 
wooden handles. 
Box of 12 only.

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

APPLICATION ROLLERS 

•  Deep 18mm pile refill, 
holds more resin

•  100% polyamide fibres
•  Resin resistant, lasts 

even longer!
• Quick push fit

Medium pile economy resin 
application rollers, ideal for 
single use.

Wide plastic roller tray compatible with all resins.

Metal extension pole supplied 
complete with screw on adaptor 
to allow easy use with tapered 
handle if preferred. 
Length 825mm. 
Extends to 1390mm.

•  Short 4mm pile height 
100% wool refill.

•  Especially designed for 
application of gelcoat

•  Neutral pale cream colour
• Quick push fit

•  High Quality steel arm 
frames

•  Simple push fit into 
rollers

•  Screw thread inner 
handle

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TRAMED-001 100mm x 17mm Core  £0.92
TRAMED-002 120mm x 30mm Core  £1.10
TRAMED-003 150mm x 41mm Core  £1.56
TRAMED-005 180mm x 48mm Core  £1.83
TRAMED-006 250mm x 48mm Core  £1.87

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TRAECA-075 75mm x 50mm Roller Set  £0.92
TRAECR-075 75mm x 50mm Refil  £0.75
TRAECA-100 150mm x 50mm Roller Set  £1.28
TRAECR-100 150mm x 50mm Refil  £0.92
TRAECA-225 225mm x 50mm Roller Set  £1.51
TRAECR-225 225mm x 50mm Refil  £1.28

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQTRA-100 100mm  £0.80
TEQTRA-200 200mm  £1.20

CODE     PRICE
THAEXT-004   £3.02

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TRASHO-001 100mm x 17mm Core  £0.78
TRASHO-002 120mm x 30mm Core  £1.10
TRASHO-003 150mm x 41mm Core  £1.21
TRASHO-004 180mm x 48mm Core  £1.49
TRASHO-005 250mm x 48mm Core  £1.87

CODE SIZE   PRICE
THAH4S-100 100mm Wide   £1.79
THAH4L-100 100mm Wide - Long  £1.80
THAYH6-180 150mm Wide  £1.46
THAYH7-180 180mm Wide  £2.23
THAH10-250 250mm Wide  £2.01

NICE
PRICE

NICE
PRICE

Metal rollers used for remaining air bubbles and “squeezing” the resin and glass together.  
Can be cleaned with acetone before the resin hardens.  

Fluffy rollers for applying resins, gelcoats and topcoats.

CONSOLIDATING ROLLERS

PADDLE ROLLERS

PTFE ROLLERS BOLT ROLLERS BRISTLE ROLLERS

FINNED ROLLERS DISC ROLLERS

WASHER ROLLERCODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRPAD-003 50mm x 21mm  £3.37
TCRDEC-005 75mm x 21mm  £3.18
TCRPAD-001 140mm x 21mm  £3.84
TCRPAD-002 225mm x 21mm  £7.22
TCRDEC-006 75mm x 40mm  £3.68
TCRDEC-002 140mm x 40mm  £6.88
TCRDEC-004 225mm x 40mm  £8.07

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRPTF-001 38mm x 10mm  £4.25
TCRPTF-003 115mm x 10mm  £5.04
TCRPTF-008 150mm x 10mm  £6.78
TCRPTF-004 150mm x 18mm  £5.60
TCRPTF-005 75mm x 25mm  £5.51

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRBOL-010 50mm x 10mm  £5.46
TCRBOL-020 140mm x 20mm  £10.56

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRBRD-028 50mm x 28mm  £6.93
TCRBRD-022 100mm x 22mm  £10.34

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRFIN-035 35mm x 14mm  £5.64
TCRFIN-075 70mm x 12mm  £7.55
TCRFIN-070 70mm x 30mm  £9.95
TCRFIN-140 140mm x 22mm  £12.08

•  Effective air relief on all fabrics
•  Particularly effective with 

chopped strand mat
•  Completely solvent proof
•  Quality lightweight aluminium

•  Traditional deep fin, straight 
groove design

•  Heavy duty ferrule reinforced 
textured handle

•  Handles threaded to accept 
standard extension handles

•  Completely solvent proof
•  Easier to clean than aluminium

These are basically a 
drilled length of steel 
rod with a threaded 
outer similar to a bolt 
with the head removed.

These consists of a coil 
of stiff bristles suited 
for rolling convex 
shapes and thin mats 
and cloths.

•  Excellent air relief in 
nearly all applications

•  High grade aluminium 
fins

•  Completely solvent proof

These consists of a series of steel 
washers separated by smaller 
washers mounted on a steel spindle

CODE     PRICE
TCRDIS-150  £5.46

CODE     PRICE
TCRWAS-100  £4.49

Also known as a “penny rollers” used 
to remove entrapped air from sharp 
internal corners.

all prices are exclusive of VAT

RETRACTABLE HI-VIZ KNIFE 150mm 18mm SNAP OFF BLADES

STANDARD TRIMMING KNIFE HEAVY DUTY BLADES

18mm HEAVY DUTY SNAP OFF KNIFE

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE     PRICE
TCUKNI-150  £2.04

CODE     PRICE
TCUKBL-018  £2.10

CODE     PRICE
TCUKBL-010  £0.89

CODE     PRICE
TCUKBL-017  £2.43

CODE     PRICE
TCUKBL-001  £2.03

•  Top quality thick aluminium body
•  Rubber inserts for secure grip
•  Includes heavy duty blade

18mm Snap Off 
Replacement 
Blades – Pack 
of 10

Supplied in 
safety dispenser  
Pack of 10

•  Auto-Reloading
•  Rubber grip handle
• Complete with 6 blades

•  Classic fixed blade metal bodied knife
•  On board blade storage system
•  Includes heavy duty blade
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all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

KEVLAR SHEARS WILKINSON SHEARS

DRUM TAPACETONE TAP LOCKABLE 20MM SEALLESS PLASTIC TAPS 20MM

DRUM SPANNER DRUM BUNG REMOVER DRUM STANDS

High carbon steel 
scissors with high 
leverage. Xylan low 
friction coating suitable 
for cutting Kevlar, 
carbon fibre and resin 
coated composites, both 
wet and dry

High carbon steel 
scissors with high 
leverage. Xylan low 
friction coating suitable 
for cutting Kevlar, 
carbon fibre and resin 
coated composites, both 
wet and dry

A high quality 50mm 
opening resin tap that 
fits standard (205 litre, 
45 gal) steel barrels. 
Made from cast iron, 
solid steel handle and 
gunmetal slide.

Large spanner for 
removing drum taps 
from 45 gallon barrels. 

Special tool designed to 
remove the 20mm and 
50mm bung from 45 
gallon barrels.

These are made from welded 
tubular steel. They are 
fitted to the barrel while 
stood vertically and assist in 
tipping the barrel to its final 
horizontal position. They 
provide efficient storage, 
lifting and transporting 
facilities for cumbersome 
(205 litre, 45 gal) steel 
barrels. 

Drum stand without wheels

Drum stand with wheels

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCUSHE-200 8”  £23.70
TCUSHE-250 10”  £29.95

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCUSHE-225 9”  £20.69
TCUSHE-300 12”  £34.21

CODE     PRICE
TDEDTA-050    £25.09

CODE     PRICE
TDEDTS-050    £16.44

CODE     PRICE
TDEPLA-020    £2.57

CODE     PRICE
TDEACE-020    £11.97

CODE     PRICE
TDEDBR-001    £15.66

CODE     PRICE
TDEDST-001    £44.46

CODE     PRICE
TDEDS4-004    £80.14

TP5 TOOL PACK - SMALL PROJECT TP6 TOOL PACK - LARGE PROJECT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

1 Operator
1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 1x 140x21mm 
paddle roller, 1x 75x21mm paddle roller, 4x 150mm 
deep pile resin roller refills, 2x 150mm short pile 
topcoating roller refill, 1x 150mm roller arm, 2x 
75mm brushes, 3x 5 litre buckets, 1x graduated 
measuring cup, 2.5 litre acetone, 1x telescopic 
extension arm, 1x 250ml liquid hand cleaner 

2 Operators
1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 2x 225x21mm 
paddle rollers, 10x 180mm deep pile resin roller 
refills, 5x 180mm short pile topcoating roller refills, 
2x 180mm roller arms, 2x 75mm brushes, 5x10 litre 
buckets, 5 litre acetone, 2x telescopic extension 
arms, 1 litre paste hand cleaner 

CODE     PRICE
TTPSRP-005    £39.85

CODE     PRICE
TTPLRP-006    £80.88

We have compiled tool packs based 
on the most popular items bought 
for roofing and pond lining.  Items 
in these tool packs can be ordered 
separately.

Small tool pack (TP5) ideal for roofs and ponds 
upto 40m². Large tool pack (TP6) for roofs and 
ponds up to 100m²

Roofing and Pond Lining

TOOL PACKS

TP1 TOOL PACK - LARGE PROJECT

TP3 TOOL PACK - GENERAL PROJECT TP4 TOOL PACK - BASIC PROJECT

TP2 TOOL PACK - MEDIUM PROJECT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

2 Operators
4x 6” med.pile cups, 4x 6” short pile refill, 2x 6” 
roller arms, 50 pairs surgical gloves, 2x 6” paddle 
rollers, 1x 3”paddle rollers, 1 standard knife, 4x 
graduated cup 1.2litre, 1x 80ml catalyst dispenser, 
4x 11 litre buckets, 2x 3 litre buckets, 4x 4” brushes, 
4x 3” brushes, 2x 2”brushes, 50x dust masks, 1x 
hand cleaner, 25 litres acetone. 

1 Operator
50 pairs surgical gloves, 1x 3” paddle rollers, 1 
standard knife, 2x graduated cup 1.2litre, 1x 15ml 
catalyst dispenser, 2x 3litre buckets, 2x 3” brushes, 
2x dust masks, 2.5 litres acetone.

1 Operator
50 pairs surgical gloves, 1x 3” paddle rollers, 1x 
graduated cup 1.2litre, 1x 50ml syringe, 2x 1litre 
buckets, 2x 2” brushes, 100x mixing sticks, 1x dust 
masks, 1 litre acetone. 

1 Operator
4x 6” med.pile cups, 2x 6” short pile refill, 1x 6” 
roller arms, 50 pairs surgical gloves, 1x 6” paddle 
rollers, 1 standard knife, 2x graduated cup 1.2litre, 
1x 80ml catalyst dispenser, 2x 11 litre buckets, 1x 3 
litre buckets, 2x 3” brushes, 4x dust masks, 1x hand 
cleaner, 10 litres acetone 

CODE     PRICE
TTPLAR-001    £104.59

CODE     PRICE
TTPGEN-003    £26.37

CODE     PRICE
TTPBAS-004    £19.10

CODE     PRICE
TTPMED-002    £57.84

General Moulding

TOOL PACKS
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RASPS 3 PACK COPING SAW AND 5 BLADES HEAVY DUTY HACKSAW 300mm 50MM JIGSAW RIFF BLADES – 3 PACK 30 PIECE JIGSAW BLADE SET MEASURE MATE TAPE

TARPAULIN

DEMOULDING WEDGES FILLETING TOOLSRUBBER SQUEEGEE

HEAVY DUTY JUNIOR HACKSAWHACKSAW BLADES 300mm  24 PACK

115mm PRO DIAMOND RIM BLADE 115mm SPOKED DIAMOND BLADE

JUNIOR HACKSAW BLADES  10 PACK

13 PIECE METRIC DRILL BIT SET

Flat, half-round & round 
rasps*.  Polypropylene 
soft-grip handles. 
Hardened blade.

Heavy gauge frame.  360 
blade angle adjustment.  
Includes 5 assorted 
blade.

General purpose hacksaw.  Cast aluminium handle.  
Square section steel frame.  Wing nut blade tensioner.

Tungsten carbide grit coating, Prevents chipping 
of surfaces. For ceramics, GRP and plastics, Bayonet 
fitting.

Comprehensive 30 piece set, Bayonet fitting, 4 types 
of wood blades, 2 types of metal / plastic blades.

19mm x 5m Long 

Multi purpose lightweight, washable, durable, rot 
proof, tear and stretch resistant.  Aluminium eyelets 
every metre around the edge.  

Deluxe Wedges for longer life.  
Made from quality Polyethelyne.  

A set of 6 different chrome plated filleting spheres for 
creating quick and accurate plasticine or filler fillets. 
 3 pair set. Steel shaft, brass balls and nickel plated 
finish. Ball diameters. 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4” & 1”  

6” / 150mm Rubber Squeegee
For spreading resin over flat surfaces.  Heavy duty, 
solvent resistant rubber. Custom edges to enhance 
air relief.

Die-cast aluminium frame. Multi-positional blade. 
Cushion grip handle, includes blade.

Carbon Steel hacksaw blades  Strong, flexible, long life.

High speed steel, For use on metal, plastic, fibreglass 
and wood. Drill bit sizes 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 
6.5, 7, 7.5 & 8mm, Durable metal storage case.

CODE     PRICE
TCUSRS-003    £4.99

CODE     PRICE
TCUSCS-001    £3.99

CODE     PRICE
TCUSHS-001    £4.99

CODE     PRICE
TCUJRB-050    £2.75

CODE     PRICE
TCUJBL-030    £8.47

CODE     PRICE
TEQTAPE-05    £1.23

CODE     PRICE
TCUSHS-002    £2.99

CODE     PRICE
TCUSHS-003    £3.49

CODE     PRICE
TCUDIA-BL1    £20.95

CODE     PRICE
TCUDIA-BL2    £24.80

CODE     PRICE
TCUSHS-004    £1.09

CODE     PRICE
TEQDBS-013    £2.95

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Electroplated diamond blades for heavy duty 
cutting and grinding of finished fibreglass and 
carbon fibre laminates. These blades cut straight 
in thick laminates and allows cutting of curves 
without jamming. Side spoked version cuts even 
thicker fibreglass. 115mm diameter x 22mm bore. 
Attaches to standard grinder.

Electroplated diamond blades for heavy duty 
cutting and grinding of finished fibreglass and 
carbon fibre laminates. These blades cut straight 
in thick laminates and allows cutting of curves 
without jamming. Side spoked version cuts even 
thicker fibreglass. 115mm diameter x 22mm bore. 
Attaches to standard grinder.

PORTASPRAY G660 SPRAY GUN PLASTIC SPREADER CARDS

G660 PLASTIC CUP  AND LID

INDUSTRIAL SCRAPER

Consumption CFM: 7-12. -- Air Pressure: 50-80 psi 

CODE     PRICE
TSEGN2-666    £99.50

CODE     PRICE
TEQSPR-001    £0.19

CODE     PRICE
TSECUP-660    £14.99

CODE     PRICE
TEQSQU-006    £5.22

CODE     PRICE
TEQSCA-075    £4.14

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Specifically designed to spray 
gelcoats and resins the G660 is 
lightweight and user friendly. New 
design makes for an easy cleaning, 
extremely versatile gun with superb 
spray quality and surface coverage. 
Includes 1 litre capacity container 
and 4.5mm nozzle.

Spreader card for filler 
work.  Made from high 
density plastic so can 
be re-used many times.  
105mm x 70mm.

Spare cup and lid to fit 
G660 spray gun

75mm Blade
CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQTAR-036 Mini – 3.6m x 3.0m  £3.68
TEQTAR-054 Midi – 3.6m x 5.2m  £6.60
TEQTAR-036 Maxi – 7.0m x 5.2m  £12.60

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TWEWHI-001 100x37x12mm  £1.66
TWEWHI-002 150x50x18mm  £3.09
TWEWHI-003 250x45x20mm  £4.33
TWEWHI-004 250x80x25mm  £5.67

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQFTD-003 one set  £31.20

* one of each included in pack
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Silverline DIY power tools offer reliable tools 
at excellent value for money. This range gives 
the enthusiast or trade the opportunity to 
get maximum performance for minimal 
outlay. All power tools come with an optional 
3 year guarantee. (product registration required)

All Silverline power tools come with the free option of an 
extended guarantee period.  To activate this guarantee you 
must register the product at www.silverlinetools.com within 
30 days of purchase. 

SILVERLINE POWER FILE 13mm 260w SILVERLINE  BELT SANDER 76mm

MULTICUTTER ADAPTOR 3 PIECE CUTTING ACCESSORY KIT

MULTICUTTER KIT (Cordless)

MULTICUTTER KIT (Corded)

CODE  PRICE
TPTPBF-260  £24.99

CODE  PRICE
TPTBSA-950  £39.00

CODE  PRICE
TEQMCA-003  £2.98

CODE  PRICE
TPTSMC-004  £12.95

CODE PRICE
TPTSMC-108 £49.99

CODE PRICE
TPTOMT-260 £29.99

CODE SIZE PRICE
MABSBE-040 40 grit £1.00
MABSBE-060 60 grit £1.00
MABSBE-080 80 grit £1.00
MABSBE-120 120 grit £1.00

CODE SIZE PRICE
MABBEL-040 40 grit £2.75
MABBEL-060 60 grit £2.75
MABBEL-080 80 grit £2.75
MABBEL-120 120 grit £2.75

CODE SIZE PRICE
MABT90-060 60 grit £1.06
MABT90-120 120 grit £1.06
MABT90-240 240 grit £1.06

Adjustable file arm angle, 
variable speed control and 
quick tensioning system. 
Includes 2 belts (80 & 
120 grit).

Powerful 950w.  Quick 
release belt change.  
Removable depth frame.  
Dust extraction & dust 
bag.  Pressure sensitive 
trigger.  Includes 4 belts. 

Allows silverline multi-cutter blades to be used 
with Bosch, Fein, Worx and Dremel multi-cutters.  
Not compatible with any quick-change system.  

General purpose accessory kit for cutting ceramic 
tiles, composite board, soft wood, GRP and other 
plastics. For use with Silverline multi-cutter.  
Includes 64mm steel round blade, 65mm steel 
sector blade and 88mm steel static blade.  

Silverline 10.8v Multicutter

Silverline Multicutter 80mm Circular Blade Silverline Multicutter 52mm scraper blade

125mm Random Orbital Sander

150W 1⁄3 sheet orbital sander

13mm x 457mm powerfile sanding belts 5 pack. 
Aluminium oxide, fully resin bonded, fits all   
457 x 13mm powerfile sanders. Sanding belts – 533mm x 75mm

90mm Triangle sanding sheets 10 pack

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Cordless oscillating tool with intelligent charger 
and 1.3Ah Li-Ion battery, variable speed and 
vibration-reducing soft-grip handle. Ideal for 
multiple tasks including cutting, sanding and 
grinding. No load speed 0-18,000rpm. Includes 
blade, scraper, sanding base, 4 x sanding sheets 
and carry case.

Versatile tool for cutting, sanding, grinding & 
more, 6-stage speed adjustment. Vibration-
reducing soft-grip handle. Ideal for multiple tasks 
such as sanding and grinding. Includes blade, 
scraper, sanding base and 4x sanding sheets.

Silverline 260w Corded Multicutter

Silverline Multicutter 3 Piece cutting kit

MULTICUTTER BLADE SET

LI-ION BATTERY 10.8V DETAIL SANDER 180w

MULTICUTTER CIRCULAR BLADE MULTICUTTER SCRAPER BLADE

RANDOM ORBITAL SANDER

1/3 SHEET SANDER DRILL SANDING & POLISHING KIT

CODE  PRICE
TPTSMC-001  £8.49

CODE  PRICE
TPTBAT-001  £21.45

CODE  PRICE
TPTDSA-180  £16.39

CODE  PRICE
TPTSMC-002  £5.99

CODE  PRICE
TPTSMC-003  £2.99

CODE  PRICE
TPTROS-125  £33.43

CODE  PRICE
TPTORS-150  £16.54

CODE  PRICE
TPTSPK-006  £8.48

Saw blade set comprising 10mm, 20mm, and 
34mm steel blades.

Spare battery to fit multi-cutter and other 
Silverline 10.8v power tools.

Compact sander for fine, detailed work.  
90 x 90 x 90mm Triangle pad. Hook and loop 
backing pad. Dust extraction.

Suitable for cutting GRP, plastics, wood and thin 
metals.

For removing paint, caulk, glue, under coatings 
and mortar.  

Powerful 430w motor. Variable speed control: 600-
1300rpm.  Hook and loop backing pad.  Includes 
dust bag.  

Ergonomically designed handle with large trigger.  
Trigger lock for prolonged use.  Quick change hook 
and loop aluminium base.  Clip attachments for 
conventional sandpaper

Hook & loop polishing kit suitable for most power 
drills. For sanding and polishing wood, metal, 
paintwork and plastics. 

Includes plastic backing pad with 6mm arbor 
diameter, polishing sponge, lambswool bonnet 
and 3 sanding discs (180, 240 and 400 grit). 

Max 3,250rpm.

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

6 Piece Drill Sanding & Polishing Kit



POWER TOOLS POWER TOOLS
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600w/11000rpm. Silverline 18v Drill Driver

115MM ANGLE GRINDER

24V COMBI HAMMER DRILL

GLUE STICKS 50 PACK

710W HAMMER DRILL

2000W HOT AIR GUN

HOBBY GLUE GUN

135W HOBBY TOOL

SILVERSTORM 710W LASER JIGSAW 18V DRILL DRIVER

CODE  PRICE
TPTSAG-115  £16.72

CODE  PRICE
TPTDCH-024  £71.31

CODE  PRICE
TPTMGG-002  £4.18

CODE  PRICE
TPTDHA-550  £23.22

CODE  PRICE
TPTHAG-001  £14.40

CODE  PRICE
TPTMGG-001  £5.71

CODE  PRICE
TPTHOT-135  £15.03

CODE  PRICE
TPTJIG-560  £16.59

CODE  PRICE
TPTDDR-018  £20.44

2 position side handle.  Adjustable safety guard. 
Disc not included. 

2 x 1.5ah Ni-cd batteries with 1 hour fast charge.  
21 torque positions.  Keyless Chuck.  LCD battery 
status indicator.  Magnetic bit holder

High quality glue sticks.  Transparent.  Size: 100mm 
x 11.2mm.  50 pack – less than 9p each. 

Variable speed control for precise drilling.  Soft-grip 
handle for comfort and control.  Keyless chuck. Bit 
storage in handle.  Metal gearbox.  

2 heat settings, lightweight for easy handling.  
Paint scraper included.  Nozzle selection included.

Multi-purpose – sticks wood, plastics, foams and 
more.  Smooth trigger action.  Integral fold away 
stand.  Includes 2 x 100mm x 11.2mm glue sticks.

Variable speed control.  2-size collect chuck 
(2.3-3.2mm).  Blow moulded carry case.  Extensive 
kit including grinding stones, polishing wheels, 
cutting & sanding discs plus much more!

Soft-grip handle, aluminium gearbox housing 
and variable speed for cutting different materials. 
4-position pendulum action. Laser guide for 
accurate cutting.

Variable speed, hammer and revers.  16+2 torque 
settings.  3-jaw 10mm keyless chuck.  1.3ah Ni-cd 
Battery – 3-5hr charge.   

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

NICE
PRICE

NICE
PRICE

FOAM COMPOUNDING / POLISHING HEADS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Foam Compounding Head (Orange)

Powerful 1200w.  
Variable speed control.  
Large D Handle.  Includes 
backing pad, wool bonnet & 
sanding disc.  

180mm Sander Polisher

Foam Polishing Head (Red)

Foam Polishing Head (White)

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHCMP-014 N/A  £4.99

CODE     PRICE
TPTSSP-180    £37.57

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHGPH-014 N/A  £4.75

Synthetic hard compounding sponge.  Complete 
with 14mm backing plate for direct fitting.

Silverline 150mm Foam - soft
14mm backing plate for direct fitting

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHSPH-014 N/A  £4.99

Synthetic soft polishing sponge.  Complete with 
14mm backing plate for direct fitting. Allows pad 
change in one quick easy motion. Perfect centering 
every time. 14mm thread to fit most polishers

FARECLA COMPOUNDING PAD

FARECLA SCREWFIT ADAPTOR

DRAWSTRING POLISHING BONNET

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE     PRICE
MPHCFO-150    £11.10

CODE     PRICE
MPHSBA-006    £12.03

CODE     PRICE
MPHOLB-180    £3.01

• Double sided
• High quality dense weave
• Fully washable
• Requires screwfit adaptor 
High quality wool head for machine compounding 
of composites, gelcoats and paints. 

Aluminium adaptor to fit screwfit wool heads. 
Common 14mm thread to fit most polishing 
machines.  

100% lambswool polishing bonnet 
with drawstring. Ideal for final buffing and polishing. 

Farecla Screwfit 8” Wool Compounding Pad

Farecla Screwfit Adaptor 14mm

180mm Drawstring Polishing Bonnet
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PAPER CUPS

GRADUATED CUPS SMALL CUPS AND BUCKETS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCUDPC-400 10  £1.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XCUP-385 385ml x1  £0.49
  385ml x10  £4.30
XLID-385 385ml Lid  £0.14
XCUP-014 1400ml x1  £0.90
  1400ml x10  £8.50
XLID-014 1400ml Lid x1  £0.20
XBUCK3-012 1.2L x1  £0.54
  1.2L x10  £4.70
XLID03-012 1.2L Lid  £0.25

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XBUCK1-500 550ml x1  £0.41
  550ml x10  £3.40
XLID01-500 550ml & 1.2L Lid  £0.25
XBUX2-001 1.2L x1  £0.43
  1.2L x10  £3.40

NICE
PRICE

Ideal for mixing resins and cleaning tools in 
acetone. Also unaffected by resin and can be reused 
by “cracking out” old resin build up. Lids can be 
supplied separately. 

LARGE BUCKETS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XBUCK4-025 3L x1  £0.65
  3L x10  £5.90
XLID04-025 3L Lid  £0.25
XBUCK5-025 5.6L x1  £0.85
  5.6L x10  £7.60
XLID05-005 5.6L Lid  £0.25
XBUCKM-010 10L R x1  £1.89
  10L R x10  £16.00
XLID05-010 10L R Lid  £0.75 
XBUCK6-010 11L x1  £1.66
  11L x10  £13.20
XLID06-010 11L Lid  £0.35
XBUCK7-010 11L R x1  £1.89
  11L R x10  £16.00

Ideal for mixing resins and cleaning tools in acetone. 
Also unaffected by resin and can be reused by 
“cracking out” old resin build up. Lids can be supplied 
separately. 

MIXING BOARDS SYRINGES

CATALYST DISPENSERS

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE    PRICE
XMIRHY-001   £3.98

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XDISYR-010 10ml  £0.79
XDISYR-050 50ml  £1.58

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XDIBOT-015 15ml  £5.66
XDIBOT-080 80ml  £6.89

MIXING STICKS SCALES

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XMISTI-100 100 pack  £2.83
XMISTI-002  1 item  £0.46

CODE TYPE   PRICE
TPTSDS-001 Digital Scales  £7.49
THTSHS-001 Hanging Scales  £11.95

NICE
PRICE

These flexible polythene bottles 
allow single handed operation to 
accurately dispense liquid such as 
catalyst into an engraved calibrated 
output chamber. Safety cap ensures 
safe dispensing. 15 ml bottle 
dispenses 1-15ml and holds 500ml. 
80ml bottle dispenses 10-80ml and 
holds 1000ml. Note 1ml=1cc=1mg. 
For large users of catalyst, as in 
fibreglass factory production, a 
professional wall-mounted 100ml 
Catalyst Dispenser is recommended.  
For wall mounted dispensers please call for more 
information. 

KLEEN ALL LIQUID SURGICAL NITRILE GLOVES

SURGICAL LATEX GLOVES

KLEEN ALL PASTE

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OCLKAL-250 250ml  £4.20
OCLKAL-005 5L  £30.69

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OGLNSLG-50 Large  £4.45
OGLNSXL-50 X-Large  £4.45

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OGLMSUM-50 Medium  £3.64
OGLMSUR-50 Large  £3.64

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OCLKAP-001 1L  £6.63
OCLKAP-005 5L  £24.91

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OCLOWH-100 - O’Keefe’s 100ml  £4.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OCLBAR-600 – Kleen All 500ml  £7.55

A powerful liquid version of the renowned Kleenall 
Paste, Kleenall Liquid is an easily dispensed poly-
beaded hand cleaner that provides impeccable 
performance for professionals in the painting, 
printing, chemical and engineering areas. 

Powder and Latex free high strength surgical glove. 
Ambidextrous with beaded cuff. 

A lightweight disposable natural latex glove, lightly 
powdered. Non-sterile and ambidextrous with 
beaded cuff. Size Large.

The original Kleenall Paste is lightly perfumed 
and free rinsing, Kleenall Paste is a pleasant and 
easy to use paste that has become the market 
leading product for the removal of paint, resins and 
adhesives.  

BARRIER AND CONDITIONING CREAMS

O’Keefes Working Hands, a 
highly concentrated proprietary 
formulation developed by a 
pharmacist to stimulate the 
skins natural repair process. It 
contains a high concentration of 
Glycerin that draws in and retains 
moisture which is necessary 
for skin to heal. Another key 
component is Allantoin, an odourless, non-toxic and 
non-allergenic skin-protectant derived from the 
Comfrey plant. It removes dead skin cells to allow 
for better penetration and absorption of moisture 
and moisturizing ingredients. All part of O’Keefes 
revolutionary 3 Step Process that relieves dry, 
damaged skin. 

Kleen All - We are 
proud to offer a 
premium quality 
conditioning cream 
that moisturises 
the skin to prevent 
against cracking and 
chafing. Kleenall 
protect also provides 
a barrier against dirt and enables easier cleaning 
which means that less aggressive hand cleaners are 
needed. Then after work, Kleenall Protect is perfect 
to make your hands feel your own again. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

WURTH THERMAL SAFETY GLOVES INDUSTRIAL MARIGOLD GLOVES

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OGLWTS-001 Size 9  £3.99
OGLWTS-002 Size 10  £3.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OGLMAS-003 Small  £2.09
OGLMAM-002 Medium  £2.09
OGLMAL-001 Large  £2.09

RED PVC GLOVES

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OGLPVC-001 One Size  £0.95

Single 280mm 
Polypropylene 
Mixing Stick

Wooden tongue 
depressors, approx 
6” (150mm) long, 
suitable for smaller 
mixes. Pack of 100.  

Hi Viz yellow 7 gauge acrylic thermal liner glove 
with a non slip latex coated palm providing an 
excellent wet and dry grip. Plus a crinkle finish 
on cotton and a knitted wrist. Conforms to EN388 
2.2.4.3

Heavy weight PVC gloves, knitted wristbands. CE 
type tested and certified. Size-Large.

Super tough marigold gloves which combines great 
flexibility with excellent chemical resistance to 
resins and solvents. Long cuff and heavier weight.  
The gloves are flock lined for comfort with a raised 
pattern on palm and fingers for grip.  Beaded cuff 
for tear resistance and easy pull on.



This pictogram warns that a substance is 
hazardous to the environment and causes 
aquatic toxicity.

If you �nd this pictogram on the label it means 
you are dealing with oxidising gases, solids 
and liquids, which can cause or intensify �re 
and explosion.

Be aware of what these two similar pictograms 
mean. This one warns against �ammable 
gases, aerosols, liquids and solids:

serutxim dna secnatsbus gnitaeh-fleS  
  Pyrophoric liquids and solids, 

that may catch �re when in contact with air
  Substances and mixtures which, in contact 

with water, emit �ammable gases
  Self-reactive substances or organic

peroxides that may cause �re when heated

Whenever you use a chemical with this 
pictogram on it, be aware that it is corrosive 
and can cause severe skin burns and eye 
damage. It is also corrosive to metals.

Know that you are handling a chemical that is 
acutely toxic in contact with skin, if inhaled or 
ingested, which may even be fatal. 

A substance or mixture with this pictogram has 
one or more of the following e�ects:

 cinegonicrac sI  
dlihc nrobnu eht dna ytilitref stceffA  

snoitatum sesuaC  
  Is a respiratory sensitiser, may cause 

allergy, asthma or breathing di�culties 
when inhaled

snagro cificeps ot cixot sI  
  Aspiration hazards, may be fatal or 

harmful if swallowed or if it enters
airways

This pictogram means one or more of the 
following:

)lufmrah( cixot yletucA  
 dna niks ,noitasitisnes niks sesuaC  

eye irritation
tnatirri yrotaripseR  

ssenizzid ro ssenisword sesuac ,citocraN  
reyal enozo eht ot suodrazaH  

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
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WURTH COVERALL WITH HOOD

WURTH 2 PIECE RAIN SUIT

ECONOMY COVERALL BOLLE SAFETY GOGGLES

ECONOMY SAFETY GOGGLES

SAFETY SPECTACLES

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OOVWLG-002 Large  £4.99
OOVWXL-001 X-Large  £4.99

CODE SIZE COLOUR PRICE
OOVWRS-001 Large Yellow £14.49
OOVWRS-002 X-Large Yellow £14.49
OOVWRS-003 Large Blue £14.49
OOVWRS-004 X-Large Blue £14.49

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OOVEBL-001 Large  £2.98
OOVEXL-001 X-Large  £2.98

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OEPBOL-001 N/A  £8.66

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OEPECO-002 N/A  £2.63

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OEPSPE-001 N/A  £2.32

Wurth protective overalls are made from a 
revolutionary fabric that has been designed to allow 
breathability whilst offering protection against 
splash and hazardous dusts. Rated CE category III 
(European standard type 5 & 6). 

Low cost paper coverall. Zip up front, elasticated 
hood, cuffs and ankles.Colour may vary 

Lightweight Polyester/PVC two piece rainwear suits 
with 0.18mm taped seams, which offer great water 
resistance without the need for bulky layering, 
perfect for a variety of wet weather tasks. The Jacket 
has a zip front with overlap and press stud. Roll 
away hood with draw cord, studded and Elasticated 
cuffs with wrist adjustments, back and underarm 
vents, two large waist pockets and a draw cord hem. 
The trousers have an Elasticated trousers waist, side 
access to pockets and ankle adjustment via studs. 
The rain suits are supplied in a mesh stuff sack.

•  Large: Fit chest 44-46 inches
•  X Large: Fit chest 46-49 inches

OVERSHOES HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC APRON

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Soft, lightweight and durable overshoes are 
manufactured from embossed polythene material 
with elasticated tops for comfortable fit. Excellent 
yet economical protection. Pack of 100. 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OOSDOS-050 N/A  £2.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OOVAPR-001 N/A  £6.51

Moldex 2405 valved 
respirator masks. For use 
against toxic dusts, water 
based mist and fumes.
Protection Levels:
(FFP) 2-  Nominal 

protection factor 
of up to 12 times 
that of wearing no 
mask. • Integral construction gas and vapour protection

•  Twin inhalation valves to reduce breathing 
resistance

•  Supplied in a hermetically sealed foilbag to 
extend shelf life and prevent contamination

•  Meets european standard EN405:2002 for valved 
filtering half mask respirators for gases or gas and 
particulate combinations

Disposable nuisance dust mask. 

VALVED RESPIRATOR MASK 3M VAPOUR RESPIRATOR 4251 PARTICLE MASK 50 PACK

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OMA240-001 N/A  £2.14

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OMA425-001 N/A  £14.16

CODE SIZE   PRICE
OMAPDM-001 N/A  £0.26

NR D - These filtering face piece respirators protect 
the wearer from solid and liquid aerosols and meet 
the requirements of EN 149:2001+A1:2009.  The 
letters NR indicate that the masks are single use 
and should be disposed of at the end of a shift.  The 
D indicates that the respirators have passed the 
dolomite clogging test.

Safety in the workplace 

The pictograms for labelling chemical products have changed.  Prevent workplace injury and diseases by learning more about the pictograms.
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•  Superior performance - contains Carnauba Wax 
plus semi-permanent polymers

•  Fewer applications & lasts longer than the 
competition

• High gloss finish - quickly buffs to a durable finish
• High melting point - withstands up to 260oC
• User safe - non aromatic & non flammable

Mirror Glaze No.8 Paste Release Wax 311gm Tin Mirror Glaze No.16 Paste Wax 311gm Tin

GRIGNARD MOLD MAGIC MIRROR GLAZE NO.8 RELEASE WAX MIRROR GLAZE NO.16 PASTE WAX

FINISH KARE LIQUID RELEASE WAX FOAM COMPOUNDING / POLISHING HEADS

FARECLA G-MOP BACK PLATE FARECLA COMPOUNDING FOAM FARECLA POLISHING FOAM

WOOL COMPOUNDING HEAD

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAGMM-392 392gm  £10.95

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAPVA-500 500ml  £3.04
MRAPVA-001 1L  £4.54
MRAPVA-005 5L  £12.86

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAM08-011 311gm  £11.16

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAM16-011 311gm  £14.74

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPCG3R-400 400gm  £8.58
MPCG3R-003 3kg  £31.26

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPCG7F-003 3kg  £38.40

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPCG6R-400 400gm  £8.58
MPCG6R-003 3kg  £31.26

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPCG10-500 500ml  £9.77
MPCG10-001 1L  £19.55

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPCG3A-500 500ml  £11.10
MPCG3A-001 1L  £19.15

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAFKH-001 1 US Gallon  £53.29

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHPLT-150 N/A  £7.06

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHCFO-150 N/A  £11.10

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHPFO-150 N/A  £15.12

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHGLP-150 N/A  £10.07

Mold Magic represents 
an important advance 
in mould release 
technology. It combines 
the advantages of a 
wax-based formulation 
with innovative semi-
permanent polymer 
chemistry. 

A blend of imported waxes specially formulated 
to provide the maximum number of releases per 
application. Especially useful on tooling and new 
moulds.
For best results and fast application, use with 
I-polish cloths.

Performs as well as MGM-0811 but more heat 
resistant. This soft blue wax is easier to apply but 
does not last as long.
For best results and fast application, use with 
i-Polish cloths.

Easy and quick to apply high temperature liquid 
release wax. 1 U.S. Gallon (3.8 litres) 

Features hook and loop system for easy interchange 
between applicators. 14mm thread is moulded in 
crack resistant plastic. 

Features up to 30% more cutting action. Developed 
specifically for use with water. Multi layered foam 
with a recessed black plate. For use with G3 and G6 
paste, G3 Advanced Liquid, G10 Liquid and the Profile 
range. Requires G-Mop back plate (sold separately). 

Suitable for use on most paint systems, gelcoats 
and other composite materials. Multi layer foam 
provides greater durability. For use with G10 extra 
fine and Profile Glaze. Requires G-Mop back plate 
(sold separately). 

Pure lambswool 150mm head. 
Requires G Mop back plate (sold separately). 

NICE
PRICE

POLYVINYL ALCOHOL PVA

all prices are exclusive of VAT

PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) is a water-based liquid 
plastic that can be applied to waxed moulds to 
prevent moulded parts from sticking. PVA is not 
always required. Often laminators rely solely on 
mould release wax to create a surface contaminant 
on the mould that allows parts to be removed. 
However, on complicated moulds and on new 
moulds, when the risk of a part sticking in a mould is 
greatest, PVA can be applied over a waxed mould.
PVA can be applied by brush, paint roller or with 
spray equipment. PVA often leaves a texture on the 
surface of the mould after it dries. This texture is 
duplicated or moulded into the part produced in 
the mould. For parts that will be painted later, this 
texture is not an issue. However, for parts that rely 
on the mould surface to create a smooth final finish, 
the texture can be a problem.
To achieve the smoothest and least textured PVA 
coating, apply it with spray equipment. 

The preferred application technique is 
to spray a couple of very fine mist coats 
a few minutes apart 
before applying a 
more generous wet 
coat over the entire 
mould. This technique 
minimizes the likelihood 
of getting “fisheyes” or 
imperfections in the 
coating and produces a 
very smooth PVA release 
coating. 

NICE
PRICE

KANTSTICK CURE FAST APW SOFT RELEASE WAX AFH AEROSOL

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE     PRICE
MRAKCF-005    £125.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAAPW-500 500gm  £12.27

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MRAAFH-154 454gm  £11.38

KantStik® is a fast curing; two 
coat semi-permanent release 
system that combines the 
sealer and release agent into 
one product and will effectively 
seal the pores on both new and 
reconditioned tooling while also providing multiple 
releases when fabricating with thermoset resins, 
all with only two application coats. KantStik® is 
particularly useful when molding with thermoset 
resins such as Polyester, Epoxy, and Phenolic as well 
as thermoplastic resins; PVC, ABS, Nylon, PP, PE, and 
Acrylics. It is excellent for molding processes.

APW is a mixture of soft waxes, used to release 
hard polyurethane foam and casting materials from 
moulds that have complicated and porous surfaces. 
On new moulds, APW is applied several times 
depending on porosity. Apply with sponge or cloth. 
Drying time 15-60 min. Consumption per coat 50g/
m2. Not suitable for GRP moulds. 

A versatile spray wax release agent for most mould 
surfaces for moulding in polyester, epoxy and 
polyurethane resins. Also used on silicone rubbers 
when separation is required between layers. Buff 
for gloss finish or leave to dry for matt finish. 

FARECLA COMPOUNDS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

FARECLA G3 FARECLA G7

FARECLA G6

FARECLA G10 FINISHING COMPOUND

FARECLA G3 ADVANCED LIQUID

Medium paste compound for use by hand or machine 
suitable for use with all paints and gelcoat. Removes 
gelcoat “chalking” and light scratches. Often used 
as a “one step system” to a great finish by hand or 
machine. For enhanced gloss, finish with G10 Finishing 
Compound. 

Very coarse fast cutting paste compound for use by 
hand on cellulose and fibreglass. Contains ammonia. 

Aggressive cutting compound for use by hand or 
machine. Removes wet & dry marks and surface 
defects on well cured paintwork and Gelcoat. 

Ultra fine liquid compound for use by hand or machine. 
G10 Finishing Compound is ideal for removing light 
scratches or swirl marks, especially on darker colours. 

Advanced G3 Liquid is a one-step system that provides 
a fast cutting action and a high gloss finish. It combines 
the reliability and other advantages of G3 Paste with a 
reduced clean up time when compounding by machine. 
It provides the user with improved versatility, quality 
and speed to final finish verses competitive products. 

Farecla Advanced 6” Compounding Foam Farecla Advance 6” Polishing Foam - 2 pack

Farecla Advance 6” Lambswool Pad

Foam Compounding Head (Orange)

Foam Polishing Head (Red)

Foam Polishing Head (White)

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHCMP-014 N/A  £4.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHGPH-014 N/A  £4.75

Synthetic compounding sponge.  Complete with 
14mm backing plate for direct fitting - hard

Silverline 150mm Foam - soft
14mm backing plate for direct fitting

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MPHSPH-014 N/A  £4.99

Synthetic soft polishing sponge.  Complete with 
14mm backing plate for direct fitting. Allows pad 
change in one quick easy motion. Perfect centering 
every time. 14mm thread to fit most polishers

Kantstick Cure Fast 2.0 Semi
Permanent Sealer & Release 5kg
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PRODUCTION SANDPAPER ROLLS 10m PRODUCTION SANDPAPER ROLLS 50m PRODUCTION PAPER SHEETS

125mm REDLINE ABRASIVE DISCS 150mm REDLINE ABRASIVE DISCS

180mm SANDING DISC 10 PACK

GRINDER BACKING PAD & CLAMP

140mm  GRIT TRIANGLE SHEETS90mm TRIANGLE SANDING SHEETS

125mm GRINDER SANDING DISCS

115mm ALUMINIUM  FLAP DISCS

115mm GRINDER SANDING DISCSWET & DRY PAPER SHEETS 125mm ABRASIVE DISCS

150mm ABRASIVE DISCS

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABSSR-040 40 Grit  £2.99
MABSSR-080 80 Grit  £2.99
MABSSR-120 120 Grit  £2.99
MABSSR-180 180 Grit  £2.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABRDR-040 40 Grit  £42.54
MABRDR-080 80 Grit  £35.65
MABRDR-120 120 Grit  £35.65

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABRHY-040 40 Grit x 1  £0.46
  40 Grit x 50  £20.50
MABRHY-060 60 Grit x 1  £0.46
 60 Grit x 50  £20.50
MABRHY-080 80 Grit x 1  £0.46
  80 Grit x 50  £20.50
MABRHY-100 100 Grit x 1  £0.46
 100 Grit x 50  £20.50
MABRHY-120 120 Grit x 1  £0.46
 120 Grit x 50  £20.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDI1-600 600 Grit x 1  £0.34
  600 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-800 800 Grit x 1  £0.34
  800 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-010 1000 Grit x 1  £0.34
  1000 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-012 1200 Grit x 1  £0.34
  1200 Grit x 50  £14.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDIR-600 600 Grit x 1  £0.39
  600 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-800 800 Grit x 1  £0.39
  800 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-010 1000 Grit x 1  £0.39
  1000 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-012 1200 Grit x 1  £0.39
  1200 Grit x 50  £15.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABSSD-120 120 Grit  £3.61
MABSSD-240 240 Grit  £3.61
MABSSD-320 320 Grit  £3.61
MABSSD-400 400 Grit  £3.61

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABPAD-104 N/A  £2.35

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQHLS-001 N/A  £1.10

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABT90-060 60 Grit  £1.06
MABT90-120 120 Grit  £1.06
MABT90-240 240 Grit  £1.06

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDIS-036 36 Grit  £3.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABOFD-040 40 Grit  £1.41
MABOFD-060 60 Grit  £1.41

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDIS-040 36 Grit  £0.64

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDIS-080 80 Grit  £0.56

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABTEX-001 100 Grit x 1  £0.41
  100 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-024 240 Grit x 1  £0.41
  240 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-032 320 Grit x 1  £0.41
  320 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-040 400 Grit x 1  £0.41
  400 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-060 600 Grit x 1  £0.41
  600 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-080 800 Grit x 1  £0.41
  800 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-010 1000 Grit x 1  £0.41
  1000 Grit x 25  £8.75
MABTEX-012 1200 Grit x 1  £0.41
  1200 Grit x 25  £8.75

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDI1-040 40 Grit x 1  £0.34
  40 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-060 60 Grit x 1  £0.34
  60 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-080 80 Grit x 1  £0.34
  80 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-120 120 Grit x 1  £0.34
  120 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-180 180 Grit x 1  £0.34
  180 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-240 240 Grit x 1  £0.34
  240 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-320 320 Grit x 1  £0.34
  320 Grit x 50  £14.50
MABDI1-400 400 Grit x 1  £0.34
  400 Grit x 50  £14.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABDIR-040 40 Grit x 1  £0.39
  40 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-060 60 Grit x 1  £0.39
  60 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-080 80 Grit x 1  £0.39
  80 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-120 120 Grit x 1  £0.39
  120 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-180 180 Grit x 1  £0.39
  180 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-240 240 Grit x 1  £0.39
  240 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-320 320 Grit x 1  £0.39
  320 Grit x 50  £15.00
MABDIR-400 400 Grit x 1  £0.39
  400 Grit x 50  £15.00

• Fully resin bonded
•  Flexible backing paper
• Long life aluminium oxide abrasive
•  Open coat reduces clogging 

• Durable latex backing paper 
•  Crease & tear resistant
• Excellent clog resistance - Longer working life
•  High performance aluminium oxide abrasive grain 

Aluminium oxide dry 
production sandpaper. 
40-120 grit. 
Lower numbers are 
coarsest. 

Nylon grip backing for 
hook & loop pads.
Excellent clog resistance.
Optimised for dry 
sanding applications.
Fine finishing grits - 600, 
800, 1000 & 1200. 

Nylon grip backing for 
hook & loop pads.
Excellent clog resistance.
Optimised for dry 
sanding applications.
Fine finishing grits - 600, 
800, 1000 & 1200. 

10 pack - Nylon grip backing for hook & loop pads.
Available in 120, 240, 320, 400 grit.

Flexible pad for 115mm fibre discs. Includes threaded 
metal clamp. Fits all grinders with 14mm thread. 

10 pack - Aluminium Oxide. Hook & loop fitting
Suitable for all 140mm Detail Sanders .Assorted sheet
pack contains: 4x60, 2x80, 2x120 & 2x240 grit 

10 pack - Aluminium Oxide. Hook & loop fitting.
Suitable for all 90mm Detail Sanders.

10 pack - Aluminium Oxide. Fibre discs for use with 
rubber backing pad. Cross slot fitting. 

115mm diameter. 23mm centre hole. No backing 
plate required. Outlasts resin discs by up to 28 times.

P36 Sanding Disc - 115mm Diameter. 23mm Centre 
hole. Heavy duty resin bonded. Flexible fibre backing. 

P80 Sanding Disc - 115mm Diameter. 23mm Centre 
hole.  Heavy duty resin bonded. Flexible fibre backing 

For smoothing prior to using polishing compounds. 
240-1200 grit. Higher number for finer finish. 

Top quality longer life discs. Nylon grip backing for 
hook & loop pads. Anti clogging lubricant layer 

Top quality longer life discs. Nylon grip backing for 
hook & loop pads. Anti clogging lubricant layer 

SUPERFINE WET OR DRY PAPER SHEETS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABPWD-015 1500 Grit x 1  £0.38
  1500 Grit x 50  £17.50
MABPWD-020 2000 Grit x 1  £0.38
  2000 Grit x 50  £17.50

Available in micro finishing grits P1500 & P2000 

SANDING BELTS 5 PACK SANDING BELTS 5 PACK

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABBEL-040 40 Grit  £2.75
MABBEL-060 60 Grit  £2.75
MABBEL-080 80 Grit  £2.75
MABBEL-120 120 Grit  £2.75

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABSBE-040 40 Grit  £1.00
MABSBE-060 60 Grit  £1.00
MABSBE-080 80 Grit  £1.00
MABSBE-120 120 Grit  £1.00

Sanding Belts 5 Pack 533mm x 75mm
• Aluminium oxide
• Fully resin bonded
• Fits all 533 x 75mm belt sanders

Power-File Sanding Belts 5 Pack 13 x 457mm
• Aluminium oxide
• Fully resin bonded
• Fits all 457 x 13mm powerfile sanders 
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NYLON WEB SHEETS

RUBBING BLOCK

SOFT SANDING BLOCK

AZ POLISHING CLOTH 

BLUE TISSUE ROLL

TACK RAGS

RESIN PROOF TAPE

I-POLISH CLOTHS

STOCKINETTE

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MABSCR-001 Red – Very Fine  £1.02
MABSCG-001 Grey – Ultra Fine  £1.02

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQBLO-001 N/A  £1.74

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQBLO-002 N/A  £4.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCLAZC-001 1kg  £3.74
MCLAZC-004 4kg  £8.57
MCLAZC-010 10kg  £18.03

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCLBRO-150 N/A  £4.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCLTAK-010 N/A  £5.20

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TTACEL-025 25mm  £1.44
TTACEL-050 50mm  £2.91

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCLIPO-180 N/A  £20.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MCLSTO-800 N/A  £4.50

• Ideal for keying and de - nibbing
• Extremely flexible and conformable
• High performance aluminium oxide abrasive grain

• Heavy duty rubber block
• Spikes lock paper in place
• For use with any sandpaper cut to size

• Ergonomic foam block for curved surfaces
• For use with 150mm hook & loop discs
• Includes 3 discs 40, 120 & 240 grit

Low linting soft polisher offcuts. 

• Contains cardboard tube
• 150 metres long
• Dimensions: 190mm x 190mm 

A general purpose tack rag for removal of dust on GRP 
moulds prior to gelcoating and any surface prior to 
painting. Box of 10 tack rags. 23cm x 25cm each. 

Clear, resin proof, adhesive tape. Self releasing so 
resins, gelcoats and epoxies wont stick. 
Rolls are 66 mts long. 

I-Polish is a top quality polish cloth. Soft and 
absorbent its perfect for waxing and polishing, 
whether it’s a mould, car, boat - gelcoat and painted 
surfaces. Contains 180 sheets 37cm x 22cm
• Highly absorbent
• Compatible with almost all industrial pastes
• Low linting material
• No static
• Thick and comfortable to use

2ft x 24ft (800g) roll

NICE
PRICE

Conversion Charts

1 inch = 25millimetres
1 foot = 0.305 metres
1 yard = 0.914 metres

1 square inch = 6.4516 square centimetres 
1 square foot = 0.093 square metres
1 square yard = 0.836 square metres

1 cubic inch = 16.387064 cubic centimetres 
1 cubic foot = 0.028 cubic metres
1 cubic yard = 0.765 cubic metres

1 cubic inch = 0.0163871 litre 
1 pint = 0.568 litres
1 UK Gallon = 4.546 litres
1 US Gallon = 3.79 litres

1 ounce = 28.35 grams
1 pound = 0.454 kilos 
1 ton = 1000 kilos

Material spread rates

(Note: CSM = Chopped Strand Mat) 

RESIN 
Priming Plywood Resin = 500g per m2. 
Laminating, for each kilo of 300g   
CSM use 2.5kg of resin.
Laminating, for each kilo of 450g   
CSM use 2.5kg of resin.
Laminating, for each kilo of 600g   
CSM use 2.5kg of resin.

GELCOAT 
Gelcoating on mould surface 550g per m2. 
Topcoating after laminating 600g per m2. 

PIGMENT PASTES – Turn to page 9

CATALYST – Turn to page 13

WAX SOLUTION 
Add 2% by weight to Gelcoat,    
to make “Topcoat” 20g per kg 

STYRENE 
Add 2% by weight for thinning resin.    
20g per kg resin. 

2 PART PU FOAM 
Expands up to 25 times its original   
volume. 1kg per cu ft. 

PVA RELEASE AGENT 
On non porous surface 200g per m2. 

G4 SEALER 
Sealing porous surfaces without   
fibreglass sheathing, 1 coat = 150ml per m2
Sealing porous surfaces with fibreglass  
sheathing, 1 coat = 100ml per m2

CARBORUNDUM GRIT 
Sprinkled onto wet topcoat 1.6kg per m2. 
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CODE     PRICE
UPRHBP-500    £13.87

CODE  TYPE   PRICE
UPAMBA-500 Matt  £5.80
UPAGBA-500 Gloss  £5.80
UPASBA-500 Satin  £5.80

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UPREPR-500    £10.82

CODE  SIZE   PRICE
UPRRUS-500 500ml  £8.27
UPRRUS-001 1L  £14.78
UPRRUS-002 2.5L  £29.24

AUTOMOTIVE PAINTS AND PRIMERS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

INDASA HIGH BUILD PRIMER GREY INDASA ACRYLIC BLACK PAINT

INDASA ETCH PRIMER GREY AEROSOL BONDA RUST PRIMER

Indasa High Build Primer Grey 500ml

One pack high build primer.  Excellent adhesion.  
Compatible with infra red.  Non clog nozzle. 

Acrylic Black Paint Aerosol 500ml.

The very latest aerosol coatings technology is utilised 
for these high solid acrylic topcoats.  

Etch Primer Grey 400ml Aerosol

Acid etching primer for metal and GRP.  Excellent 
adhesion properties, fast drying with anti-clog nozzle.  

Bonda rust primer is a resin based zinc anti-rust 
coating.  It forms a tough skin with a bonded in 
anti-rust system for a long term action. It has excellent 
adhesion to most metals and leaves a primed surface 
ready to paint with all types of paint. 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UVABSV-250 250ml  £7.66
UVABSV-500 500ml  £10.34
UVABSV-001 1L  £18.31
UVABSV-002 2.5L  £38.87
UVABSV-005 5L  £67.98

BONDA SEAL CLEAR

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Bonda seal clear is formulated from high 
performance resins to provide a non-porous sealer 
with outstanding non-yellowing properties and 
gloss retention. The coating is tough yet flexible and 
has excellent adhesion to many materials. Bonda seal 
is resistant to oils, fuels and a range of aggressive 
chemicals. For non-porous surfaces allow 140ml 
/ sqm and for porous surfaces 220ml / sqm. For 
best finish we recommend 3 coats. Not suitable for 
overpainting white surfaces.

Adheres to wood, metal, brick and concrete.  

• Wood finishes
•  Marine sealing and varnishing
• Damp proofing
•  Coating metal

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UDAG4D-500 500g  £7.54
UDAG4D-001 1kg  £13.85
UDAG4D-025 2.5kg  £26.23
UDAG4D-005 5kg  £42.70
UDAG4D-250 25kg  £170.51

PLQ04 Polyester Easy Sand Surface Primer Grey 5ltr

Easy sanding primer with medium build and medium 
gloss finish. 
Pack includes 100g MEKP Catalyst 

CODE     PRICE
MMCPES-005     £68.50

PLQ05 Polyester Base Primer Cream 5ltr

High build base primer. 
Pack includes 100g MEKP Catalyst 

CODE     PRICE
MMCPHB-005     £68.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UPA15Y-001 1L  £30.16

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UTHG4T-025 250g  £5.00
UTHG4T-100 1kg  £9.15

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UDANON-100 100g  £7.52

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UDAG4S-500 500ml  £7.54
UDAG4S-001 1L  £13.85

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UDAWOO-500 500ml  £7.56
UDAWOO-005 5L  £43.84

CODE SIZE   PRICE
MMCFER-001 1.5kg  £21.45

G4 DAMP SEAL 

LLEWELLYN RYLAND POLYESTER SURFACING PRIMERS

15 YEAR WHITE

G4 SEALER THINNERS G4 NON-SLIP ADDITIVE

G4 PRIMER SEALER BONDA WOOD HARDENER

BONDA FERRO SPRAY FILLER 1.5KG

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A polyurethane varnish used as a damp proof sealer 
on concrete.  Can also used as a plug surfacing paint 
and a primer for bonding GRP to metal, wood and 
concrete.

Llewellyn Ryland Polyester Surfacing Primers

Lewellyn Ryland have developed a top quality range 
of plug and pattern primers able to mould directly 
from (after release agent). Choose higher numbers for 
higher coat build-up, lower numbers for higher gloss 
finishes when buffed. Best results achieved when 
sprayed using 1.8 - 2mm nozzle. All packs include 
required catalyst. Pot life: 15-19 mins at 25oC

15 year white is a one component, 
high gloss, white coating for 
metal, wood, aluminium and 
GRP. Formulated from premium 
moisture cured polyurethane with 
light fast pigments, 15 year white 
has exceptional stability against 
U.V. light with outstanding non-
yellowing and non-chalking qualities. The coating has 
a combination of hardness, flexibility and toughness, 
abrasion resistance and resistance to most chemicals. 
15 Year White can be applied at a wide range of 
temperatures (down to 0ºc) and in humid conditions. 
Non-yellowing, non-chalking, moisture-cured, tough 
but flexible.  

For thinning G4, Bondaseal Clear, Woodseal and 15 
Year White. Add 20% by volume to 1st coat when 
sealing dense surfaces such as oily wood 

Add 100g - 200g additive to last coat of any G4 
product for non slip surface

G4 performs a vital function as a 
primer when bonding fibreglass 
to wood, metal and concrete. 
Apply to clean, dry and well 
prepared surfaces and leave until 
finger tacky then apply polyester 
resin and glassfibre. Consumption 
on wood or concrete 200g/ m2. 
Metal 100g / m2.
Also, when applied to wood as a continuous film it 
forms a non-porous plastic coating which is tough 
and flexible. 
Apply 3 coats consumption approx 500g /m2 for all 
3 coats 

Bonda Wood Hardener is a 
purpose formulated hardener for 
rotten and decayed wood. The 
resin penetrates into the fibres 
where the moisture hardens the 
resin, The hardening process is 
not affected by temperature. The 
wood fibres are bonded together 
providing a consolidated structure and a tough hard 
surface, sealing the surface from further moisture 
penetration.

A thixotropic spray filler with high build 
characteristics. For metal, wood and GRP. 
Application with a spray gun (2.5mm nozzle). 

• Single Pack - Moisture Hardened
•  Deep Penetration
• Easily Applied
• Over - Paintable

• Car bodies
•  GRP Components
• Surfacing wooden moulds
• Surfacing chipboard & MDF

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TLUGT8-400 400ml  £3.99

PROFESSIONAL MAINTENANCE SPRAY

all prices are exclusive of VAT

GT85  Professional Maintenance Spray

• Loosens rusted parts
• Contains PTFE - forms a lasting protective film
• Displaces water
• Provides lasting shine on plastic trim
• Use around the house, boat & car

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
UPOGRN-001 Green 1kg £18.36
UPOGRG-001 Grey 1kg £18.36
UPOBLK-001 Black 1kg £18.36
UPOGRN-002 Green 2.5kg £37.36
UPOGRG-002 Grey 2.5kg £37.36
UPOBLK-002 Black 2.5kg £37.36
UPOGRN-005 Green 5kg £66.73
UPOGRG-005 Grey 5kg £66.73
UPOBLK-005 Black 5kg £66.73
UPOBLU-005 Pale Blue 5kg £66.73
UPOGRG-025 Green 25kg £254.77
UPOGRG-025 Grey 25kg £254.77
UPOBLK-025 Black 25kg £254.77
UPOBLU-025 Blue 25kg £254.77

G4 POND SEAL COLOURED 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Used in conjunction with G4 damp seal for coloured 
finishes in pond and floor coating. 
Available in Black, Green & Grey
Please note: Coloured G4 has a limited shelf life. 
To ensure you get the best possible product, 
occasionally we need to obtain new stock direct 
from the manufacturer.  This may delay your order.

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UPOCLR-005 5kg  £42.70
UPOCLR-025 25kg  £170.51

G4 POND SEALER

all prices are exclusive of VAT

G4 Pond Seal is 
a moisture cured 
polyurethane which 
forms a non porous seal 
on concrete, brick or 
porous stone. G4 uses 
the moisture in the air 
and substrate to cure 
or harden so it can be 
applied to slightly damp 
substrates. G4 can be 
applied in poor weather conditions, high humidity 
and at temperatures down to 0ºC. Consumption of G4: 
(Uncoloured). 3 coats = 550g/m² (for all 3 coats). 
G4 Brochure available on request 
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all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

INTERNATIONAL WOODSKIN

INTERNATIONAL SCHOONER GOLD INTERNATIONAL ORIGINAL VARNISH INTERNATIONAL TEAK OIL INTERNATIONAL DANBOLINE 750ml INTERNATIONAL INTERDECK 750ml

INTERNATIONAL PERFECTION PLUS INTERNATIONAL COMPASS

CODE   PRICE
UVAIWS-750   £14.99

CODE   PRICE
UVASPV-750   £18.59 

CODE   PRICE
UVAIOR-750   £12.23

CODE   PRICE
UBCTEA-500   £8.67 

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UPAIDG-001 Grey  £13.83
UPAIDW-001 White  £13.83
UPAIDR-001 Red  £13.83

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UPAIDW-750 White  £19.71
UPAIDC-750 Cream  £19.71
UPAIDB-750 Beige  £19.71
UPAIDG-750 Grey  £19.71
UPAIDS-750 Squall Blue  £19.71

CODE   PRICE
UVAIPU-750   £35.99

CODE   PRICE
UVAICV-750   £18.91

Woodskin is a flexible wood 
oil/varnish hybrid that acts 
like a skin for your wood. 
Microporous properties allow 
Woodskin to breathe with 
your wood; tiny holes let 
the paint film expand and 
contract but are small enough 
to repel water.
Woodskin is very easy to apply; no need to thin or 
sand between coats. With good flow and levelling, 
Woodskin dries to a subtle, translucent sheen. 
Woodskin penetrates deep into your wood, leaving a 
thin surface film that will not crack or flake. Minimal 
maintenance requirements - simply clean and 
reapply season after season - the Natural Teak colour 
of Woodskin will showcase the beauty of any wood. 
Woodskin is suitable for use on all types of wood, 
including oily woods such as teak and iroko. 

Schooner Gold has been 
formulated using an 
optimised blend of premium 
UV absorbers, HALS and 
resins to ensure the products 
exceptional deep gloss and 
colour are retained over 
the lifetime of the coating. 
Developed as a high gloss 
yacht varnish with a traditional amber hue, tests 
show that the gloss retention of Schooner Gold 
outperforms other leading varnish products. Achieve 
a professional finish in 4-6 coats, sanding only 
between every other coat, reducing work time. 
Formulated for use without the need for thinning, 
Schooner Gold is suitable for all internal and external 
woods, and can be applied directly to oily timber, 
such as Teak and Iroko. For thinning use Thinner 1. 
Coverage 10.5 m² / 750ml. 

A conventional general purpose yacht varnish 
with good gloss retention, UV filters and excellent 
non-blooming qualities. Easy to apply over any type 
of existing varnish and easy to recoat. It is suitable for 
interior and exterior use, whatever the construction. 
For thinning use Thinner 1. 
Coverage 8.8m² / 750ml 

A traditional Scandinavian formula for ultimate 
long lasting protection against the elements and 
to enhance the beauty of teak. Also contains a rust 
inhibitor to protect metal fixings. Suitable for use on 
dry or damp wood and safe for use around fibreglass, 
metal and painted surfaces.  

• Coating for bilges, lockers and bulkheads
• Chemical resistance to fumes, fuel and oil
• High opacity for thorough coverage
• Cleans easily for reduced maintenance

• Slip resistant polyurethane deck paint
• Hard wearing, non-slip surface
• Suitable for all substrates
• Low sheen finish prevents sunlight dazzle
• Apply straight from the can with brush or roller 

Perfection Plus is a clear, 
two part polyurethane 
that will preserve the 
natural beauty of any 
wood. Based on the 
same resin system as the 
pigmented Perfection 
paint. Developed to enable 
the DIY user to achieve 
truly professional results. 
With prolonged chemical 
and abrasion resistance and superior UV protection, 
Perfection Plus provides an exceptional gloss finish, 
both on application and in service, for the ultimate 
in long lasting aesthetic results. Its unique package 
of HALS (Hindered Amine Light Stabilisers) and UV 
absorbers provides protection up to four times longer 
than conventional one-part varnish products. For 
thinning use Thinner 9. Coverage 8.3m² / 750m 

A fast drying, highly durable one-part polyurethane 
gloss varnish. Achieve a professional, long-lasting 
finish that will deliver maximum resistance to 
abrasion, chemical water and alcohol spills. Compass 
is light amber in colour, to emphasise the colour of 
natural wood. Compass is suitable for all internal and 
external woods, and can be applied directly to oily 
timbers, such as teak and iroko 

International Paints, Varnishes & Antifouling
The leading supplier of boat paint 

maintenance solutions to help protect, 
beautify and improve your boat’s performance

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
UPAIPE-011 Mediterranean White   £39.00
UPAIPE-002 Snow White   £39.00
UPAIPE-010 Platinum   £39.00
UPAIPE-008 Cream   £39.00
UPAIPE-001 Royal Blue   £39.00
UPAIPE-003 Mauritius Blue   £39.00
UPAIPE-004 Flag Blue   £39.00
UPAIPE-005 Lauderdale Blue   £39.00
UPAIPE-006 Rochelle Red   £39.00
UPAIPE-009 Chilli Red   £39.00
UPAIPE-007 Jet Black   £39.00

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
UPAITO-001 Jet Black   £20.49
UPAITO-002 Atlantic Grey   £20.49
UPAITO-003 Mauritius Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-004 Oxford Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-022 Sapphire Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-005 Lauderdale Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-006 Bondi Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-007 Danube Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-020 Squall Blue   £20.49
UPAITO-021 Norfolk Green   £20.49
UPAITO-010 Bounty   £20.49
UPAITO-012 Rochelle Red   £20.49
UPAITO-019 Fire Red   £20.49
UPAITO-018 Rescue Orange   £20.49
UPAITO-014 Yellow   £20.49
UPAITO-013 Ivory   £20.49
UPAITO-017 Cream   £20.49
UPAITO-016 Mediterranean White   £20.49
UPAITO-015 Snow White   £20.49

INTERNATIONAL PERFECTION

INTERNATIONAL TOPLAC

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Perfection 2-part polyurethane is the ultimate 
performing, high gloss topside finish. It provides 
the longest-lasting, ultra-high gloss finish that has 
superb colour retention, together with excellent 
chemical and abrasion resistance. It has been 
formulated specifically to enable skilled amateur 
users to achieve professional quality results with 
ease. UV filters combined with the chemical cure of 
the polyurethane give the longest life possible. 

For more details on the colours available, download 
the complete international colour charts from our 
website.

Toplac is a premium gloss marine enamel for all 
substrates above the waterline.It is exceptionally 
easy to apply by brush or roller and pad and contains 
UV filter for increased durability. Its unique chemical 
structure enables Toplac to out perform traditional 
finishes giving a long lasting high definition gloss. 
750ml.

For more details on the colours available, download 
the complete international colour charts from our 
website.

all prices are exclusive of VAT

INTERNATIONAL MATTING ADDITIVE

CODE   PRICE
UPAMAD-750   £14.12

Matting additives can be added to both 
International finishes and varnishes; and depending 
on the mix ratio between the product and the 
additive, a variety of gloss, satin or matt effects 
can be achieved. Suitable for use with one-part 
products only.  750ml.
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TRILUX PROP-O-DREV

PERFECTION UNDERCOAT 750ml

INTERNATIONAL YACHT PRIMER INTERNATIONAL THINNERS NO.1 INTERNATIONAL THINNERS NO.3

INTERNATIONAL INTERPROTECT INTERNATIONAL PRE-KOTE 

PROP-O-DREV PRIMER INTERNATIONAL PRIMOCON PRIMER WATERTITE EPOXY FILLER

CODE   PRICE
UANITR-006   £18.95

CODE   PRICE
UPAIPE-750   £32.04

CODE   PRICE
UPRIYP-751   £16.54

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UTAST1-001 1L  £7.09

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UTAST3-001 1L  £9.28

CODE   PRICE
UPAIIP-001   £26.41

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UPAIPK-001 White  £13.83
UPAIPK-002 Blue/Grey  £13.83

CODE   PRICE
UPRVCP-001   £12.95

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UPRIPP-752  750ml £17.50
UPRIPP-025  2.5L £48.33

500ml Aerosol 

A low friction antifouling 
with Teflon®. It is ideal for 
use on outdrives, propellers, 
trim tabs etc, where the 
aerosol container ensures easy 
application of the antifouling 
to awkward areas. It is 
suitable for use on aluminium.

•  Aerosol application for 
difficult to reach areas

•  For propellers, outboards & 
sterngear

• Can be used on aluminium & stainless
• Contains Biolux technology 

A high performance extremely tough, long lasting 
2-pack undercoat for use under Perfection gloss. 
May only be applied over existing 2-pack finishes or 
bare GRP. Colour white. Coverage 9m2 / 750ml.

General purpose primer for use on wood, steel and 
alloy above water. Colour Grey. Coverage 9m2 / 
750ml.  750ml container.

General purpose thinner and equipment cleaner 
for 1-pack paints and varnishes including, Yacht 
Primer, Toplac®, Pre-Kote, Interdeck®, Danboline, 
Schooner®

Thinner and equipment cleaner for Interspeed, 
Micron, Cruiser Uno and Trilux. 

750ml.
750ml.

300ml Aerosol 

VC-Prop-O-Drev primer is 
specially formulated for 
use with Prop-O-Drev on 
outdrives, outboard legs, 
propellers and sterngear. It 
offers excellent adhesion to 
properly prepared metal and 
factory enamelled surfaces.

Coverage: 1m² per can. 

Colour: Grey 

Quick drying general purpose 
below the waterline primer 
for International anitfoulings. 
Ideal for priming bare hulls 
and as a barrier coat between 
unknown or incompatible 
antifoulings. Suitable for GRP, 
wood, steel and aluminium. 

Colour Grey. 

Coverage 5.6m² / 750ml. 

Coverage 5.6m² / 750ml. 

Coverage 18.5m² / 2.5 litre 

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

INTERNATIONAL THINNERS NO.7 INTERNATIONAL THINNERS NO.9

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UTAST7-001 1L  £9.42

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UTAST9-001 1L  £14.59

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UPAIWE-750 250ml  £14.28

Thinner and equipment cleaner for epoxy type 
International paint products. 

Thinner and equipment cleaner for 2-pack 
polyurethane type International paint products 
including Perfection® Varnish, Perfection, 
Perfection Undercoat 

A quick drying epoxy 
filler ideal for long lasting 
repair onto suitably 
primed substrates. Its key 
benefit is a fast curing 
time, excellent for filling 
small areas and ideal 
for the DIY yachtsman. 
This smooth 2-pack 
formulation has a matt 
blue finish and can be 
used on areas above or 
below the waterline to 
fill holes up to 2cm depth 
per application. Excellent 
resistance to water 
penetration. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT
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all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

SEAJET 031 SAMURAI – 2.5L

SEAJET 034 EMPEROR 2.5L SEAJET PELLERCLEAN SEAJET  PRIMERS

SEAJET 037 COASTAL – 2.5L SEAJET 033 SHOGUN SELF-POLISH

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UAN031-002 Royal Blue  £42.90
UAN031-001 Black  £42.90
UAN031-003 Shark Grey  £42.90
UAN031-004 Red  £42.90

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UAN034-002 White  £78.84

CODE   PRICE
UBCPEL-000 1 Kit  £42.06

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UPR011-750 750ml  £15.24
UPR011-025 2.5L  £42.02

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UAN037-003 Red  £39.79
UAN037-002 Mid Blue  £39.79
UAN037-001 Black  £39.79

CODE COLOUR PRICE
UAN033-005 Red  £68.50
UAN033-002 Mid Blue  £68.50
UAN033-004 Navy Blue  £68.50
UAN033-001 Black  £68.50
UAN033-003 Shark Grey (off white)  £68.50

A new ’budget conscious’ 
self-polishing anti-foul for 
yachts and boats. Available 
in a choice of four colours, 
black, shark-grey, red and 
navy-blue, Samurai is copper 
based yet formulated with 
slightly less booster biocide 
than some of Seajet’s 
other anti-foul products and will provide good all 
round hull protection in either salt or fresh water 
environments. 

Recommended for very high fouling areas for all boat 
types of speeds up to 40 knots. New advanced biocide 
package. Great performance against slime. Ideal for 
racers. lasting up to two seasons. Copper free and no 
risk of galvanic corrosion on aluminium surfaces or 
propellers. 

An advanced and environmentally friendly foul 
release product which contains an epoxy primer base 
coat and silicone top coat. Peller Clean contains no 
metals making it suitable for all propellers and stern 
drives. One pack will cover 1m² 

SEAJET 011 is a general-purpose primer for 
subsequent application of antifouling and also as 
a binder coat for sealing in old or incompatible 
antifouling. Advantages include: 1) Very quick drying. 
2) Good adhesion to subsequent coats. 3) Good sea-
water resistance. Suitable for use below waterline on 
fibreglass and wooden boats. Reddish silver in colour. 

A hard, conventional 
antifouling paint suitable for 
all types of pleasure craft.
Suitable for drying moorings, 
good performance in inland 
waters.

Pack Size: 2.5 litre. 
Coverage rate: 9.8m² per litre. 

Seajet 033 Shogun is a 
price winning self polishing 
antifouling suitable for all 
types of pleasure craft. 

•  High performance - Award 
winning 

• Tin Free
• For speeds up to 40 knots 
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PLASTIC PADDING MARINE EPOXY PLASTIC PADDING GELCOAT FILLER 

CODE SIZE PRICE
DBFPPM-270 270g £13.50

CODE SIZE PRICE
DBFPPG-165 165g £10.22

Fast setting epoxy 
filler for repairing 
osmosis damage, 
filling holes 
and scratches 
above or below 
the waterline. 
Seals and joins 
GRP, wood, steel, 
alloy, iron and 
ferro-cement. 
Gives a hard, resilient, water resistant repair which 
withstands petrol, diesel, etc. Can be applied in 
thick layers without risk of shrinkage and cracking. 
Can be painted with all one or two pack marine 
paints. Easy to use 50:50 mix ratio. Kit contains 2 
filler pots, spreader and full instructions.

White filler for repairing chips and scratches in 
gelcoat. Can be polished to a gloss. Kit contains 
filler, hardener paste, spreader and full instructions.

MARINE PAINTS & BOATCARE MARINE PAINTS & BOATCARE

5453
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SEAJET THINNER A  

3M FIBREGLASS CLEANER & WAX 3M SCOTCHGUARD LIQUID WAX

CRYSTAL GLO MARINE STARTER KIT CRYSTAL GLO ACRYLIC TOTAL WASH

CRYSTAL-GLO MARINE TREATMENT CRYSTAL-GLO RESTORER & SEALANT 

3M PERFECT-IT III  FAST COMPOUND

3M PERFECT-IT III  FINE COMPOUND

STRIPPIT ANTI-FOULING REMOVER COPPERSHIELD 2000 ANTI-FOUL 

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UTHSTA-001 1L £7.24

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MRAMFC-001 1L £17.99

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MRASMP-500 500ml £14.83

CODE   PRICE
MPCGKT-002   £26.64

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MPACGW-001  1L £12.66

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MPOCGP-470  470ml £10.81

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MPOCGR-470  470ml £11.62
MPOCGR-001  1L £17.62

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MPCPFC-001 1L £28.63

CODE  SIZE PRICE
MPCP3F-001 1L £28.05

CODE  SIZE PRICE
UANREM-003 2.5L £15.49
UANREM-006 5L £25.49

CODE  SIZE PRICE
WREAF-003 2.5L £69.50

Add to Seajet Antifouling paint for easier application 
and cleaning brushes and tools 

3M Marine Fibreglass Cleaner 
& Wax is a dual action product 
that removes light oxidation, 
rust, corrosion, chalking, fading, 
scratches and exhaust stains to 
restore shine in half the time. This 
blend of compound and waxes is 
suitable for use on all fibreglass, 
topside paints and gel coat repairs, 
where it leaves behind a hard 
coat of wax that protects surfaces 
from further damage caused by sunlight, salt water 
and pollutants. With Fibreglass Cleaner & Wax you 
combine two restoration steps into one 
• Dual action cleaner + wax
• Removes light oxidation + scratching
• Leaves protective coating 

Scotchgard™ Marine Protective 
Liquid Wax has an easy-on, 
easy-off formula that is quick and 
simple to apply. Suitable for use 
on marine fibreglass and gel coat, 
marine topside paints, painted 
aluminium and metal parts, the 
liquid bonds to surfaces to create 
a durable protective coating that 
reduces UV light damage, whilst 
also producing a deep shine with no swirl marks. 
Tests show that it is 33% more durable than other 
leading brands after 39 days - and this long-lasting 
formulation means less time waxing, more time 
boating. 
• Protects against sunlight, salt & pollutants
• Durable high gloss finish
• Use on gelcoat, paint & metal  

Everything needed to clean, shine, and effectively 
protect virtually every surface of your boat, in a neat 
kit. Ideal for gift giving too!
Contains: 1 Marine Treatment (470ml), 1 Acrylic Total 
Wash (470ml), 1 Leather & Vinyl Treatment (235ml), 
1 Polishing Cloth Set, all packed in an attractive clear 
vinyl carrying bag.  

CRYSTAL-GLO® Acrylic Total Wash means exactly 
that - a broad spectrum wash-on, rinse-off treatment 
that gently deep cleans, attacks grease, and lifts off 
dirt. Also cleans vinyl and removes stains from fabric 
and swab decks without sacrificing grip. Deep cleans 
without marking or filming, using a gentle action that 
attacks grease and grime - not the environment 

CRYSTAL-GLO® Acrylic Marine 
Treatment produces a deep, 
lustrous shine, and wraps it 
in a protective coating acrylic 
coating that is impervious to 
salt water, acid rain and marine 
growths. A total treatment 
suitable for Gelcoat, paint, 
polished metal, chrome, 
aluminium glass and perspex. 
Acts as a barrier to prevent 
surface rust, corrosion, 
yellowing and fading (UVA/
UVB SPF30). 

Deep cleans, restores, and 
re-seals. Crystal-Glo® Surface 
Restorer is a special one 
step polish/conditioner 
that effectively cleans and 
eliminates heavy oxidation, 
minor scratches, surface rust, 
embedded dirt, corrosion, 
discoloration, tarnish, 
yellowing, chalking, and 
fading. Quickly restores, and 
polishes to a brilliant high 
gloss shine. Simultaneously 
adds unique non-stick acrylic 
protection that is both 
weather-proof (UVA/UVB SPF 
30) and scratch resistant. 

3M Perfect-It™ III Fast Cut 
Compound is a fast acting, coarse 
grade compound for the rapid 
removal of fine sanding scratches. 
Offering fast and effective action, 
this product is the ultimate tool 
when it comes to removing 
unsightly scratches and oxidation 
from all marine paints and gelcoat 
surfaces 

• Fast, effective action
• Achieves a fine, high gloss finish
• Use on gelcoat, paint & metal 

3M Perfect-It™ III Fine Compound 
is a quick action fine cutting 
compound ideally suited for 
the removal of light oxidisation, 
overspray and minor scratches 
on gelcoats and two pack paint 
systems.  

STRIPPIT antifouling remover has been designed 
to remove old antifouling and conventional paints 
from GRP craft with the minimum of effort without 
damaging the gel coat or epoxy coatings. It is 
effective on most types of self polishing and leaching 
antifouling. 

This copper rich, water 
miscible epoxy system 
provides excellent 
long-term resistance 
to marine growth 
when applied to the 
underwater section of 
G.R.P., wooden, ferro-
cement, aluminium 
and steel boats. The 
standard pack consists of 0.5kg of both resin and 
hardener and 2.0kg of pure copper powder. With the 
three components thoroughly mixed together a total 
volume of 1.2 litres is produced and, when applied to 
a hull by brush or roller, the filled epoxy produces a 
hard, smooth, durable coating when fully cured. 
To ensure fresh stocks this is a special order item. 
Please call the sales team for information. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

PLASTIC PADDING MARINE FILLER

CODE SIZE PRICE
DBFPPM-150 150g £6.90

Fills and seals holes and cracks in GRP, steel, 
aluminium, wood. Sets rock hard in 10 minutes 
regardless of thickness. Can be sanded, drilled, 
machined, tapped, polished. Overcoat with all known 
marine paint systems. Kit contains: Filler, hardener, 
spreader and full instructions. 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TLUGT8-400 400ml  £3.99

PROFESSIONAL MAINTENANCE SPRAY

all prices are exclusive of VAT

GT85  Professional Maintenance Spray

• Loosens rusted parts
• Contains PTFE - Forms a lasting protective film
• Displaces water
• Provides lasting shine on plastic trim
• Use around the house, boat & car
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CODE SIZE   PRICE
AAC001-001 1L  £4.73
AAC003-005 5L  £9.46
AAC004-025 25L  £35.10
AAC005-200 200L  £208.29

CODE SIZE   PRICE
AME001-005 5L  £15.94

CODE SIZE   PRICE
AWH001-002 2L  £2.54

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UBCOXAA-01 1kg  £9.99

CODE SIZE   PRICE
ACT001-001 1L  £4.63
ACT002-002 2.5L  £6.93
ACT004-005 5L  £11.26

CODE SIZE   PRICE
AIS001-001 1L  £3.95
AIS002-005 5L  £12.50
AIS003-025 25L  £46.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TTACEL-025 25mm wide  £1.44
TTACEL-050 50mm wide  £2.91

CODE SIZE QUANTITY PRICE
TTAMAH-025 25mm x 1 Roll £2.60
TTAMAH-025 25mm x 36 Roll £82.44
TTAMAH-050 50mm x 1 Roll £4.58
TTAMAH-050 50mm x 20 Roll £81.00

CODE SIZE QUANTITY PRICE
TTAMAI-024 24mm x 1 Roll £0.99
TTAMAI-024 24mm x 36 Roll £32.04
TTAMAI-048 48mm x 1 Roll £1.89
TTAMAI-048 48mm x 20 Roll £34.00

CODE  COLOUR   PRICE
UAD100-025  Cream 25ml  £6.46
UADM100-25  Black 25ml  £6.46

CODE     PRICE
TTAGAF-050    £2.84

CODE     PRICE
TTAGTC-048    £4.99

CODE     PRICE
TTAGTA-048    £5.49

CODE  PRICE
TTAGTA-025  £1.67

CODE  PRICE
TTAGTA-011  £3.72

CODE  PRICE
TTAGTA-032  £6.74

CODE  PRICE
TTAGTA-027  £9.99

ACETONE 

METHYLATED SPIRIT WHITE SPIRIT OXALIC ACID

CELLULOSE THINNERS ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

RESIN PROOF TAPES

3M 3434 MASKING TAPE 50M ROLL INDASA MTE MASKING TAPE BONDCHEM M100 ACRYLIC ADHESIVE

DUCT TAPE GORILLA CLEAR REPAIR TAPES

ORIGINAL GORILLA TAPES

all prices are exclusive of VAT
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The most popular and effective solvent brush 
cleaner for removing uncured resin from tools. 
Not for cleaning unprotected hands. It should 
be kept in covered containers as it evaporates 
quickly and is highly flammable. 

General purpose thinner for use with a wide range 
of cellulose base coats and laquers. Use for paint 
thinning and cleaning tools and equipment. Also 
excellent for removing wax build-up on GRP moulds. 

Isopropanol 99% pure, used widely as a solvent and 
as a cleaning fluid. Cleans electronic devices such as 
contact pins, magnetic tape and disk heads such as 
those in audio and video tape recorders and lenses 
of lasers in optical disc drives. 

Isopropyl alcohol removes smudges, dirt, and 
fingerprints from cell phones and PDAs. It is 
effective at removing residual glue from some 
sticky labels, glass cleaning and much more. 

Clear, resin-proof, adhesive tape. Self-releasing so 
resins, gelcoats and epoxies wont stick. Rolls are 66 
metres long 

Masking tape for marine applications, good water 
and solvent resistant properties.  Excellent instant 
adhesion.

Temperature rating 80oC.  Flexible, conformable and 
easy to tear.  Easy to apply and remove – no adhesion 
transfer.

Gaffers Tape 50mm Silver
Heavy duty adhesive tape

No other tape offers 
the clarity, strength 
and durability of Gorilla 
Clear Repair! The ideal 
solution for almost any 
repair, Gorilla Clear Repair 
features the strength 
of Gorilla Tape in a 
weatherproof, airtight, 
crystal clear tape. Fix, 
patch, seal, hold, and protect almost any surface with 
a crystal clear appearance for a perfect fix every time 
Gorilla Clear Repair Tape 48mm x 8.2m.
Weather resistant, sticks to smooth, rough and uneven 
surfaces.  Crystal clear, tear by hand.  

Gorilla tape handy roll

Gorilla tape 11m Roll

Gorilla Tape 32m Roll

Gorilla Tape, Tough & Wide 27m roll

The boat owners favourite! Mix 1 part oxalic acid 
with approximately 6-10 parts water, makes a highly 
effective cleaner for removal of stains and rust from 
gelcoat, stainless steel and wood. 

GORILLA CAMO TAPES

all prices are exclusive of VAT

What happens when you cross the nation’s #1 
selling camoflage pattern, Mossy Oak® Break-Up® 
Infinity™, with Gorilla Tape? The toughest, most 
rugged tape on planet Earth. Ideal for applications 
in the field including duck blinds, tree stands, tent 
repairs and so much more!
All of the same attributes that make Gorilla Tape® 
a must-have product around the house, make 
Gorilla Tape Camo a “Can’t Live Without” product in 
the field, along the trail and through the stream. 
No other camo duct tape on the market offers the 
pattern clarity, depth, and matte surface finish like 
Gorilla Tape Camo 

• Weather Resistant
•  Sticks to smooth, rough and uneven surfaces
• Mossy Oak® Break-Up® Infinity™
• Matt finish

Gorilla Camo Tape – 48mm x 8.2m

Bondchem M100 is a two 
component structural 
methacrylate adhesive, 
designed for 
the high 
strength 
bonding of 
metal and 
composite applications. Methacrylate 
adhesives are relied on in industry to bond difficult 
surfaces and under heavy loads. M100 will bond 
composites, metals (including stainless steel) and 
thermoplastics with performance surpassing other 
adhesive types. Also available in black for disguising 
joints in carbon composite bonding.
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CODE SIZE   PRICE
UADGGL-115 115ml  £4.99
UADGGL-275 250ml  £8.40

CODE     PRICE
UADWPU-001     £11.50

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UADGSG-006 2 x 3g  £2.55
UADGSG-015 15ml  £4.49

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UADGWG-236 236ml  £2.99
UADGWG-532 532ml  £4.49

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
UPU291-002 White 310ml £8.76
UPU291-001 Black 310ml £8.76

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UADCON-250 250ml  £5.54
UADCON-001 1L  £12.35

CODE     PRICE
TEQGUN-001    £2.30

CODE     PRICE
UADEPO-025    £3.99

CODE     PRICE
BBOTFM-006    £17.99

CODE     PRICE
BBODEV-001    £17.81

CODE     PRICE
BBOWFB-012    £8.58

CODE     PRICE
BBOGLH-005    £10.42

CODE     PRICE
BBOFWB-003    £19.94

CODE     PRICE
BBOWSW-007    £8.58

CODE     PRICE
BBOFIB-002    £26.24

CODE     PRICE
BBOCSC-009    £20.99

CODE     PRICE
BBOAVB-011    £5.74

GORILLA GLUE

WURTH PU ADHESIVE

GORILLA SUPER GLUE

GORILLA WOOD GLUE

SIKAFLEX

BONDA CONTACT ADHESIVE PRO SKELETON CAULKING GUN

GORILLA 5 MINUTE EPOXY THE FIBREGLASS MANUAL

DEVLINS BOATBUILDING

FIBREGLASS BOAT REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

THE GLASSFIBRE HANDBOOK

FITTING OUT YOUR BOAT

WOODEN BOAT RESTORATION GUIDE

FIBREGLASS BOATS 5TH EDITION

BUILDING CLASSIC SMALL CRAFT

ADVANCED VACUUM BAGGING TECHNIQUES
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The product that changed 
the retail adhesive landscape 
- and built a devoted 
following - is creating 
even stronger bonds with 
professionals and DIY-ers.

A Moisture Curing 100% 
solids polyurethane one 
component adhesive.

New Gorilla Wood Glue, bonds 
stronger, faster for wood to 
wood applications. Its hard 
working and long lasting. 
Your wood glue just got a 
lot tougher! What’s more, its 
special formula was created 
for a variety of wood surfaces, 
is water resistant and has no dyes for a better 
looking bond.

Resistant to 
weathering , 
seawater and ultra-
violet radiation, 
Sikaflex 291 is the 
perfect all-rounder: 
an all purpose 
flexible marine 
sealant that bonds 
extremely well to 
all the standard 
materials used in boat construction. Its outstanding 
elasticity ensures a durable, long lasting seal. 310ml 
Cartridge. Colours available: White or Black 

Gorilla Epoxy provides a 
strong, permanent, fast 
and gap-filling bond that’s 
great for multiple surface 
applications. The easy-to-use, 
reusable syringe dispenses 
equal amounts of resin and 
hardener for easy, even 
dispensing.

Written with the 
layman in mind, 
this book covers 
materials, tools and 
equipment, health 
and safety and 
repairing existing 
components. 
Modifying and 
strengthening existing mouldings, designing and 
making patterns and making moulds is covered 
along with wet lay-up technique, curing times and 
methods, releasing compounds from moulds, and 
mould-less techniques. 

Sam Devlin has 
elevated stitch-and-
glue boatbuilding 
to an art form, and 
his graceful designs 
have attracted 
the attention of 
backyard builders 
across the country. 
Here is all you need 
to know to build the boat of your dreams, whether 
it’s a 7-foot dinghy or a 40-foot power cruiser. 
“Devlin’s Boatbuilding: How to Build Any Boat the 
Stitch-and-Glue Way” shares the wisdom of his 16 
years of experience designing, building, and helping 
others build his fleet of small sail and powerboats 

A comprehensive 
guide to a variety 
of fibreglass repair 
problems. Includes 
detailed instructions 
on repairing 
de-lamination, keel 
damage and core 
damage. Also covers 
fairing keels for 
better performance, hardware bonding, finishing 
and installing teak veneers on decks, hatches and 
cabin tops. Over 50 diagrams & photographs. Also 
available as free download (PDF) from our website. 

One of the most 
well known 
fibreglass books, 
“The Glassfibre 
Handbook” covers 
everything you 
need to know about moulding, casting, repairs, 
technical information and more. Comprehensive 
project section shows you how easy it is to start 
producing professional moulds and GRP products. 
160 pages 

This book is tailor 
made for anyone 
fitting out a wooden 
or fibreglass hull 
from scratch, or for 
anyone wanting to 
renovate an old yacht 
and give it a face lift. 
Whether repairing 
or laying teak decks, refurbishing an old keel or 
rudder, installing new windows and hatches, fitting 
headlining, replacing deck fittings, stripping down 
winches or modernising the galley, the author takes 
the DIY boat owner through all the steps required, 
with the help of detailed photo sequences and 
step-by-step instructions. 158 pages 

Guide to restoring 
wooden structures 
including rot, frame 
repair, hardware 
bonding, skin repairs 
and protection and 
maintenance. 76 
pages, diagrams 
and drawings. Also 
available as a free 
download (PDF) from our website. 

Since it was first 
published 45 years 
ago, “Fibreglass 
Boats” has become a 
classic, relied upon by 
owners, surveyors and 
boat builders keen 
to understand how 
fibreglass behaves, 
and obtain practical 
advice on working with GRP. In a deliberately non-
technical manner, he explains the peculiar nature 
of fibreglass, its durability, its weaknesses, where its 
likely to fail, the effects of use and the weather, plus 
the latest research into causes of the biggest worry 
for owners - blistering and osmosis. 288 pages 

As Associate Curator of 
Small Craft at Mystic 
Seaport Museum, John 
Gardner sought out the 
best examples of classic 
wooden boats and then 
measured them, drew 
them, and researched 
their histories. “Building 
Classic Small Craft” 
offers his meticulous plans and clear instructions for 
building 47 beautiful, wooden boats for oar, motor, 
and sail, including dories, peapods, Sea Bright 
skiffs, wherries, Rangeley boats, and many others. A 
lifetime’s worth of projects that any amateur builder 
can tackle. 536 pages. 

A definitive guide 
to vacuum bagging 
techniques for 
composite construction 
with epoxy. Complete 
instructions describe 
the various methods 
and materials and 
equipment are 
explained in detail. 

•  Versatility - Ideal for household fixes indoors or out
•  Bonds just about anything - Sticks wood, metal, 

ceramics, foam, stone, glass & more!
•  100% Waterproof - Will not breakdown when 

exposed to moisture
•  Temperature Resistant - Unaffected by hot or cold
• Paintable, Stainable, Sandable
• More Coverage - Foams to 3x it’s size!

•  Fast curing
•  One component
•  Joint filling properties
•  Short open time (up to 5 

minutes)
•  Super strong bond

• Impact Strength - From unique rubber particles.
•  Bonds just about anything - Sticks wood, metal, 

ceramics, foam, stone, glass & more!
•  Reduced Clogging - Anti-clog tip with metal pin 

keeps nozzle clean.
•  Easy to use - Thicker formula, dries in just 30 

seconds

•  Gorilla strength delivered again!
•  Requires only 20-30mins of clamp time & fully 

cured in 24 hours
•  Good for hardwood, softwood and composites.
•  Easy to use nozzle

•  Bonds: Metal, Wood, Ceramics, Glass, Most Plastics 
& More!

•  Sets crystal clear
•  Resealable syringe
•  Low odour
•  Solvent & water resistant

An excellent general purpose adhesive suitable for 
a wide range of materials

11” Professional Skeleton Caulking Gun for use with 
cartridges up to 440ml.

CODE COLOUR Price x1 PRICE x12
UPUTEX-003 Grey £4.98 £47.76
UPUTEX-001 White £4.98 £47.76
UPUTEX-002 Black £4.98 £47.76

INDASA PU ADHESIVE/SEALANT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A new flexible PU adhesive ideal for bonding roof 
trims and other GRP, wood and metal. 310ml 
Cartridge. Available in Black, White and Grey 
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RP20 Metrodeck roofing material pack 8m2

RP22 Metrodeck roofing material pack 30m2

RP21 Metrodeck roofing materials pack 20m2

RP23 Metrodeck roofing materials pack 50m2

RP20 METRODECK MATERIAL PACK

RP22 METRODECK MATERIAL PACK

RP21 METRODECK MATERIAL PACK

RP23 METRODECK MATERIAL PACK

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIM-008  £144.98

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIM-030  £412.42

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIM-020  £296.01

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIM-050  £663.88

Kit Contents: 1x 25kg Metrodeck Polyester Resin 
(includes catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven 
Glass Tape, 10kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 5kg 
Metrodeck Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst).

Kit Contents: 3x 25kg Metrodeck Polyester Resin 
(includes catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven 
Glass Tape, 33kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 
20kg Metrodeck Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 2x 25kg Metrodeck Polyester Resin 
(includes catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven 
Glass Tape, 20kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 3x 5kg 
Metrodeck Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 5x 25kg Metrodeck Polyester Resin 
(includes catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven 
Glass Tape, 48kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x20kg 
& 2x 5kg Metrodeck Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Material Packs
These packs are designed to make 
ordering simple, they contain the 
mat, resin, topcoat and catalysts 
required for a selection of roof sizes 
and are based on the best pack 
prices possible. 

2 Layer Metrodeck Roof Kits
These kits provide the mat, resin and topcoat 
(dark grey BS18B25 finish) required for a 
twin layer (2x450g CSM) GRP flat roof using 
the “Metrodeck” system for roofs requiring 
fire retardancy to BS476 part 3 “AB” rating. 
Metrodeck resin also contains flexibilising  
additives for extra resistance to thermal 
expansion. Some excess is built in to allow for 
overlapping and detailing. 

METRODECK BASE RESIN

METRODECK TOPCOAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

RC0E92-025 1 x 25kg £81.72
RC0E92-025 2 x 25kg £151.58

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE

GTG828-005 5kg £31.06
GTG828-020 20kg £96.43

A specially blended roofing resin with increased 
flexibility. When used as part of the metrodeck 
roofing system meets external fire exposure roof test 
BS476 part 3 FAB.

This topcoat when 
used as part of 
the metrodeck 
roofing system 
meets external 
fire exposure roof 
test BS476 Part 
3 FAB. Coloured 
to BS18B25 (dark 
admiralty grey) 
provides excellent 
coverage. Flexible, UV stable, chemical and heat 
resistant. Resists foot traffic and thermal expansion

Image courtesy of ProFibre Ltd
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RP1 Roofing material pack 4m2 RP10 Roofing material pack 4m2

RP3 Roofing material pack 15m2 RP12 Roofing material pack 15m2

RP6 Roofing material pack 50m2 RP15 Roofing material pack 50m2

RP4 Roofing material pack 24m2 RP13 Roofing material pack 24m2RP5 Roofing material pack 30m2 RP14 Roofing material pack 30m2

RP2 Roofing material pack 8m2 RP11 Roofing material pack 8m2

RP1 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP10 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK

RP3 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP12 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK

RP6 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP15 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK

RP4 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP13 ROOFING MATERIAL PACKRP5 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP14 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK

RP2 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK RP11 ROOFING MATERIAL PACK

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-004  £67.52

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-004   £87.06

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-015  £141.76

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-015   £217.46

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-050  £407.54

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-050  £545.80

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-024  £220.78

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-024  £281.52

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-030  £250.97

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-030  £361.54

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKIT-008  £96.96

CODE  PRICE
ZRPKI4-008  £120.66

Kit Contents: 2x 5kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm glass tape, 3kg 600g 
chopped strand mat, 2x 1kg grey topcoat (includes 
catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 3x 5kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm glass tape, 5kg 450g 
chopped strand mat, 2x 1kg grey topcoat (includes 
catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 1x 25kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
10kg 600g Chopped Strand Mat, 2x 5kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 2x 25kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
15kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 2x 5kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 4x 20kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
33kg 600g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg & 2x 5kg 
Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 5x 25kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
48kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg & 2x 5kg 
Grey Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 2x 20kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
15kg 600g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 3x 20kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
25kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 2x 25kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
20kg 600g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 4x 20kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
33kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 20kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 3x 5kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass 
Tape, 5kg 600g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 5kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

Kit Contents: 1x 25kg Polyester Resin (includes 
catalyst), 1x 50m roll of 75mm Woven Glass Tape, 
10kg 450g Chopped Strand Mat, 1x 5kg Grey 
Topcoat (includes catalyst). 

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Material Packs
These packs are designed to make 
ordering simple, they contain the 
mat, resin, topcoat and catalysts 
required for a selection of roof sizes 
and are based on the best pack prices 
possible. 

Single Layer Roof
These kits provide the trim jointing tape, mat, 
resin and topcoat required for a single layer (600g 
CSM) GRP flat roof when using T&G decking (if 
using cut edge decking some additional tape may 
be required on the larger packs). Some excess is 
built in to allow for overlapping and detailing

Material Packs
These packs are designed to make 
ordering simple, they contain the 
mat, resin, topcoat and catalysts 
required for a selection of roof sizes 
and are based on the best pack prices 
possible. 

2 Layer Roof
These kits provide the mat, resin and topcoat 
required for a twin layer (2x450g csm) GRP flat 
roof when using T&G decking (if using cut edge 
decking some additional tape may be required on 
the larger packs). Some excess is built in to allow 
for overlapping and detailing.

OSB3 T&G ROOF DECK

Especially recommended for GRP flat roofs, this OSB (Orientated Strand Board) is tongue & grooved making 
installation quicker and easier and is now the preferred choice for roofing contractors. A stronger alternative 
to softwood plywood and precision-engineered for consistent strength, Sterling OSB3 is BBA approved and 
conforms to all relevant Eurocodes. £9.50 per Sheet. Bulk delivery of over 100 sheets may be available, please 
call us for further information.

Image courtesy of ProFibre Ltd
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CODE  PRICE
ZGBDFA-170  £9.95

CODE  PRICE
ZGBDFA-200  £10.21

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Roof Trims
A complete range of trims designed for use with 
glassfibre, polymeric, single membrane and 
liquid applied flat roofing systems. High adhesion 
light grey finish suitable for flat roofing, pitched 
roofing, domestic and industrial applications. 
Supplied in 3 metre lengths. Brochure and 
method data available on request. PU adhesive is 
required for installation.

A170 DRIP FASCIA A200 DRIP FASCIA

Fitted to roof edge to allow drainage into gutter. 
Compatible with B230 raised edge.
Girth: 170mm Depth: 65mm Length: 3 metres  

Fitted to roof edge to allow drainage into gutter. 
Compatible with B260 raised edge and C1, C2, C4 
corner mouldings. Girth: 200mm Depth: 90mm 
Length: 3 metres  

CODE  PRICE
ZGBDFA-250  £11.95

CODE  PRICE
ZGBREB-300  £11.95

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC7L-001  £6.00

CODE  PRICE
ZGBREB-230  £9.95

CODE  PRICE
ZGBLFC-100  £10.21

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC7L-002  £6.00

CODE  PRICE
ZGBREB-260  £11.16

CODE  PRICE
ZGBLTC-100  £10.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBFTD-260  £10.21

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A250 DRIP FASCIA

B300 RAISED EDGE TRIM

C7 SIMULATED LEAD INTERNAL CORNER

B230 RAISED EDGE

C100 SIMULATED LEAD FLASHING

C7 SIMULATED LEAD EXTERNAL CORNER

B260 RAISED EDGE

C100MT SIMULATED LEAD FLASHING

D260 WALL FILLET

Roof edge detail to cover insulation. Usually 
used with a warm roof specification. Compatible 
with B300raised edge trim. Girth: 250mm Depth: 
140mm Length: 3 metres  

Deep fascia raised edge trim . Usually used with a 
warm roof configuration. Matches A250 trim.
Girth 300mm Depth 180mm  

Fitted to roof edge to prevent water run off.
Girth: 230mm Depth: 105mm Length: 3 metres   

Replaces traditional lead flashing and used for 
driving into brickwork where flat roof butts against 
existing wall. Overlaps D260 wall fillets.
Vertical Cover: 100mm Wall Penetration: 35mm 
Length: 3 metres 

Fitted to roof edge to prevent water run off. 
Compatible with A200 drip fascia and C1, C2, C4 
corner mouldings.Girth: 260mm Depth: 125mm 
Length: 3 metres 

As C100 with integral self securing moisture trap  

For use where flat roof butts against existing wall 
and creates a 45deg. angle to deflect rainwater 
from existing 90deg. angle. Fits under section C.
Flanges 80mm & 105mm Height 120mm, Girth 
260mm Length: 3 metres 

CODE  PRICE
ZGBEJE-280  £11.95

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC5E-001  £5.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBUEC-0C1  £5.95

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

E280 EXPANSION JOINT C5 CLOSURE C1 UNIVERSAL CORNER – EXTERNAL

Omega shaped section for use on large areas. 
May also be used to control drainage.
Girth: 280mm Flanges: 90mm Height:50mm 
Length: 3 metres  

 

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC2F-001  £5.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC2F-002  £5.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC3F-002  £5.50

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

C2 LEFT HAND CORNER C2 RIGHT HAND CORNER C3I INTERNAL CORNER FOR D260

   

For use with C100

Compatible with A200, B260 and D260 profiles

For use with C100

Compatible with A200, B260 and D260 profiles

To fit end of E280 For use with A200 and B260 profiles to form either 
left or right hand corners
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CODE  PRICE
ZGBC3F-001  £5.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC4U-001  £5.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBSLE-354  £10.50

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

C3 EXTERNAL CORNER FOR D260 C4 INTERNAL CORNER ER35/40 SIMULATED ROLLED LEAD

Used to simulate the appearance of raised rolled 
lead joints, also provides expansion.
Girth 130mm, flanges 20mm, height 40mm. Roll 
width 35mm Length: 3 metres 

CODE  PRICE
ZGBC6R-001  £5.50

CODE  PRICE PER M
ZGBFFF-900  £12.00

CODE  PRICE
ZGBGTG-180  £11.50

CODE  PRICE
ZGBIAT-195  £9.95

CODE  PRICE PER M
ZGBFFF-300  £5.44

CODE  PRICE
ZGBEAT-195  £9.95

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

C6 ROLLED RIB CLOSURE

F900 CONTINUOUS FLAT SHEET

G180 DRAINAGE TRIM

AT195 INTERNAL RIGHT ANGLE

F300 CONTINUOUS FLAT SHEET

ATEX EXTERNAL RIGHT ANGLE

Closure for ER35/40 rolled lead 

A 915mm wide roll of 1mm thick flexible GRP 
sheet inserted under a pitched roof and brought 
down onto the flat roof 

Used on larger roofs to aid drainage and ensure 
gapping of underlying timber to facilitate 
expansion. Girth 180mm: Flanges 30mm: Depth 
15mm: Trough width 80mm. Length: 3 metres   

Adhesion on inner face for forming upstands, 
gutters, floors, etc. Girth 195mm: Flange widths 
105mm and 85mm. Length: 3 metres 

A 300mm wide roll of 1mm thick flexible GRP 
sheet inserted under a pitched roof and brought 
down onto the flat roof 

Adhesion on outer face for step details, cover 
flashings etc. Girth 195mm: Flange widths 105mm 
and 85mm. Length: 3 metres 

CODE   PRICE
THAH4S-100  £1.79

CODE   PRICE
THAH4S-100  £2.23

CODE   PRICE
THAH4L-100  £1.80

CODE   PRICE
IADRCG-112 £2.01

CODE   PRICE
THAYH6-180  £1.46

100mm WIDE ROLLER FRAME 100mm WIDE  LONG REACH FRAME

180mm WIDE HEAVY DUTY FRAME

150mm WIDE ROLLER FRAME

250mm WIDE HEAVY DUTY FRAME

High Quality steel arm frames

• Simple push fit into rollers

High Quality steel arm frames

• Simple push fit into rollers

100mm wide 420mm long reach roller frame

• High Quality steel arm frames
• Simple push fit into rollers
• Screw thread inner handle

High Quality steel arm frames

• Simple push fit onto rollers
• Screw thread inner handle

High Quality steel arm frames

• Simple push fit onto rollers

If you cannot see 
your roof size listed 
in the roofing packs, 
please contact us 
for a tailored quote.  
Alternatively visit 
our website to 
use our materials 
calculator

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TRASHO-001 100mm x 17mm Core  £0.78
TRASHO-002 120mm x 30mm Core  £1.10
TRASHO-003 150mm x 41mm Core  £1.21
TRASHO-004 180mm x 48mm Core  £1.49
TRASHO-005 250mm x 48mm Core  £1.87

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TRAMED-001 100mm x 17mm Core  £0.82
TRAMED-002 120mm x 30mm Core  £1.10
TRAMED-003 150mm x 41mm Core  £1.56
TRAMED-005 180mm x 48mm Core  £1.80
TRAMED-006 250mm x 48mm Core  £1.83

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TCRPAD-003 50mm x 21mm  £3.37
TCRDEC-005 75mm x 21mm  £3.18
TCRPAD-001 140mm x 21mm  £3.84
TCRPAD-002 225mm x 21mm  £7.22
TCRDEC-006 75mm x 40mm  £3.68
TCRDEC-002 140mm x 40mm  £6.88
TCRDEC-004 225mm x 40mm  £8.07

TOPCOAT ROLLERS RESIN APPLICATORS PADDLE ROLLERS

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

•  Short 4mm pile height 100% wool refill.
•  Especially designed for application of gelcoat
•  Neutral pale cream colour
•  Quick push fit

•  Deep 18mm pile refill, holds more resin
•  100% polyamide fibres
•  Resin resistant, lasts even longer!
•  Quick push fit

•  Effective air relief on all 
fabrics

•  Particularly effective with 
chopped strand mat

•  Completely solvent proof
•  Quality lightweight 

aluminium

For use with A200 and B260 profiles to form either 
a left or right hand profile.  
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•  20 year guarantee on 
materials (contractors only)

•  Fire retardant to BS476 pt 
3 EXT-FAB

•  High flexibility, high thermal 
expansion resistance

•  Low Styrene emission 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
XBUCK4-025 3L x1  £0.65
  3L x10  £5.90
XBUCK5-025 5.6L x1  £0.85
  5.6L x10  £7.60
XBUCK6-010 11L x1  £1.66
  11L x10  £13.20

CODE SIZE   PRICE
TEQTAR-036 Mini – 3.6m x 3.0m £3.68
TEQTAR-054 Midi – 3.6m x 5.2m £6.60
TEQTAR-036 Maxi – 7.0m x 5.2m £12.60

CODE     PRICE
THASHH-120   £2.50

CODE     PRICE
THTAPH0200   £8.25

BUCKETS

TARPAULIN POLE SANDERS

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Ideal for mixing resins and cleaning tools in acetone. 
Also unaffected by resin and can be reused by 
“cracking out” old resin build up. Lids can be supplied 
separately. 

Multi purpose lightweight, washable, durable, rot 
proof, tear and stretch resistant.  
Aluminium eyelets every metre around the edge. 

200mm Pole Sander Head
•  Lightweight head for easy 

sanding of roof decks
•  Universal joint - can be used 

at any angle
• Cushion pad base
• Wing nut secured clamps

120cm Long Extension 
Handle for Pole Sanders

TP5 Tool Pack, 1 operator, Small Project TP6 Tool Pack, 2 operators, Large Project

ROOF TOOL PACK - SMALL ROOF TOOL PACK - LARGE

CODE  PRICE
TTPSRP-005  £39.55

CODE  PRICE
TTPLRP-006  £80.88

1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 1x 140x21 paddle 
roller, 1x 75x21 paddle roller, 4x 150mm deep pile 
resin roller refill, 2x 150mm short pile topcoating 
roller refill, 1x 150mm roller arm, 2x 75mm Brush, 
3x 5 litre bucket, 1x graduated measuring cup, 2.5 
litre acetone, 1x telescopic extension arm, 1x 250ml 
liquid hand cleaner.  

1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 2x 225x21 paddle 
roller, 10x 180mm deep pile resin roller refill, 5x 
180mm short pile topcoating roller refill, 2x 180mm 
roller arm, 2x 75mm Brush, 5x 10 litre bucket, 5 litre 
acetone, 2x telescopic extension arm, 1 litre paste 
hand cleaner. 

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

CHOPPED STRAND MAT 450g

CHOPPED STRAND MAT 600g

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

The most common form of reinforcement used with 
polyester resin for hand lay up. Strands of glass fibre 
are held together by an emulsion binder to form a 
mat. Supplied on a roll usually 96 cm wide in grades 
of various thickness expressed in weight per m².

 •  Fast wet-out
 •  Even thickness
 •  High mechanical strength
 •  Excellent wet strength retention

The most common form of reinforcement used with 
polyester resin for hand lay up. Strands of glass fibre 
are held together by an emulsion binder to form a 
mat. Supplied on a roll usually 96 cm wide in grades 
of various thickness expressed in weight per m².

 •  Fast wet-out
 •  Even thickness
 •  High mechanical strength
 •  Excellent wet strength retention

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCS600-001 1kg Roll – 2.2sqm £3.99
FCS600-002 2kg Roll – 4.4sqm £6.98
FCS600-003 3kg Roll – 6.6sqm £10.40
FCS600-005 5kg Roll – 11sqm £14.20
FCS600-010 10kg Roll – 22sqm £23.70
FCS600-015 15kg Roll - 33sqm £37.76
FCS600-020 20kg Roll – 44sqm £42.75
FCS600-052 25kg Roll – 55sqm £48.50

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCS600-001 1kg Roll – 1.6m £3.99
FCS600-002 2kg Roll – 3.3m £6.98
FCS600-003 3kg Roll – 5m £10.40
FCS600-005 5kg Roll – 8.3m £14.20
FCS600-010 10kg Roll – 16m £23.70
FCS600-015 15kg Roll - 25m £37.76
FCS600-020 20kg Roll – 33m £42.75
FCS600-052 25kg Roll – 41m £48.50

G-MAT 600g - 32kg ROLL

TAISHAN 600g - 33kg ROLL

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM4-032 53.3sqm £57.78

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSEM4-033 55sqm £80.12

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building 

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building. 

450gm Tape 75mm Wide

CHOPPED STRAND MAT BANDAGE

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE SIZE PRICE
FST450-075 50m Roll £17.45

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
GTGA13-020 Grey 20kg £89.50

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
RC0CRR-020 Grey 20kg £69.50

CURE IT ROOFING TOPCOAT CURE IT ROOFING RESIN

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

These specially formulated 
roofing topcoats offer a 
huge number of benefits 
over normal materials 
including:

These specially formulated 
roofing resins offer a 
huge number of benefits 
over normal materials 
including:

•  20 year guarantee on 
materials (contractors only)

•  Fire retardant to BS476 pt 
3 EXT-FAB

•  High flexibility, high thermal 
expansion resistance

•  Low Styrene emission 

Cure it Topcoat is coloured to BS00A13 Graphite grey.
Each 20kg pack includes 500g Catalyst

CODE SIZE   PRICE
AAC001-001 1L  £4.73
AAC003-005 5L  £9.46
AAC004-025 25L  £35.10
AAC005-200 200L  £208.29

ACETONE 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

The most popular and effective solvent brush 
cleaner for removing uncured resin from tools. Not 
for cleaning unprotected hands. It should be kept 
in covered containers as it evaporates quickly and is 
highly flammable. 

CODE COLOUR Price x1 PRICE x12
UPUTEX-003 Grey £4.98 £47.76
UPUTEX-001 White £4.98 £47.76
UPUTEX-002 Black £4.98 £47.76

INDASA PU ADHESIVE/SEALANT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

A new flexible PU adhesive ideal for bonding roof 
trims and other GRP, wood and metal. 310ml 
Cartridge. Available in Black, White and Grey 

G-MAT 450g - 32kg ROLL

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSGM4-032 71sqm £57.78

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building 

TAISHAN 450g - 33kg ROLL

175gm FIBREGLASS TAPE 75mm 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE WEIGHT/SIZE PRICE
FCSEM4-033 73.3sqm £80.12

Top quality E-glass, carries full Lloyds registry of 
shipping approval for boat building. 

CODE WIDTH PER m PER 50m Roll

FFT175-075 75mm £0.67 £8.50

Image courtesy of ProFibre Ltd
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PP1 Pond Material Pack 8m2

PP3 Pond Material Pack 24m2 PP4 Pond Material Pack 50m2

TP5 Tool Pack, 1 Operator, Small Project

TP6 Tool Pack, 2 Operator, Large Project

PP2 Pond Material Pack 15m2

PP1 POND MATERIAL PACK 

PP3 POND MATERIAL PACK PP4 POND MATERIAL PACK FIBREGLASS POND LINING TOOL PACKS

FIBREGLASS POND LINING TOOL PACKS G4 POND SEALER G4 POND SEAL COLOURED

PP2 POND MATERIAL PACK 

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
TPPBLK-008 Super Black  £164.08
TPPGRN-008 Racing Green  £164.08

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
TPPBLK-024 Super Black  £379.01
TPPGRN-024 Racing Green  £379.01

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
TPPBLK-050 Super Black  £728.35
TPPGRN-050 Racing Green  £728.35 

CODE     PRICE
TTPSRP-005    £39.56

CODE     PRICE
TTPLRP-006    £80.70

CODE SIZE   PRICE
UPOCLR-005 5kg  £42.70
UPOCLR-025 25kg  £170.51

CODE COLOUR   PRICE
TPPBLK-015 Super Black  £287.44
TPPGRN-015 Racing Green  £287.44

For ponds up to 8m². All kits include hardeners.
Kit Contents: 25kg Resin, 10kg 450g Chopped 
Strand Mat, 10m Surface Tissue, 5.5kg Selected 
Colour Topcoat, 2 litre G4 Primer. 

For ponds up to 24m². All kits include hardeners.
Kit Contents: 60kg Resin, 25kg 450g Chopped 
Strand Mat, 30m Surface Tissue, 22kg Selected 
Colour Topcoat, 5 litre G4 Primer.  

For ponds up to 50m² All kits include hardeners.
Kit Contents: 125kg Resin, 47kg 450g Chopped 
Strand Mat, 60m Surface Tissue, 33kg Selected 
Colour Topcoat, 10 litre G4 Primer.  

1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 1x 140x21 paddle 
roller, 1x 75x21 paddle roller, 4x 150mm deep pile 
resin roller refill, 2x 150mm short pile topcoating 
roller refill, 1x 150mm roller arm, 2x 75mm Brush, 
3x 5 litre bucket, 1x graduated measuring cup, 
2.5 litre acetone, 1x telescopic extension arm, 1x 
250ml liquid hand cleaner. 

1 x box (50 pairs) surgical gloves, 2x 225x21 
paddle roller, 10x 180mm deep pile resin roller 
refill, 5x 180mm short pile topcoating roller refill, 
2x 180mm roller arm, 2x 75mm brush, 5x 10 litre 
bucket, 5 litre acetone, 2x telescopic extension 
arms, 1 litre paste hand cleaner.

G4 Pond Seal is a moisture cured polyurethane 
which forms a non porous seal on concrete, brick or 
porous stone. G4 uses the moisture in the air and 
substrate to cure or harden so it can be applied 
to slightly damp substrates. G4 can be applied in 
poor weather conditions, high humidity and at 
temperatures down to 0ºC. Consumption of G4: 
(Uncoloured) 3 coats = 550g/m² (for all 3 coats). 
G4 Brochure available on request 

For ponds up to 15m². All kits include hardeners.
Kit Contents: 50kg Resin, 15kg 450g Chopped 
Strand Mat, 20m Surface Tissue, 11kg Selected 
Colour Topcoat, 2.5 litre G4 Primer . 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Fibreglass Pond Material Packs

These basic material packs have been created 
to make purchasing a GRP lining kit easy. They 
contain all primers, fibreglass mats, resins, 
topcoats and hardeners. Racing green and 
black colours are listed here, but other colours 
are available by calling our sales team for a 
quotation.

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
UPOGRN-005 Green 5kg £66.73
UPOGRG-005 Grey 5kg £66.73
UPOBLK-005 Black 5kg £66.73
UPOBLU-005 Blue 5kg £66.73
UPOGRG-025 Green 25kg £254.77
UPOGRG-025 Grey 25kg £254.77
UPOBLK-025 Black 25kg £254.77
UPOBLU-025 Blue 25kg £254.77

Used in conjunction with G4 damp seal for coloured 
finishes in pond and floor coating. Available in black, 
blue, green and grey.  Please note: G4 has a limited 
shelf life.  To ensure freshest stocks we order direct 
from manufacturer which may delay your order.  

REPAIR KITS
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General Fibreglass Repair Kit Small

General Fibreglass Repair Kit Large

GENERAL FIBREGLASS REPAIR KITS

CODE  PRICE
TKGFRK-002  £8.99

CODE  PRICE
TKGFRK-001  £14.99

Contents: 500g general purpose resin, 25g catalyst, 
½ m² 300g chopped strand mat, 3x 12mm brushes, 
3x 385ml calibrated mixing cups, 10ml syringe, 3x 
stirring sticks, 3 pairs latex gloves.

Comprehensive kits that contain all you need to mould or repair with 
fibreglass. Bonds to many different materials including wood, metal, brick, 
masonry, GRP, ceramics and more.  Small kits covers an area up to 1/2 m2. 
Large kit covers and area up to 1m2.

Contents: 2x 500g general purpose resin, 25g 
catalyst, 1 m² 300g chopped strand mat, 3x 12mm 
brushes, 3x 25mm brushes, 1x 1400ml calibrated 
cup, 3x 385ml calibrated mixing cups, 10ml 
syringe, 6x stirring sticks, 6 pairs latex gloves

all prices are exclusive of VAT

This new kit compliments the current west 
system product range and has been developed 
to assist those who wish to carry out small 
basic repairs to glassfibre boats. The kit 
includes everything required to successfully 
complete a range of repairs.
The instructions includes with the kit provide 
detailed step by step explanations for 4 
common repair to glass fibre boats, these are:

• Repairing minor cracks and scratches.
•  Repairing cored deck, hull and bulkhead 

delamination.
• Repairing holes and punctures.
• Refitting and replacing hardware.

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WREGBR-001 1kg £25.70

WEST SYSTEM BOAT REPAIR KIT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Kit Contents: 
250g 105 Resin;  50g 205 Hardener;  1m 450g 
125mm biaxial glass tape;  1m 175g 75mm woven 
glass tape;  1m 100mm peel ply tape;  402 milled 
fibre filler: 409 microsphere filler;  2 prs gloves;  1 
Reusable mixing stick;  3 mixing pots;  2 brushes;  
2 syringes; instructions. 

Our repair kits have 
everything you 
need to fix dings, 
cracks or even 
breaks in fibreglass 
surfboards.

Contents: 500g 
Xtreme surfboard 
resin inc catalyst, 
50ml wax solution, 
100ml acetone, 6oz 
cloth (50cm x 100cm), various sandpaper sheets, 
100g Qcell glass bubbles, 4 plastic spreaders, 2 x 
12mm brush, 1 x 25mm brush, 6 x mixing sticks, 
surgical gloves, 3 calibrated cups, 2 x 10ml syringe, 
dust mask, masking tape and instructions 

CODE   PRICE
TKSURF-500   £16.67

BIG MAL SURFBOARD REPAIR KIT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Our repair kits have 
everything you 
need to fix dings, 
cracks or even 
breaks in fibreglass 
surfboards.

Contents: 250g 
Xtreme surfboard 
resin inc catalyst, 
50ml wax solution, 
100ml acetone, 6oz 
cloth (50cm x 50cm), various sandpaper sheets, 100g 
Qcell glass bubbles, 2 plastic spreaders, 2 x 12mm 
brush, 3 x mixing sticks, surgical gloves, 2 calibrated 
cups, 1 x 10ml syringe, dust mask, masking tape and 
instructions. 

CODE   PRICE
TKSURF -250   £12.50

LITTLE MAL SURFBOARD REPAIR KIT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Each resealable 
pack contains epoxy 
resin,hardener,406 
& 407 fillers, tools, 
gloves, cleaning pads 
and instructions. 
Ideal for repair work. 
A comprehensive kit 
for small repairs. 

Contains 250g 105 Resin, 50g 205 Hardener, 
403 Microfibres, 407 Low Density Filler, 3 
Graduated Cups, 2 Pairs Gloves, 2 Mixing 
Sticks, 2 Syringes & Instruction Leaflet. 

CODE PACK SIZE PRICE
WRE101-MIN - £15.29

WEST SYSTEM MINI PACK

all prices are exclusive of VAT

This comprehensive 
kit contains everything 
you will need to make 
an effective repair, or 
a replacement of up 
to 1m², to a leaking or 
damaged fibreglass 
roof. This kit not only 
includes materials 
but also all the tools 
required in one box. 

• Repair or replace up to 1m²
• All materials required
• All tools required
• Everything needed in one box 

FIBREGLASS ROOF REPAIR KIT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE   PRICE
TKROOF-001   £24.99
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Ready to go, comprehensive kit with 
everything you need to create clear castings

WATER CLEAR CASTING KIT 1KG

CODE     PRICE
TKWCRC-001    £15.08

Kit Contents: 1kg water clear resin including 
catalyst, 1x casting mould, 3x 385ml mixing 
cup, 2x 1400ml mixing cup, 3x 10ml syringe, 10x 
mixing sticks, 4pr surgical gloves. This kit includes 
an MC2 (89ml) mould.  

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-001  £3.45

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-003  £3.20

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-006  £3.55

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-002  £3.45

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-004  £3.20

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-007  £3.55

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-005  £3.55

CODE  PRICE
VCEETM-008  £3.55

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Moulds

A selection of purpose made, heavy duty, 
reusable plastic moulds. All have a gloss finish 
and no moulding stamps for great castings 
every time. Suitable for all resin types.
These moulds are slightly tapered for easy 
release. Measurements are approximate and 
taken from open end of mould.

To increase mould life and ease release we 
recommend AFH spray release agent. 

MC-1 CASTING MOULD 59ml

MC-3 CASTING MOULD 74ml

MC-6 CASTING MOULD 148ml

MC-2 CASTING MOULD 89ml

MC-4 CASTING MOULD 118ml

MC-7 CASTING MOULD 236ml

MC-5 CASTING MOULD 118ml

MC-8 CASTING MOULD 266ml

MC-1 Casting mould 59ml (2fl oz)

length: 50mm, width: 36mm, depth: 26mm 

MC-3 Casting mould 74ml (2.5fl.oz)

diameter: 62mm, depth: 28mm 

MC-6 Casting mould 148ml 5fl. Oz

length: 75mm, width: 75mm, depth:26mm

MC-2 Casting mould 89ml (3fl. oz) 

length: 67mm, width: 53mm, depth: 28mm

MC-4 Casting mould 118ml (4fl.oz)

length: 85mm, width: 55mm, depth: 28mm

MC-7 Casting mould 236ml 8fl.oz

length: 126mm, width: 75mm, depth: 26mm

MC-5 Casting mould 118ml – 4fl.oz

diameter: 77mm, depth: 30mm

MC-8 Casting mould 266ml 9fl oz

length: 151mm, width: 75mm, depth: 26mm

CODE SIZE   PRICE
RCR366-001 1kg  £33.96
RCR366-002 2kg  £65.48
RCR366-008 10kg  £251.91

CODE SIZE   PRICE
RCC25-001 1kg  £8.16
RCC25-005 5kg  £27.42
RCC25-020 20kg  £96.48
RCC25-230 230kg  £622.12

CODE SIZE   PRICE
RFC365-002 2kg  £22.24
RFC365-005 5kg  £51.88
RFC365-010 10kg  £98.16

CODE SIZE   PRICE
RFC364-002 2kg  £17.36
RFC364-005 5kg  £40.68
RFC364-010 10kg  £75.97

WATER CLEAR FASTCASTWATER CLEAR CASTING RESIN

WHITE FASTCAST 

STANDARD FASTCAST

all prices are exclusive of VATall prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

This two component hand casting polyurethane 
system, optically clear and UV stable. Easy to use, low 
odour and ideal for rapid prototyping, embedding or 
any type of clear casting, with or without vacuum.

A water clear casting resin for embedding and 
casting paperweights,specimens etc. Pot life at 20 ºC 
using 0.5-1% catalyst is approx.20 minutes. To help 
prevent cracking,      use minimum catalyst and place 
in water bath.
We are now able to supply RTV240 Addition Cured 
Silicone Rubber for improved finishes when using 
clear resins in flexible moulds. 

A low odour two component polyurethane system 
which is designed for thin sections, or castings up to 
20mm thick that require very quick demould times 
and can be used unfilled. Good thermal resistance. 
With low viscosity it produces excellent surface 
detail and finish. Does not shatter like polyester casts. 
Simulates polypropylene when fully cured.

A low odour two component polyurethane system 
which is designed for thin sections, or castings up to 
20mm thick that require very quick demould times 
and can be used unfilled. Good thermal resistance. 
With low viscosity it produces excellent surface detail 
and finish. Does not shatter like polyester casts. 
Simulates polypropylene when fully cured.

•  Pot Life (200g @ 20oC) : 8-11 mins
•  Demould (200g @ 20oC) : 60 mins
•  Recommended casting thickness : 2 – 15mm

White Fastcast is not suitable for pigmenting

•  Casting thickness 2-15mm
• Pot Life: 4-5 Mins
• Demould: 20-25 Mins 

• Pot Life (200g @ 20oC) : 2 mins
• Demould (200g @ 20oC) : 20 mins
• Minimum casting thickness : 2mm 

Casting by Alex Lacey - CFS Image courtesy of GreaseBugs Gear
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CODE SIZE   PRICE
VLRDIP-001 1 Litre  £5.50
VLRDIP-005 5 Litre  £20.60
VLRDIP-025 25 Litre  £87.94
VLRDIP-200 200 Litre  £687.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VLRTHX-100 100g  £1.65
VLRTHX-500 500g  £2.87
VLRTHX-002 2.5kg  £6.94
VLRTHX-020 20kg  £37.05

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VRT240-001 1.1kg Kit  £26.62
VRT240-005 5.5kg Kit  £112.11

LATEX DIPPING RUBBER LATEX THIXO GEL RTV240 SILICONE 

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

This is a natural air drying liquid rubber used to make 
thin elastic self releasing moulds by repeated dipping 
of the former. A thickening agent can also be used. It 
is best used to reproduce simple shapes without too 
much detail such as chess pieces. 

A thixotropic gel, which is used to thicken latex for 
brush on application. Add at the rate of 5% to 10% 
as required. 

This is a top quality, two 
component, addition 
cured silicone rubber for 
mould making. Used for 
moulding of complicated 
parts with precise 
dimensions. Repetitive 
casting applications, 
ceramics, vacuum 
casting moulds and general mould making. RTV240 
is especially good for resin casting with much better 
resistance and surface finish, particularly with water 
clear resin. Medium 25 shore hardness, colourless and 
translucent. Supplied as a kit with hardener included.
Pot Life - 120 mins. Demould - 24 hours 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VRTJTH-100 100g  £8.36
VRTJTH-001 1kg  £70.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VPLHER-005 5kg  £6.84
VPLHER-025 25kg  £17.15

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VMMMOD-150 6.4kg  £24.24

CODE  COLOUR   PRICE
VMMPLB-500 Black   £1.31
  Black x 20  £23.00
VMMPLW-500 White  £1.31
  White x 20  £23.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VPLCAL-005 5kg  £7.73
VPLCAL-025 25kg  £21.44

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VMMALG-550 550g  £5.55
VMMALG-550 550g x 10  £51.00

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VPLCAS-005 5kg  £9.06
VPLCAS-025 25kg  £31.76

RTV20 AND RTV25

FLEXIL RTV THIXOTROPIC ADDITIVE TA2

HERCULITE 2 CASTING PLASTER

MODROC PLASTER BANDAGE NEWPLAST PLASTICINE

CRYSTACAL R CASTING PLASTER

ALGINATE

CRYSTACAST CASTING PLASTER 

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

all prices are exclusive of VAT

Specially formulated thixotroping agent for use with 
CFS RTV 20/25 Silicone Moulding Rubbers.  
Produces an attractive butter like consistency within 
seconds of addition to catalysed liquid rubber.

NOT SUITABLE FOR RTV 240

A hard white plaster for use where colour, high 
strength and surface durability are required in fibrous 
plasterwork, giftware and modelling applications. 
Plaster/water ratio by weight 100/42 (2.38kg/litre) 
Setting time 6 to 20 minutes.

A bulk pack of plaster impregnated bandage for 
modelling and sculptures 

An extra hard white plaster for use where high 
strength and surface hardness are important. Plaster/
water ratio by weight 100/35 (2.86kg/litre) Setting 
time 10 to 25 minutes.

A semi flexible moulding compound, normally used 
for taking dental impressions. Excellent for taking 
moulds from in situ mouldings. Simply mix alginate 
with water and apply. Working time is 5 minutes. 
Demould time is 15 minutes.

An exceptionally hard plaster for use in giftware and 
modelling applications where surface hardness and 
exceptional detail are required. Colour: Off white. 
Plaster/water ratio by weight 100/28 (3.5kg/litre) 
Setting time 14 to 25 minutes. 

FLEXIL

all prices are exclusive of VAT

CODE COLOUR SIZE PRICE
VVRYEL-001 Yellow 1kg £4.95
VVRYEL-005 Yellow 5kg £19.50
VVRYEL-025 Yellow 25kg £79.50
VVRWHI-001 White 1kg £4.95
VVRWHI-005 White 5kg £19.50
VVRWHI-025 White 25kg £79.50
VVRRED-001 Red 1kg £4.95
VVRRED-005 Red 5kg £19.50
VVRRED-025 Red 25kg £79.50

Vinyl rubbers are re-usable self releasing rubbers 
supplied in solid blocks. Very versatile they produce 
moulds for a wide range of casting applications such 
as polyesters, epoxies, plaster and concrete casting. 
They require heating to approx. 170ºC before being 
poured over formers to produce moulds good for up 
to 10 castings. Moulds can be cut up and remelted. 
Porous or damp formers should be sealed with G4 
sealer. Available in various grades offering a choice 
of flexibility. The more flexible the rubber the less 
durable. Yellow is the hardest. White is medium hard. 
Red is the softest .

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VMMCLA-001 1kg  £2.84
VMMCLA-045 4.5kg  £6.79
VMMCLA-125 12.5kg  £8.37

CODE     PRICE
VMMCLH-004    £2.76

NEWCLAY MODELLING CLAY NEWCLAY HARDENER 4oz 125gm

all prices are exclusive of VAT all prices are exclusive of VAT

Newclay is an off-white clay, which because it is 
nylon reinforced, is not brittle. The clay makes 
strong models, even those made by small children. 
However, for older children and adults, there is a 
hardener available which when applied to the clay 
will increase the strength still further. Mix 50g H1 into 500ml of very hot water and apply 

2-3 washes with a brush to dried newclay. Your clay 
can then be hardened still further by placing in a cold 
oven and warmed to a maximum of 200oC. Once this 
temperature is reached then remove item from oven. 

This material produces the highest quality rubber moulds with extremely fine detail and minimal shrinkage. 
They will produce hundreds of castings depending on the complexity of the shape. This self releasing liquid 
rubber is activated by the addition of a catalyst, poured over the former and cured at room temperature. 

CODE SIZE   PRICE
VRTJ20-001 RTV20 – 1.05kg Kit  £17.27
VRTJ20-005 RTV20 – 5.25kg Kit  £74.65
VRT20-020 RTV20 – 21kg Kit  £283.05

VRTJ25-001 RTV25 – 1.05kg Kit  £17.27
VRTJ25-005 RTV25 – 5.25kg Kit  £74.65
VRTJ25-020 RTV25 – 21kg Kit  £283.05

     RTV 5% Pot Life Demould   Full Cure
    Catalyst                                          @ 20oC

Green (Slow) 60mins 16-24 Hours  7 Days
Yellow (Fast) 15-30mins  2-4 Hours 10 Hours

•  RTV20 is a soft condensation cured silicone. 
•  RTV25 is a medium soft, condensation cured silicone. 
•  All kits supplied with choice of hardener speed (see table)



About Us 

CFS Fibreglass Supplies is completely dedicated to your total satisfaction. 
If you have any suggestions or comments, please email us at sales@cfsnet.
co.uk.

CFS Fibreglass is a trading name of CFSNET Ltd. Where the terms ‘We’, ‘Our’, 
‘Us’ and ‘The Company’ are used this means CFS. Please see the ‘Contact Us’ 
section in the front of the catalogue for our full address and contact details. 
The terms ‘You’, ‘Your’ and ‘The Customer’ are used to mean the person(s) 
purchasing from CFS.

Our contract shall be governed by and in accordance with English law.

The information given in this brochure is to the best of our knowledge true 
and accurate. As conditions for use of our products is beyond our control, 
we cannot accept responsibility for any damage or losses resulting from 
information given. 

Making a Purchase

Making a purchase could not be easier. Just browse our catalogue and 
telephone or email us with your requirements. You can also place your order 
online at www.cfsnet.co.uk. 

Occasionally we will not have the amount of stock that may be required to 
fulfill an order, if this happens, you will be contacted by phone and/or email 
on the day we receive the order. We will contact you to inform you of the 
revised delivery date, back order the items or offer suitable alternatives. If 
the options presented are not suitable you can cancel either the items in 
question or the whole order. If we substitute the items and the substitutes 
are unsatisfactory then you have the right to cancel these items and we will 
collect them. If we are unable to reach you, the order will be put on hold 
until you have contacted us to discuss the order.

All goods advertised are subject to availability. We are not obliged to accept 
your order and we have the right to decline or refuse an order or limit an 
order quantity. 

Making a Payment

In order to protect you and us from debit and credit card fraud, we reserve 
the right to send first and/or large orders to the cardholder’s address only 
or to seek more information from you. We will always contact you on these 
occasions.

We accept Visa, Mastercard, Maestro & Switch credit and debit cards. We do 
not accept American Express. We also accept payments by Paypal or BACS 
bank transfers but please be aware that we will not release or send the 
goods until payment has cleared through our account.

Although we strive to be accurate with all product details and prices, if a 
product or price is incorrect due to a typographical error we have the right 
to refuse or cancel any order whether or not the order has been confirmed. 
If your credit or debit card has already been charged and we subsequently 
cancel your order, we will immediately refund the full amount.

We do not store any of your credit or debit card information, our systems 
automatically delete your card details as soon as a payment has been 
processed. Please be aware that if you choose to send us your credit or debit 
card details by email, it is not a secure method and you do so at your own 
risk.  

Tax Charges 

VAT is applied to your order at a rate of 20%. If you have any queries  
regarding VAT on your order please contact us for help.

Prices

Prices displayed in the catalogue or on our website do not include VAT or 
delivery costs. The total costs will be provided when you speak to an advisor 
or place your order online.
Catalogue price are correct at the time of going to press and the prices 
shown supersede all previous price lists. We reserve the right to change 
prices at any time to reflect market conditions but we will confirm the cur-
rent price with you before accepting your order. 

Delivery & Shipping

Please refer to the ‘Delivery’ section for information on delivery prices, areas 
and time periods.

We will deliver to the delivery address as instructed by the purchaser. The 
purchaser is responsible for ensuring an authorised person is present at the 
address to sign for and take delivery of the goods. CFS and/or their couriers 
will not be held liable for any losses if an unauthorised person takes delivery 
of the goods.
All larger items and consignments of our goods are classed as hazardous and 
therefore the delivery drivers cannot leave goods unattended. Please ensure 
that someone is present at the delivery address to sign for the goods. If this 
may be a problem, please call us for advice.

Most small items will be delivered by parcel courier and they can be left 
somewhere secure if you provide clear instructions at the time of order. 
There is a ‘special instructions’ box on the ‘delivery address’ page of the 
website for this purpose.

Only small non-hazardous items that are not liquid may be sent through the 
post. Please call to discuss.

We will assume that all delivery addresses can be accessed easily by lorries. 
If not, then it is your responsibility to inform us of any access restrictions to 
the delivery address at the time of order.

Our couriers will try to deliver your order twice. If unable to deliver then they 
will leave contact cards. If they do not receive contact from you or us within 
the following week, the order will be returned to CFS. If you request an order 
to be re-sent from CFS to yourself after it has been returned to CFS for the 
above reasons, further delivery charges will be incurred.

Delivery time periods are estimates and cannot be guaranteed. CFS uses 
third party courier companies and on rare occasions, delays may occur due to 
reasons beyond ours and their control.

Because delivery dates and times cannot be guaranteed, purchasers are not 
entitled to consider late delivery to automatically be a breach of contract. 
For these reasons, we strongly recommend that you do not book any 
contractors, tradesmen or urgent work until you have received and checked 
the goods.

Our liability to you shall not, in any event, include losses to third parties or 
losses related to any business of yours, such as profits or business interrup-
tion, neither will we be responsible to you for any other loss which is not a 
foreseeable consequence of us being in breach of these terms and conditions 
or our legal duties.

Returns Policy

We take pride in the quality of our products and hope that you will find 
them satisfactory. In the event of a fault or an error we will replace it as 
soon as possible. If we are unable to replace the item or provide a suitable 
alternative then we will refund you.

Please ensure that you check your items carefully upon receipt and notify us 
of any damaged, missing or incorrectly sent items within 7 days of receiving 
the goods so that we can resolve the problem straight away.

We rely on third party couriers who are usually very careful, but very 
occasionally problems can occur. If your goods arrive damaged, please be 
prepared to provide photographs to us so that we can see the problem.

We cannot be held responsible or liable if you have made a mistake in order-
ing, for example, by ordering the wrong items or ordering too much, but we 
will try and help where possible. In these situations we reserve the right to 
charge for the cost of any collection and/or a 15% handling charge, this does 
not affect any rights you may have under the legislation below.

Under the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Additional 
Charges) Regulations 2013 (The UK implementation of the EU Directive on 
Consumer Rights 2011/83/EC), you may have the right to cancel your order 
and claim a refund.
These cancellation rights may only apply to distance sales transactions 
(remote sales conducted largely or wholly by telephone, internet or post), 
they must be carried out within the European Union and they only apply to 
private customers buying for personal use, they do not apply to customers 
buying for or in the course of a trade or business.
To exercise these rights you can either fill out the model cancellation form 
included in this catalogue or you may contact us by phone, email, fax or let-
ter and tell us you wish to cancel within 14 days of you receiving the goods. 
For your records it is advisable to state your intentions in writing. If you have 
already received the goods then they must be unused, with the original 
packaging and in the same condition that they reached you. If not, you may 
lose your right to cancel.
We will charge the customer the reasonable cost of collecting the cancelled 
goods. As an estimate, the collection costs will be the same as the original 
delivery charge for the order. Alternatively a customer may arrange to return 
the goods to CFS themselves at their own expense and CFS will refund the 
cost of the items upon receipt of the goods.
If you are buying in the course of a trade or business, or you are based 
outside the European Union, please be aware that you may not have the au-
tomatic right to cancel your order with CFSNET Ltd. However, please contact 
us with any concerns and we will strive to assist you where we can. This does 
not affect your statutory rights as may be applicable under UK legislation. 

Complaints Procedure

We put every effort into providing quality products and a seamless service 
but we recognise that sometimes things can go wrong. If you have a concern 
please contact us as soon as possible and we will take steps to address any 
issues.
Please contact us by telephone, email, fax or by post as soon as the concern 
arises and we will acknowledge your complaint within 2 working days. It 
may take longer to resolve but we will assign a person to your case and they 
will ensure they continue to maintain contact until the matter is resolved.

Restricted Sales

By purchasing any items through our website or over the telephone you are 
confirming that you are over 18 years of age.

It is illegal to sell knives, solvents and volatile substances to persons under 
the age of 18.

Privacy & Personal Information

What we collect

We may collect the following information: name and job title; contact 
information including email address; demographic information such as 
address and postcode, preferences and interests; other information relevant 
to customer surveys and/or offers.

What we do with the information we gather

We require this information to understand your needs and provide you with 
a better service, and in particular for the following reasons: Internal record 
keeping; We may use the information to improve our products and services; 
We may periodically send promotional emails about new products, special 
offers or other information which we think you may find interesting using 
the email address which you have provided.
From time to time, we may also use your information to contact you for our 
own market research purposes. We may contact you by email, phone, fax 
or mail. We may use the information to customise our website, emails or 
brochures according to your interests.

Controlling your personal information

We will not sell, distribute or lease your personal information to third parties 
unless we have your permission or are required by law to do so. We may use 
your personal information to send you promotional information about third 
parties which we think you may find interesting if you tell us that you wish 
this to happen.
You may request details of personal information which we hold about you 
under the Data Protection Act 1998. A small fee will be payable. If you would 
like a copy of the information held on you please write to CFS Fibreglass 
Supplies, United Downs Industrial Park, St Day, Redruth, Cornwall, TR16 5HY.
If you believe that any information we are holding on you is incorrect or 
incomplete, please write to or email us as soon as possible, at the above 
address. We will promptly correct any information found to be incorrect.

Security

We are committed to ensuring that your information is secure. In order to 
prevent unauthorised access or disclosure, we have put in place suitable 
physical, electronic and managerial procedures to safeguard and secure the 
information we collect.

Thanks to all our customers and suppliers for their contributions to this 
catalogue. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS



This pictogram warns that a substance is 
hazardous to the environment and causes 
aquatic toxicity.

If you �nd this pictogram on the label it means 
you are dealing with oxidising gases, solids 
and liquids, which can cause or intensify �re 
and explosion.

Be aware of what these two similar pictograms 
mean. This one warns against �ammable 
gases, aerosols, liquids and solids:

serutxim dna secnatsbus gnitaeh-fleS  
  Pyrophoric liquids and solids, 

that may catch �re when in contact with air
  Substances and mixtures which, in contact 

with water, emit �ammable gases
  Self-reactive substances or organic

peroxides that may cause �re when heated

Whenever you use a chemical with this 
pictogram on it, be aware that it is corrosive 
and can cause severe skin burns and eye 
damage. It is also corrosive to metals.

Know that you are handling a chemical that is 
acutely toxic in contact with skin, if inhaled or 
ingested, which may even be fatal. 

A substance or mixture with this pictogram has 
one or more of the following e�ects:

 cinegonicrac sI  
dlihc nrobnu eht dna ytilitref stceffA  

snoitatum sesuaC  
  Is a respiratory sensitiser, may cause 

allergy, asthma or breathing di�culties 
when inhaled

snagro cificeps ot cixot sI  
  Aspiration hazards, may be fatal or 

harmful if swallowed or if it enters
airways

This pictogram means one or more of the 
following:

)lufmrah( cixot yletucA  
 dna niks ,noitasitisnes niks sesuaC  

eye irritation
tnatirri yrotaripseR  

ssenizzid ro ssenisword sesuac ,citocraN  
reyal enozo eht ot suodrazaH  

Shipping and Handling 

Orders required to be delivered on the next working day must be placed before 1pm. All orders placed after 1pm are likely 
to be despatched on the following working day. 

Cancellation Form 

As required under the Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013 (EU Directive on Consumer Rights 2011/83/EC). 

Safety in the workplace 

The pictograms for labelling chemical products have changed.  Prevent workplace injury and diseases by learning more about the pictograms.

Weight 3 Day Next Day

up to 1kg £4.90 £6.30

up to 2kg £6.30 £9.45

up to 5kg £7.35 £13.65

up to 10kg £8.40 £15.75

up to 15kg £10.50 £16.80

up to 30kg £15.75 £17.85

up to 50kg £19.43 £22.05

up to 60kg £21.00 £25.20

up to 70kg £22.05 £28.35

up to 75kg £23.10 £31.50

up to 80kg £25.20 £34.65

up to 90kg £28.35 £36.75

up to 100kg £46.20 £50.40

up to 250kg £48.30 £57.75

up to 450kg £50.40 £60.90

up to 1000kg £57.75 £68.25

Weight 3 Day

up to 5kg £25.82

up to 10kg £26.97

up to 20kg £32.72

up to 30kg £44.21

up to 50kg £51.75

up to 100kg £58.77

up to 150kg £69.58

up to 200kg £80.16

over 200kg P.O.A.

Weight 3 Day

up to 5kg £25.82

up to 10kg £26.97

up to 20kg £32.72

up to 30kg £44.21

over 50kg P.O.A.

Weight 3 Day

up to 5kg £5.00

up to 25kg £6.33

up to 50kg £12.65

England and Wales Cornwall

Scottish Highlands

N Ireland, Scottish Islands, 
Isle of Man, Channel Islands

Northern Scotland postcodes include:
IV, KW, PA20-80, PH5-50 & AB

We will arrange free delivery within Cornwall 
for orders over £150 ex VAT.

For orders below £150 see table below. 

Delivery prices shown are exclusive of VAT.

Orders are processed and deliveries undertaken during working 
days only. Working days are Monday to Friday and do not include 
Saturdays, Sundays or bank holidays. 3 day deliveries may be 
delivered sooner. 3 working days does not include the day of 
despatch. 

We will assume that all delivery addresses can be accessed easily 
by lorries. If not, then it is your responsibility to inform us of any 
access restrictions to the delivery address at the time of order.

CFS use specialist carriers to deliver your items. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that someone is present at the delivery 
address to sign for your order. Instructions can be given for smaller 
consignments, in most cases large orders cannot be delivered 
without signature. Please call CFS Sales 01209 821028 to check.

International Delivery:

CFS can deliver internationally to most countries, European 
and Worldwide. Please call one of our sales team with your 
requirements and they will search for the best transport costs and 
lead times.  

To: 

CFSNET LTD t/a CFS Fibreglass
United Downs Industrial Estate
St Day
Redruth
Cornwall
TR16 5HY
UK

Tel: 01209 821028
Fax: 01209 822192
Email: sales@cfsnet.co.uk

I/We hereby give notice that I/we cancel my/our contract of sale of 

the following goods received on (date).............................................

Order Reference Number (if known)..................................................

Customer Name(s).............................................................................

Customer Address..............................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

Customer Signature...........................................................................
(only if this form is notified on paper)

Date................................

SHIPPING SAFETY

Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS) available for each 
product - please request.



CFS Fibreglass, 
United Downs Industrial Park, 
Redruth, Cornwall TR16 5HY CF
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CFS Fibreglass is a trading name of CFSNET LTD
Company Registration Number: 8244956 
VAT No 172 8309 00


